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Employers
To Save On
Insurance
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT,Ky. AP — Kentucky
employers will save an estimated $29
million this year under a workmen's
compensation insurance rate decrease
approved by Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGliffey.
Department
Insurance
The
deliberated two months on the filing by
the National Council IIII_COMPUISELLiall
Insurance, a New York firm which
FOUR-H DELEGATES to the 1977 Kentucky 4-H Older Youth Conference
makes rates projections.
Seventeen local girls are entered in
from the Calloway County 4-H Council are, Patti Robinson, left, daughter of
"We started out at a rate level
the Popcorn Princess Pageant which
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Robinson, Murray Route Three and Chuck Harrison, censlightly in excess of last year and we
will get underway at 6 p. m..Friday at
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Softball Tournament
standing speakers, discuss ideas on citizenship, and visit with Kentucky
amended to produce lower costs—to be
The softball tournament will feature
Congressmen. The two local delegates are members of the Calloway Counts
softball
ed basically by the work
area
determin
21
competition between
Teen Club and students at Calloway Count High School.
classification.
Staff Photo bv David Hill
teams according to Dave Travis, event
"In general, the premium reduction
chairman. The teams will be playing
will be in the neighborhood of 25 per
the single-elimination tournament at
cent as of Jan. 1," he said.
the Murray-Calloway County Park and
A 17-member review commission
play will begin at 9 a. m. Saturday.
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d by Gov. Julian Carroll
tourname
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the
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Sunday.
the new rates.
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Eight
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, at the
court ruling during its special session.
Page 16, Column
Brussels World's Fair, London Festival
In that case, the court held that
minimum weekly benefits for the
temporarily or partly disabled should
be the same as for the permanently
disabled.
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Edward Villeila To
Appear In Program

support
Supporters of the Tennessee- asked again that persons who
Waterway included the project write their congressmen,
Tombigbee
t Carter to
geNerriOrs of three states who testified senators, and Presiden
the project. "We
Tuesday before a Carter ad- request funding for
"and lots of
ministration task force in Columbus, still need help," Enix sr,
it."
Ga., which will recommend future
The project would provide a direct
funding of the project.
on from the midwest to the
connecti
_
LACaNY.-Z. C.,EniX.. a board member
on the Kentucky portion of the Tenn- Southeastern Gulf through the port of
tie together 12 river
Tom Waterway Authority, and Wayne Mobile. It will also
America and link
Spencer, a representative of the Pur- systems in middle
Gulf,and thus
tern
Southeas
the
to
them
were
chase Area Development District,
among those who spoke in support of foreign markets.
The waterway would make Paducah
the waterway.
miles closer to the Gulf at Mobile.
389
Mississippi Gov. Cliff Finch,
wilkeven be 65 miles closer to
Paducah
and
Wallace,
George
Gov.
Alabama
via this shortcut. The
Orleans
New
Tennessee Gov. Ray Blanton all urged
to create 21,000 new
continuation of the 253-mile project project is expected
area.
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the
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jobs,
linking the Tennessee River with the
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average
"The long-term benefits of the is set for 1986. This will be at an
a total
for
ton,
per
$2.29
of
savings
waterway to Mississippi and the rest of
$64 million.
the nation will not begin to materialize estimated annual savings of
grow to 44
until the waterway is completed, which That figure is projected to
million tons and over $85 million in
overwhelmingly justifies as early
completion date as possible," Gov. savings by 1991.
Finch said.
See TENN-TOM,
Blanton said completion of the
16, Column Six
Page
project is "essential to the economy of
many of our economically depressed
counties" and called for completion of
TEN N.
the waterway at the earliest possible
time.
PICKWOr LARK
Declaring that "We're going to see
that this project is continued" Wallace
CORINTH
said the waterway will be "contributing
economic benefits to the United States a
hundred years from now, yes, even a
MISS.
thousand years from now."
,Opposition leader Randall Grace,
110.00010100
•
a'who heads the Tombigbee River
SAT sedges
Conservation Council, led off opposition
billion
$1.64
the
testimony claiming that
lai ojra is unsound econortnratty,
socially, and environmentally.
Grace warned that hidden federal
costs related to the waterway, which
have been appropriated to the Tennessee Valley Authority, Applachian
Regional Commission,' and the
OCK
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, would push the project's
benefit-to-cost ratio even lowd. The
0.44.
LOCK
current ratio is 1.15 to 1, using a 3.25
AMIRKIIN
interest rate factor, and .87 to 1 using a
6.375 interest rate recommended by the
Carter administration.
"It is apparent that the American
taxpayer is footing the bill for a much
DAM
I OCK
more costly project than is now
• \ I
ST ANOMIE/
realized," Grace said.
ALA.
He also said the loss of productivity of
the lands to be destroyed by construction of the waterway will push the
LOCI( and DAM
operation and maintenance cost for the
project higher than the estimated $1.28
•
aucrinus
million annual figure the U. S.
use.
s
Engineer
Enix, the only Calloway County
representative on the TennesseeLOCI! awl DAM
Tombigbee Waterway Authority,
issued a plea last . week for letters of
support to take to the hearing. He said
today that he took several letters
supporting the Project with him, but

inside today

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and cooler
tonight. Mostly sunny and cool on
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
mid 40s. Highs Thursday in the
low 60s. Winds westerly under 15
miles an hour tonight.

Four SectIons — 44 Pages

Hearing Held
iXon Tenn-Tom

Popcorn
Bonanza
Seventeen beautiful young ladies will
be in competition for the title o
Eitypeurrr -Princess in The
event of the Murray Optimist Club
sponsored Popcorn Bonanza being held
here this weekend. The "World's
Largest Popcorn Ball" will be on
display at the Expo Center throughout
the weekend.
The Popcorn Princess Pageant will
begin at 6 p. m. Friday, April 1, and Will4
be followed by a dance. Both events will
be held at the MSU Expo Center, the
site of the majority of the events in the
three-day celebration.
All proveds 'from the popcorn
Bonanza Al go to the CallOway County
Schools' foot batldp rog ram.
Other events scheduled, in addition to
Friday's pageant and dance, are a fourwheel drive pull, a softball tournament,
a blue grass festival, a tennis 'tournament, a bean, ham-hock and cornbread lunch and an antique auto show.
Optimist club memlaers will .be
it- -distributing free popcorn ttiroughout
the celebration.
Four-Wheel Drive Pull
The feature event of the celebration is
a four-wheel drive pull that will get
underway 'at 7 p. m. Saturday at the
Expo Center. Entries in the pull have
already been received from seven
states, including some as far away as
Iowa.
"We feel this pull will be the biggest
four-wheel drive pull ever in this area,"
Tommy Carraway, co-chairman of the
event along with Mike'. Baker and
Jimmy Fain, said.
The four-wheel drive pull will be
divided into three classes in two
division. The drivers will be competing
for $2,100 in prize -money. Registration
for the pull will begin at the Expo
Center at 3 p. m. Saturday afternoon.
Entry fee will be $15. Admission to the
event Saturday Night will be--$4 for
adults and $3 fors6dents.
Carraway pointed out that anyone
can pull in the contest and Invited Wel
four-wheelers to enter.

15' Per Copy
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In Our 98th Year

Two File For
Office Here

today's index
Local Scene
Horoscope
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Crossword
Comics
Sports
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
Dear Abby
Freds Section
Big E( Section
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14,15
16
22
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Edward Villella, ballet dancer, will
performing artist for the final
program of the 1976-77 season ot the
Murray Civic Music Association on
Saturday, April 2, at 8:15 p.m at the
Lovett ..Auditoriiim, Murray State
University.

be the

Two persons have filed for office in
the May Democratic Primary here,
according to the county court clerk's
office.
Joseph Dolchan, Route Three, has
filed for the office of Magistrate in
District One.
Paul Richard George,.1628 Farmer,
has filed for.city council from Ward A.

Up With People
Presentation
Slated At MSU
"Up With People," an entertaining
two hours of music and dancing which
includes a broad range of contemporary and traditional material
backed by an instrumental section of
guitars, percussion, piano and brass,
will be presented in Murray April 12.
Up With People is an independent.
nonprofit, educational corporation
known around the world through the
international casts of the show..
The show will be presented at 8 a.m.
on Tuesday. April 12 in the Murray
State University fieldhouse. The show
is being sponsored by the MSU Student
Activities Council.
Ron Bullock, a member of the
production staff, requested today that
persons who can house a member or
members of the cast 4n their homes
during their stay here should contact
him at 762-6921 days or 767-6430 nights.
Bullock said that housing for two
nights, April 11 and 12, would be needed
for the 85 cast members in the
production.
Tickets to the show which are $3 for
adults and $2 for students, are on sale at
Bank of Murray, Sunset Boulevard,
Chuck's Music Center, and the Student
Activities office.

r'
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local Light' Now On
Display At Gallery

Your Individual
Horoscope
FranLes Drake
FOR THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
.
riven for your birth Sign.

carried off with just the right
touch of ingenuity to make it
work.

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
ARIES
Keep your head and maintain
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ereri
. A fine project begun recently the pace that's best for you.
will bog down unless you keep it Don't let others distract you
in mind, mull over details, plan with ideas of doubtful worth —
a tighter fitting of its "jigsaw" especially if they involve heavy
spending.
pieces.
TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY MT a
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Adjustments, revisions, quick quick-thinking, enthusiastic
:changes may be the order of the individual, endowed with
and
day. Take all in stride. tremendous vitality

---tistritartrerrergtes indiciousty ,
_don't argue where tact, finesse
will win.
t.

11•9-

GERMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Be alert to those who would
mislead you, do not expect too
much in the way of help from
others and do not scatter
- energies.
Taking
such
precautions, you can make a
good go of things.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 43(:)
Searchingler offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray now. Do the best you
can and gains will be yours.
_LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/2if'2.,
There will be tendencies to
rush into visionary schemes,
impulsiveness generally. Avoid.
Put your guard up early, and
KEEP it up.
VIRGO
my).* p,
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "Y
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid undue haste, anxiety.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Be tactful in family circles,
contacts.
personal
all
Recurrences of old hassles are
possible if you are not on guard.
SCORPIO
eV
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n)
Don't force issues now. The
odds are against you and you'll
gain more by waiting — and
studying. But look ahead
confidently. Avoid negative
thinking.

.ft.s1

)eW

SAGITTARIUS
!Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
You may be tempted to take
an unexpected fling in money
matters and, if your judgment
is as good as it usually is, it
. should.pay off.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) .1ri
Do not be impulsive, but
neither hold off action because
of uncertainty over your
abilities..Curb doubts and fears.
You DO have ability: Back it
with self-confidence.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 2.1 to Feb. 19)
Inspiration at a peak now. A
unique idea you have can be

iaitiative...Aries is.a Sign of bath
creativity and practicality, so
you can be equally adept in a
business enterprise or in an
artistic career. You are
gregarious, outgoing in personality and a born leader and
organizer. In choosing a career,
many fields are open to you, but
your most outstanding successes would probably be
achieved in the worlds of
politics, literature, the theater,
art or music. Birthdate of:
Edward Fitzgerald, translator
of the Rubaiyati Franz Joseph
Haydn, German composer.

LOCAL LIGHT is an exhibit
of photographs compiled by
Guy Mendes with a grant from
the Kentucky Arts Commission. The display is now at
the Clara M.Eagle Gallery 4th
Floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts
State
Center,
Murray
University. The exhibit will be
at the gallery through April 13.
The collection of about sixty
prints represent the works of
some twenty photographers
whose pictures cover over one
hundred years of photography
in Kentucky.
The show includes pictures
taken by Marie Post-Walcott,
a photographer for the Farm
Securities Administration and
Russell Lel who worked for

the Solid Fuels Administration
for War in 1941.
Providing Contrast to those
whose work is mainly
documentary are the abstract
works of Aaron Siskind and
the dreamlike presentations of
Ralph Eugene Meatyard.
Local Light is one of several
Kentucky Arts Commission
Traveling Exhibition Service
shows available for display
throughout the state. For a
listing of those available,
contact Albert Sperath,
Director
of
Traveling
Exhibition Service at .Kentucky Arts Commission, 100
West Main Street, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.

COOKit+10
IS FUN.

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
GOOD BREAKFAST
Sliced Oranges and Bananas
Beverage
Bran Pan Bread
BRAN PAN BREAD
If there's any leftover, wrap
in foil and reheat.
1 cup flour, forkistir
,..before measuring
—2 teaspoons baking powder
1
,
. 2 teaspoon salt
34 cup unprocessed and
unsalted miller's bran,
available at -health"
stores
1 large egg
KAPPA ALPHA ROSE — Julie Jones, a senior home
L. cup honey
economics major at Murray State University was recen44 cup butter or margarine,
tly named the sweetheart to 'the Kappa Alpha Order,
melted and cooled
Miss Jones is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
3,4 cup milk
On wax paper stir together
Jones of Frankfort and is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi
the flour, baking powder and
social sorority.
salt; stir in bran. In a medium
Photo by Wilson Woolley
mixing bowl beat together the
egg, honey and butter until
blended; add the flour mixture
and the milk; stir until dry ingredients are thoroughly moistened...Turn into a buttered 8 by
8 t4, 2 inch cake pan. Bake in a
preheated-400-degree-oven-until • -a cake tester inserted in center
MAYFIELD PATIENT
comes out clean — about 15
BENTON PATIENT
minutes. Top will not be
Lou Vena McGary of
Valerie Cbapman of Murray
browned. Cut in squares and
Murray was dismissed March was dismissed March 14 from
serve hot with butter and honfrom the Community the Benton Hospital
24
ey.

By University of Ky.
• PINE TREES OFFER things must be saved for. Start Bardwell.
County Extension
MANY ADVANTAGES Set out by having him save a few
Agents for Home
pine trees to have .as a pennies to buy things he wants
Economics
Dresses are here to stay.
background, as a screen for very much. Remember that a
KEEP
LUGGAGE less desirable views, for birds, very small child finds large The popular length will be just
LOOKING
NICE.
For as fragrances, foliage for numbers and future events below the knee. They are soft
cleaning instructions, follow Christmas decorating and to are confusing. When your styles, with waistline emthese guidelines: — Vinyls, have pine needles for ground child makes a mistake with phasis. The peasant dress is
fiberglass and uncOa5,ecl linen, cover. When pine trees re set money, remember that very popular for spring. Pants
cotton, denim and canvas can on the north side of th-Mouse, grownups make mistakes too. will be seen for both day and
be given alight wet cleaning they serve as wind breakers in His mistakes now may teach evening wear. They will be
with soap and water. — You Ake winter months and can him a lesson in money slimmer as cigarette pants
can preserve fabrics coated trap the southern breezes management that will be very gain popularity. — Dean
with clean plastic or stain inside your lawn in summer. helpful later on. — Sue Fraser, Roper, Mayfield.
repellent by following a — Juanita Amonett, Paducah.
9
washing with a light ap+++++
plication of liquid wax. —
PREVENTING ENTRY OF
Clean smooth leather with INSECTS in to your home is
saddle soap; after it has dried often easier than getting rid of
thoroughly, rub in paste wax the pestc--Sereens -on- lioorsor neutral shoe cream. On and windows will keep out
colored leather you can rub many pests that may attempt
mild soap suds on the surface, to fly or crawl in from outfollowed by neutral shoe doors. You , may also carry
cream. — Don't oil locks, insects into your .home on
hinges and other hardware. things you buy. Check sacks of
You can remove scratches or potatoes, beverage cases,
rust from coated metal parts other big grocery items,
by rubbing the areas lightly furniture and-clothing before
with fine steel wool and then you bring them into the home
resealing with clean nail — Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
polish. — Judy Hetterman,
+++++
Hickman.
Children need to learn about
+++++
money and they need help
Mini gardens are becoming from you in learning how to
more _po_pular each year. •handle- money-wisely- -4-child
Useful when space is limited, needs some explanation of
this alternative locates why money is needed, what it
vegetables in vacant spots can do and how the family
East Elementary School second grade students of Mrs.
around the yard. Some plans its use. Then he needs an
Doll Redick planted a Chinese Chestnut tree in the Enpossible sites are near the oppdrtunity to use money, tovironmental Learning Center on the school grounds.
kitchen door, along the sunny decide and spend for himself.
side of the house or garage, The child must learn that all
The students anticipate harvesting chestnuts from the
around the outdoor grill, in a things he gets from stores
tree before graduating from East in the eighth grade.
flower bed, or along a fence. must be paid for with money.
Students are Rena Hodges, Cliff Pittman, Dana ArPlaced this way, vegetables He needs to learn that special
mstrong, Bryan Green,and Kim Dugger.
serve a dual purpose as both
food and landscape plants —
Pat Curtsinger, Benton.

Easter
Baskets

Golden Age Club
Plans Meet Fridm
The Golden Age Club will
meet Friday, April 1, at
twelve noon at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.
Mrs.
Mary
Gertzen,
president, said a nominating
committee will be appointed
at the business meeting.
Games will be played and
members are requested to
bring gifts for prizes.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon with Mrs.
Meme Mattingly, Mrs. Mary
harnla, --Mr,- anti Mrs. Will
Rose, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Mears, and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Meier in charge of the
arrangements.

You Choose The Goodies and We'll Fill the Basket
t

either that treasure basket
you bring in or one
from our wide selection
While in, register for
the FREE Easter
Bunny were
giving away

Ilootio04.44

M6..7

PLID

PADUCAH PATIENT
PATIENT AT BENTON
Glenn Kline of Murray
Ruby Hutchens of Hardin
Route Four has been a patient was dismissed March 16 from
at the Western Baptist the Benton Hospital.
Hospital, Paducah.
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I
Winners
In A
Row

The "Best Picture of the Year" Academy Award
Winner has been on a Murray Theatres Screen each of
the last 4 years on Academy Awards Rite-

1974 - The Sting - Cheri
1975- The Gfx1father Part II-Cine
1976-One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest
1977-Rocky

EASMEAS
LDREN

3

GEORGE SEGAL
JANE FONDA
"FUN WITH DICK&JANE"
Thru 4/7

His whole life was
a million-to-one shot:

(PG
United
Artists

Thru 4/6
•

—[_1101A/ SHOWING 1

IS irltifiXiLie

Boys cuits ... famous Billy,the-Kid
suits II ("lids and plaids for Easter Biz, to 18.

„ rrr:-‘

A. locket
B. Jacket

YCL'BLT'YOL11C

His whole life
was a
million-to-one
shot.

ROCKY
1PG1

$18 Posts
$22 Pants

$8
$1050

C. Gids' 3 pc gaucho suit

e
to-IT1,,ST

Beige, 7 14 locket vest, gaucho $27

R

D. Girls' ?Lindero set

'
10

No One Under 17 Admitted

Navy, 714

Thru 4/7
7:30 Only I
WILLIAM PETER ROBERT
FAYE
DUNAWAY HOLDEN FINCH DUVALL

Sun. -2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7:20, 9:25
United Artists

pron
need

chos
star
Am(
11

7:30 Only

7:30 Only

remi
John
Murr
Nati

Mr
Arne
was
tribi
Shep
mini
New

wav"?

Ifictuding "Best Picture"

United Artists

BONNE AND CLYDE
THEYAIN't

Closi,

Academy
Awards

7:30 Only I

ROCKy

Broadway At 4th
Phone 443-1751
Open A Charge Account

ijeoriLtA4',4

Thru 4/7

Adults 2.50

Lay-Away Your
Easter Baskets Now

DRY

PADUCAH PATIENT
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. William MeCuiston of
Mrs. Chester Robinson- of
Hazel has been dismissed Murray Route Four has been a
from Lourdes Hospital, patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah
Paducah.
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Hospital, Mayfield.
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Coffee Cup Chatter

E.

Top $12
(,o,ntio $12

Girls' Pandora pant set
Navy

4

tociiet $17
Pont, $13

F. Infants' hand smocked dress with matching
bonnet by Polly Fdet's
$12

I.
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Contracts Will Be Set Up April-14-1516 Only.

753-2571

Chestnut St.
•
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Lay-A-Way Any Item in the store now and
you'll have 12 monthsS pay.'No carrying
charges, no money down, no interest
Make your choices now!

THE REVOLUTIONARY
"HIGH VACUUM"
RIDER.
A CUT ABOVE THE
Presenting the program at the meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club held March
21 at
seven p.m. at the club house was the Mixed Chorus of Calloway County High School, directed by
Dan McDaniel.
Pictured, left to right, front row, Wanda Watkins, Edie Turner, Sheryl Jewell, Beverly
Garland, Kathy Black, Kim Edwards,second row, Rachaet Yancy,Jana Cooper, Cindy Williams, Terri Erwin, Tammy Turner, Shari Tucker,
Sandra Irvin, Nix Ann Osborne, Tena Bucy, third row, Rick Spann, Greg Garland, Kevin D'Angelo, Jeff
Satterwhite, Bruce McManus, Danny Kingins, Jeff Cooper, Lori Brandon, Mary Denny, Tim Alton, fourth row, Tommy Fike,
Ricky Cherry,
Eric Kelleher, Teddy Futrell, Rodney Faker, Larry Cunningham, Kevin Scruggs, Dandy
Hutson, Ricky Hale, and Roger
Perkins. The Chorus sang several special selections which they will be performing in a special
festival at Opryland,
Nashville, Tn., later this spring. Maxine Scott introduced the guests. Oneida Boyd, department chairman,
presided
and appointed Maxine Scott, Rachel Hendon, and Bess Kerlick to the nominating committee. Reports
were given on
the Blind Corners of the city of Murray and of the Heart Fund Drive for the business and industry.
Hostesses for the
social hour were Opal Howard, Eva Hale, Martha Guier, Geneva Brownfield, and Betty Coleman.

Mrs. Hortin Speaks
At Sisterhood Meet Mrs. L. J. Hortin presented
the'program at the luncheon
meeting held by Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood held on
Saturday, March 19, at the
home of Mrs. Paul Sturm.
"Outstanding American
Women" was the subject of
the program presented by
Mrs. Hortin who is a writer,
researcher, and speaker. In
her opening remarks she

ens

Mrs. L. J. Hortin
reminded the women that
John Mac Carter, a native of
Murray, is on the United
Nations Commission to
promote the interests and
needs of women.
Mrs. Hortin told of the
American Hall of Fame which
was created with funds contributed by Helen Gould
Shepard and which is administered by City College of
New York City and New York
University. Members are
chosen on the basis of outstanding contribution to
American progress.
The lives of several women,

whose names appear in the
American Hall of Fame, were
sketched, the first being Mary
Lyon who, in 1836, founded
Mount Holyoke Female
Seminary, the forerunner of
Mount Holyoke College. Thus
she is credited with opening
the door to college education
for women.
Freeman,
Mrs. Olga
president, presided. The invocation was given by Mrs.
Henry McKenzie and a period
of devotion was conducted by
the cbaplain, Mrs. William S.
Major.
Installed as vice-president
was Mrs. Paul Sturm who was
absent at the regular installation service at the last
meeting. The installation
ceremony was conducted by
Mrs. McKenzie.
Announcement was made of
the next meeting to be held on
Monday, April 4, at 7:30 p. m.
at the home of Mrs. McKenzie
with the program to be
presented by Mrs. Lewis
Bossing.

BENTON PATIENT
Otis Darnell of Kirksey was
dismissed March 11 from the
Benton Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
-Dismissed March 12 from
the Benton Hospital was
Howard Mathis of Dexter.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Terry Mardis of Dexter was
discharged March 12 from the
Benton Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Buren Barnett of Hardin
was dismissed March 12 from
the Benton Hospital.

REST. The
new Snapper "High Vacuum" RicLing
Mower not only gives your lawn an incredibly smooth cut, it also vacuums up grass,
leaves, twigs and other light litter. So you
can keep your lawn looking great year
round.

BAG-N.WAGON

We Service AB
Types of mowers
and try for 1 day
service.

4310**.: COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, March 31
Friday, April 1
Pre-registration for kinPopcorn Bonanza, spondergarten and first grade at sored by Murray Optimist
Carter and Robertson Schools Club and West Kentucky
will continue from eight a. m. Livestock and Exposition
to three p. m.
Center will begin at seven p.
m. For information call 753Regional FBLA Conference 8890.
will be from eight a. m. to
eight p. m. in Lovett
Senior voice recital by Sara
Auditorium, MSU..
Tate, Bowling Green, will be
at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Cindy Hartwell, piano, will Arts Center, MSU, at 8:15 p.
present her piano recital at m.
the Fine Arts Center, MSU, at
Mealsfor senior citizens will
m.
be served at noon at North 2nd
Murray State will play Center.
North Dakota at one p. m. and
Purdue University at three p.
Special exhibitions of
m. in baseball at Reagan various forms of art will be on
Field.
display at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Ellis Center will be open MSU, through April 13
from ten a. m. to three p. m. Gallery hours are 7:30 a.m. to
for activities by the Senior nine p.m., Monday through
Citizens.
Friday, ten a.m. to four p.m.,
Saturday,and one to four p.m.
Work day will be held by Sunday.
Hardin Senior Citizens.
Saturday, April 2
American Cancer Society
Square and round dancing
Crusade Open House for all will be at the Woodmen of the
volunteers to get packets will World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
be at Holiday Inn, Murray,
from nine a.m. to five p.m.
Easter Egg Hunt will be at
Friday, April 1
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at twelve
noon.

twelve noon on the back yard
of Regents Hall Dormitory,
MSU, and is open to children,
twelve years and under. The
event will be sponsored by
Essence and Twenty Grand of
MSU.

IT TAKES A LOT OF
GRASS TO FILL THE
BAG-N-WAGON BUT
VERY LITTLE EFFORT TO
EMPTY IT. The optional Bag-N-Wagon holds

,
an unbelievable 30 bushels. So you may be able to mow
and vacuum your entire lawn without stopping to empty.
And when it's finally time to empty the Bag-N-Wagon, yo&lnind that it's quick and
easy to do.
Get the revolutionary "High Vacuum"
Rider at your Snapper dealer. And start the
Spper mowers meetA/g 5 1 safety s pro. Art
revolution on your owniawn.

E-Z KARE LATEX
FLAT ENAMEL
LATEX
FLAT ENAMEL

97

9

Gal.

QT. 10W40 c24
MOTOR OIL
Change your oil now and
save. All climate, heavy
duty Quart
10W40

Custom Colors
Slightly Higher

SAT-N-HUE
LATEX PAINT

97

"Ar.2304.61.

Music Festival of Calloway
County Association for
Retarded Citizens will be held
JONES BOY
at Murray Middle School
Tommy Trey is the name
auditorium at seven p.m. For
information call Fred T. chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jones of Lexington,
Phillips 753-0891.'
In., for their baby boy,
Work day for Hardin Senior weighing seven pounds five
Citizens will be from 9:30 a.m. ounces, born on Thursday,
to three p.m. and fun night will March 24', at 1:30 p. m. at the
Lexington-Henderson County
be at six, p.m.
Hospital there.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alvis E. Jones of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Murchison of Fulton Route
One. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Pearl Jones and Mrs.
Lydia Cain of Murray, Mrs.
Nina Murchison and Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Kearby of Fulton
Route One.
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Stains can't readily
penetrate its enamelhard surface so they
wash away. Tou'gh
stains can be scrubbed
without "shining".

12.88

Provides a rich, flat
finish you Can wash.
Covert most surfaces
in one coat. Soapy
water cleanup. Dec
orator colors or white.

PAIR

NEEDIE TRIMMER
WEED EATER
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WeatherAl

4itex House
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Get your Wood
Burning Stoves
in now. We
have a complete stock and
install them for
you.

Second grade students of Mrs. Sheila Nance at East Calloway Elementary School
plant a Chinese Chestnut tree as part of the environmental education station being
developed at the school. Students pictured are, left to right, Doris Chaney, Jeff
Williams, Betty Jones, Penny Futrell, David Cushmann, Jennifer Richardson, Robert
Hicks, Chris Duncan, Jody Anderson, Rod King. Christy Mullinax, Carol Bailey, Melissa
Underhill, Connie Wore, Andrea Hudgins, and Roger Parrish. Mrs. Nance's student
teacher is Mrs. Raylene Gagel.
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'T Clothnslino
Includes two
2' 7' tell sto•I knockdown posts,
with hooks for lino hanging. 6/CS-20

CENTURY

F

MODEL 1006

:
Al2.88
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GAMLIN BOY.
A baby boy, Jason Enlow,
weighing eight pounds six
ounces, was born to Mr and
Mrs. Enlow Gamlin, Puryear,
In., on Saturday, March 26. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new mother is the
former Sandra Hopkins.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. J. W. Gamlin of Puryear.
Tn., and Mr. and Mrs. M I..
Hopkins of Paris, Tn.
OLIVER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John Oliver of
Wingo Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Jeremy
Joe, born on Monday, March
14, at the Hillview Hospital,
Fulton.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Oliver of Murray
Route Four and Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Wilson of Clinton
Route FOur.
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32 GAL. TRASH CANS
(Ai Trash Can Wald. Strong 32 gal trash can will
stand up to rough treatment -made from polyethylene
Lock-on led leak and rust proof GiBll 131 618
(8)Ronelmeck Trash C11111. Tough and durable- takes
the punishment Heavy wall construction will not rust
or dent Lid fats tight to lock in odors G 71194C

FISH LO-K-TOR
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Special
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Opening
Up Elections

hEARTLIN,
HEARTLINE is a service for sonlor
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. ff you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will reeeive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and I
am on Social Security benefits. As you
know, people on Social Security must
watch their income. One way I try to do
this is to order merchandise by mail. I
am sometimes afraid to do this because
just about all of these companies make
you pay in advance. I cannot afford to
be "ripped off" by a bad canipany.Da
you have any suggestions to keep this
from happening? R. M.
ANSWER: The main thing to do when
ordering merchandise by mail is to
check the reliability of the company
first. You can do this by calling the
Better Business Bureau to see if there
are any complaints against the company.
Obviously, there are many more
things you should do before ordering by
mail, so Heartline has compiled a list of
things to help protect you against mail
order fraud. For this free list write:
Heartline — Mail Order, 114 E. Dayton
Nr.ist Alexandria, Ohio 45381..
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: My only child and I
have been receiving Social Security
benefits on my late husband's record.
She is 17 and is getting married next

But look for no rush job on
Down through American
history, the trend of govern- this: the proposal must be
ment has been to open up the approved by two-thirds of both
polling booth to more and more the U. S. Senate and House,
citizens of all ranks, races and then ratified by three-fourths of
categories. First the property the state legislatures, a process
ownership requirement was that takes years.
The most controversial part
abolished, then the racial
the President's election
of
restrictions
barrier, then
against women. Only six years -reform package is that voters
ago the voting age was lowered be permitted to register at the
polls on election days for all
to 18 in all states.
Given a heritage like this, it is federal elections.
All a citizen 18 years old or
not surprising that President
would have to do would be
more
new
Carter has sent Congress a
up_ at the neighborhood
show
-reforms
package -of election
that he believes could stilt up polling place, offer proof
positive of identity, and vote.
public enthusiasm for public
more Stiff penalties — five years in
affairs, encourage
eligible voters to go to the polls prison, $10,000 fine, or both —
and reduce the influence of the for fraud or multiple voting
monied interests in federal would be imposed.
Minnesota and Wisconsin
election campaigns.
have in operation
already
immediate
of
Well worthy
e universal
comparabl
that
proposal
his
is
support
would extend the present registration, and North Dakota
system of public financing of holds elections with no
presidential election cam- registration at all. Voter turcongressional nouts, as a result, are in the 66
to
paigns
campaigns, beginning in 1978. to 72 per cent bracket already.
Candidates then could run for compared to the national
the House and Senate without average of 53.
We expect election officials to
relying on gifts from special
predict that the heavens will
interest groups with political
fall if this system goes national.
axes to grind.
Less defensible are proposals After all, red tape, delay and
that the Hatch Act be weakened officiousness are stocks in their
so that most of the nation's 2.8 trade. We'd rather think of the
benefits of mass participation
million federal employes can
would come with making
that
politics
partisan
take part in
as easy as possible.
voting
changed
be
law
federal
that
and
The present umbersome
so that state political comprocedures stem from the
mittees can raise and spend
money on presidential can- bygone era when party bosses
didates during general elec- and their henchmen duped and
bribed and stuffed their way to
tions.
victory. Nobody can
election
in
passed
was
The Hatch Act
believe we can return
seriously
servants
civil
to
protect
1939
to those days.
from being pressured by their
Residents should have no
bosses into becoming foot
trouble identifying themselves
ambitious
for
soldiers
politicians around the country. at the polls. Poll officials and
watchers might be forced to be
It should be kept intact.
bit more alert, but that sho..id
a
fundAs to presidential
no strain.
be
to
unwise
seems
raising, it
, the carter
Interestingly
reform
election
new
the
amend
registrgtton proposal-has been
law simply because some party
endorsed by congressional
workers didn't think they had
leaders of both parties. If
enough horns to blow or funny
hats to wear during the '76, passed, it would cover only
federal elections, though states,
campaign.
would be encouraged.lo
to
The new law was designed
We hope the Ky.
suit.
fundprivate
discourage most
the
follows
legislature
election
general
during
raising
Washington debate on this
campaigns. And we see no
issue, and that Kentucky adopreason to start chipping away
ts the means to get more and
at that idea.
- On Carter's proposal to 'more qualified citizens into the
polling booths.
amend the Constitution to
We doubt that voting will ever
abolish the Electoral College
as universal as tax-paying,
be
and instead elect the President
we'd like to see the gap
but
vote,
popular
by majority of the
closed.
there ought not be much opposition.
Three times in our history
with
up
we've
wound
Presidents (John Quincy
Adams, Rutherford B. Hayes,
By The Associated Press
and Benjamin Harrison) who
Today is Wednesday. March 30, the
scored fewer votes than their 89th day of 1977. There are 276 days left
in the year.
chief rivals but won anyway
Today's highlight in history:
because of our system, which
On this date in 1867, U.S. Secretary of
has two jokers in it: Electoral
State William Seward and the Russian
college votes are apportioned
minister to the United States reached
among states according to the agreement on the American purchase
of Alaska for $7.2 million.
size 'of their congressional
On this date:
delegations (favoring less
In 1822, a territorial government was
the
and
- populous states),
established in Florida.
• candidate who carries a state
In 1842, ether reputedly was used as
takes all the electoral votes, an anesthetic for the first time by a
even if his victory is narrow. doctor in Long Jefferson,Ga.
In 1870, Texas was readmitted into
In last November's election,
Union after the Civil War.
the
a shift in just a few thousand
years ago: The North Atlantic
Ten
votes in Ohio and Hawaii would
Treaty Organization formally closed its
have meant victory for Gerald
military headquarters in France.
Ford, even though he ran 1.7
Five years ago: Britain imposed
million votes behind Carter.
direct rule over Northern Ireland after
more than half a century of semiThen there's the possibility
that electors, though pledged to autonomous status.
One year ago: A general strike by
a certain candidate, may break
Arab citizens in northern Israel erupted
their pledge and vote for their
into violent clashes with security forces
personal favorites.
in more than a doien villages.
Today's birthdays: President
By contrast, direct election of
McGeorge Bundy of the Ford Founthe President by simple
majority of all American voters dation is 58. Former CIA Director
Richard Helms is 64.
would be a clear, definitive, noThought for today: The worst vice of
quibbling statement, "Here is' a fanatic is his sincerity. — Oscar
Wilde, Irish writer, 1854-1900.
the person we want."

Today In History

re

month, but her husband will live with us
and be supported by me for a few
months. Under these circumstances,
can we continue to receive benefits? F.
D.
ANSWER: No. When your daughter
marries, her benefit ends. Your benefit
also ends unless you are age50 to 59 and
disabled or age 60 and entitled to
receive disabled or aged widow's
benefits. Your benefit as a mother ends
since your daughter (if married) is no
longer considered to be in your care.
Benefits to both would also end when
she reaches 18 unless she was a fulltime student, in which case her benefits
continue and yours end. In any event,
depending on your age, your benefits
could continue or begin again later as a
widow as explained above.
HEARTLINE:_I am reaching 65 and!
am going to apply for Supplemental
Security Income..1 have never visited a
Social Security office before. What
papers should I bring with me when I
file my application? S. R.
ANSWER: The exact evidence you
will need will depend on your situation.
In general you should bring with you
any of the following: your Social
Security number; documents showing
your date of birth; if you own property,
your last tax bill or other papers
showing its value; any income tax
papers for this year or last year; and
any bank books or other records you
may have that show the amounts of
your earnings, savings and other income.
Do not delay, however, in calling or
visiting your Social Security office. The
people there will gladly assist you in
obtaining the papers you need.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
_
.
_—
decision must be left to the media if a
S.
U.
the
that
believe
to
like
We'd
free press is to survive.
ambvsador to the United Nations was
(1+0
•-irigitriderStWOd.
One trouble with speed-reading is by
But Andrew _Young reiterated
the Aisne you realize a book is boring,
recently an earlier statement that the
you've already finished it.
First Amendment should be bent to
0+0
permit restriction of news coverage of
The agony of the Vietnam war lingers
violence
the
as
situations
such
in the unresolved question of the fate of
displayed by the Banal' Moslems in
up to 2,500 Americans still missing in
Washington.
Indochina.
"I wish there could be a law...," he
Although an accounting was
said.
promised as part of the 1973 Paris
We can understand and sympathize
peace accords, North Vietnamese
with the ambassador's concern that
leaders have been reluctant to
such stories are "advertising to
cooperate in a case-by-case review —
neurotic people" who are _ins_pired _to _ untiireeently.
attempt "suicidal and ridiculous acts."
Hanoi. wants membership in the
We will even concede that overplay of
United Nations for a consolidated
terrorist activity can, as Young conVietnam — a bid denied three times by
tends, create "a climate of violence for
a Washington veto.
ourselves."
President Carter has -made setWe will acknowledge, too, that print
tlement of the MIA issue a condition for
and broadcast media frequently are
opening further diplomatic relations.
manipulated by irresponsible terrorists
A commission led by United Auto
who depend upon publicity to achieve
Workers President Leonard Woodcock
their uncertain goals.
has been on a mission to Southeast Asia
Would government manipulation be
in an effort to end the uncertainty of the
preferable?
families of those missing in Vietnam,
The answer, obviously, is a firm
Laos and Cambodia.
"no."
The group has no diplomatic goals.
Young, given the opportunity for
"We come only to find the missing,"
second thoughts, backed down
one member said.
somewhat. "There should be selfIt is a small enough price to demand
he
media,"
the
restraint on the part of
of Hanoi to enter the global family of
said.
nations.
. Most journalists agree, but the
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC:

Twisted Foreign Policy

America's defense and foreign policy
is in increasing disarray as a result of
new directions from the Carter administration.
A real shocker was the announcement that Brazil. traditionally
the staunchest U. S. ally in Latin
America, had canceled its 25-year-old
military assistance treaty with the
United States. Brazil was outraged at a
-human rights" report on its activities.
It also was disturbed by the Carter
administration's high-handed effort to
deny Brazil nuclear fuel reprocessing
facilities.
Only days before Brazil's action
Brady Tyson, a U.S. delegate to a
United Nations meeting in Switzerland
apologized for U.S. efforts to overturn
the Marxist regime of Salvador
Allende. Though the White House said
the apology wasn't authorized, it turned
out that the irresponsible diplomat was
a protege of U. N. Ambassador Andrew
Young and had been active with Young
in protest movements in the 1960s. Such
is the background of the Carter-era
diplomats!
Ambassador Young continues to
sound off on all sorts of issues in an
irresponsible manner. For example, he
said that U.S. troops might be used as
part of a U.N. "peace keeping" force in
Rhodesia and declared that there would
be "civil war" in the United States if
America sided with South Africa if that
country came under attack.
Certainly, Mr. Young hasn't any
mandate to even suggest the commitment of American troops in Africa
— something the American people don't
want under any circumstances. The
lack of a mandate — and authorization
for the statement — was underscored
when White House Press Secretary
Jody Powell declared that use of
American forces in Rhodesia isn't a
policy option.
But Mr. Young continues to make
headlines with his reckless remarks.
And he sits on the National Security
Council. The American people have the
right to ask: For whom is Ambassador
Young speaking when he makes his
inflaqimatory comments?
The growing concern about the
direction of administration defense and.
foreign policy was manifested when 40
members of* the U. S. Senate voted
against President Carter's nominee for
nuclear arms negotiator, Paul C.
Warnke.
This heavy vote against Mr. Warnke,
who is perceived as "soft" on the
nuclear balance and American security
needs, indicates that a sizable body of
conservative and centrist senators
from both parties are fearful of
dangerous administration concessions
to the Soviets. The vote on Mr. Warnke
indicates that a giveaway strategic
arms limitation agreement could be
blocked in the Senate, where a treaty
requires a two-thirds vote for approval.
What's most disturbing is the overall
pattern of Carter administration

HARRIGAN
diplomacy. While Mr. Carter began his
administration with promises of U.S.
strength second to none, the new budget
makes a deep cut in funds for longrange defense projects. Various vital
weapons systems will be curtailed or
reduced.
On the foreign policy front, Mr.
Carter is bent on courting and flattering
Third World nations which are hostile
to the United States and other capitalist
states. Ambassador Young is allowed to
make a closer identification with unstable black African states a centerpiece of American foreign policy.
While stressing "human rights" issues
in friendly Latin countries such as
Brazil and Chile, the administration
ignores the bloody record of political
murders and other atrocities in African
states such as Nigeria and Chad as well
as the Marxist character of such
regimes as Tanzania and the People's
Republic of Mozambique. There's no
national security logic to the foreign
policy being developed by the Carter
administration.
Administration eagerness to make
Castro's Cuba acceptable is profoundly
disturbing to Americans who realize
that the tyranny in the island is as bad
as it was in 1959 when anti-communists
Fidel.
by
slaughtered
were
Ambassador Young's desire for the
U.S. to have ties with Communist
Vietnam is of a piece with the policy on
Cuba.
From the end of World War II until
this January, the United States was the
leader of the world struggle against
communist totalitarianism. The advanced, capitalist nations of the world
,also saw the U.S. as the leader of
'progressive economic and social forces. Since January, American foreign
policy has been given a new twist. irhe
cause of freedom is suffering.

(.A

column for Readers Who Haven't Time
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

BILL AUTHORIZES $45
MILLION FOR BIKEWAYS
Rep. Edward L. Koch iN. Y.1......On
January 10, 1977, Congressman Tim
Wirth and I introduced H. R. 955, the
Bikeway Transportation Act of 1977
which would authorize the Secretary of
Transportation to make grants for the
construction of bikeways to be located
in urbanized areas or to connect urbanized areas with national, State, or
local parks, seashores, or recreational
areas.
The bill would authorize a total of
.•
$45 million, $22.5 million per year to be
funded from the Highway Trust Fund.
and $22.5 million per year to be funded
per fiscal year from general revenues

10 Years AgogPictured. today are four Murray
women who are taking flying lessons
with the Murray Aviation Flying School
at Kyle Field. They are Key Outland
who Made her first solo flight on March
25, Doris Steely, Norma Tinsley, and
Shirley Da_cull.
Deaths ‘rkorted include Marion
Thomas Benedict and Mrs. Edith
Matilda Davies.
Army Private Preston W. Barber has
completed eight Weeks of advanced
infantry training at Fort Ord, Calif.
Mrs. Jessie Crago will retire April 1
after forty-one years of service with the
Southern Bell Telephone Company.
Dr. A. H. Kopperud, a member of the
Board of Directors of the Calloway
County Public Library, spoke on the
library issue at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club.
Guest speaker at the meeting of the
Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club was Dr. Charles Elmira.
His subject was "Mental Health."

Bible Thought 20 Year's Ago
And she, being before instructed
of her mother, said, Give me here
lohn Baptist's head in a charger.
Matthew 14:8.
An evil woman, became an evil
mother and raised an evil daughter
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Pictured today is the student body of
Oak Grove School taken in 1907. August
Wilson was the teacher. The picture
belongs to Commodore Jones. a
student.
An architect has been assigned by the
state of Kentucky to draw plans for the
proposed Student Union Building 3t
Murray State College„ according to
President Ralph H. Woods.
Deaths reported include L. M.
iMuket Overbe3r, age 54, and Miss
Betty Martin Beale.
011ie Brown, D. L. Brown, J. W.
Sublette, A. J. Buchanan, W. L. Beggs,
and A. A. Poole were presented safe
driving awards by Southern Bell
Telephone Company.
Births reported include a -.girl.
LaRhea Denise, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Henson Miller on March 19.
New officers of the Lynn Grove High
Schnol PTA are Mrs. Billy Murdoch,
Mrs. Calvin ScOtt, Mrs. Glen Kelso,and
, Mrs. Ted Potts.

to

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated...
-Bicycles make it possible to save
large amounts of energy. If 5 per cent of
the commuters now using cars converted to bicycles, over 780 million
gallons it gasoline would be saved each
year. Besides saving energy, the use of
bicycles by commuters can reduce
traffic congestion, high noise levels,
and air pollution.
to
"According
the
Bicycle
Manufacturers Association, there are
approximately 100 million bicycle users
in the United States...
"1 arn
listing those bikeways
I already funded under the bikeway
demonstration program.. r We list a
representative few
Calif., Concord-Bart Bikeway Trail,
$362,000: Kansas', Wichita Bikeway,
$7:3.640: Kentucky. City of Louisville
Bikeway, $273,173: Louisiana, Jefferson Parish Bikeway, New Orleans;
$244,533: Maine. Orono-Old Towf
Bikepath. Bangor, $118,600: Michigan.
Civic Center Drive Bikeway, Southfield. 580.000: Mississippi: City of
Jackson, Bikeway, $72,944: Missouri,
Kansas City Bikewa'y, $126,866: New
York. North Bronx Bicycle Syskern,
$352,000- Ohio. Miami Conservarr.y
District Bikeway, Dayton. $320,000:
Pennsylvania , Philadelphia Commuter
Rail-Rapid Transit Interface Project,
$145,820: Texas, City of Austin
Bikeway, $168,000, City of Fort Worth
Bikeway,$217,000.

CHUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
$45 million authorized for Bikeways is
Just Ow tip of the iceberg. Nothing is
apprm ed for maintenance, Light
bikewa pavement construction is not
intended for motor traffic. But heavy
trucks encroach where the trail is.
adjacent to the highway. The bikeway
is used for rilad scrapers, snow removal
trucks. rural mail carriers, etc. The
continued expense of maintenance. no
small itein. becomes the local taxpayers problem, necessitating a
possible increase in general real estate
tax millage. As the man said, -There is
no such thing as a free luhch."
The Bicycle lobby is represented by
Collier, Shannon, Rill, Edwards Si
Scott, 055 Thomas Jefferson St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20007.

Isn^t It
The Truth
As a nation of worriers we have
become awfully uneasy over pollution,
but we don't talk up a willingness to pay
the price for pure air, pure water, pure
scenery and pure government — not at
'.!.. xpense of lesser profits. The fact is
that, as Al 'Smith once said, nobody
wants to shoot Santa Claus.
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Grim Picture Painted Of Mail Service In 1985

WASHINGTON 1API —
our mail won't be delivered
. more of your tax
on Saturday,
money will go toward subsidizing the Postal Service and
you will have to pay 22 cents
for every first-class letter you
mail.
This is the grim picture of
the mail service in 1965 as

drawn by a federal commission studying the future of
the financially troubled Postal
Service, sources said Monday.
commission's
The
recommendations to-Congress
are due by April 18, but participants said the panel has
votedto recommend:
—Ending Saturday mail

am son
L.••
••
•
I •• 111
•
•••

delivery to save $400 million
per year.
—Increasing taxpayer
subsidies by removing a
ceiling imposed at the time the
was
Service
Postal
reorganized from the old Post
Office Department in 1971.
The chances of Congress
recomapproving
the
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We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area
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4-Player

Ideal For
Flower Beds
& Sidewalks

of

1

Kristal-Kraft

Assorted

5/8" x 75'

Polyester Resin

Summer
Caps

1O57

opN,,

$1,95

3 Piece

Many Other Sizes

Rit
Easter Egg
Coloring
Kit
- Reg. 594

Caot.

Good Selection

Sale394

Still Available

Colgate
Instant
Shave

56'

a
te
Is

Make-Up
Clioice of LiquidPressed Powder-Tube

$1
Sale
III

Heavy Duty

Regular or super
Box of 30

Vasehne

V.,

we
on,

10 oz.

894

29

up

874

•

Purses
Long & Short
Sleeve

Sale

Sizes S-M -L

10.00
<, Now $500

100 Tablets

$1 18
Sale
p„,4

Large Assortment

$199 & Up
Ladies

Ladies
Solids & Patterns
Sizes 5-16

Adorn

Sale$1 59

Riopan

1/2

Antacid Suspension

Price

12 oz. Bottle

Panty
Hose
Fruit of the Loom
Control Ponti
Reg. 1.99
I Proportioned Sizes
For The Perfect Fit

$1 59

19

Farrcih
Fawcett

Tee-Shirts

sae
B
l y Gillette4
2 Twin Blade Shavers ,

Easter Candy

Special Group
Men's Dress

Sale $11

Daisy
Disposable
Shavers

Filled With Goodies

\„

100% Polyester$399
Mens Sizes S-M-L-XL

Large Assortment Shop now while selection is good.

Slacks
10000 Polyester
Solids & Prints
Sizes 28-50

Sale Priced $‘iAp88

Men's Dress
Mr. Coffee

6 oz

Disposable filters for opt in on Mr. Coffee
Brewers aid most other basket-type filter cot
fOe hookers. Soo of POO

$339
Sale

Cahvas Bogs,
Leather Look,
Dress or Casual

it

Plus Iron

Hair Spray

each

Spring & Summer

Ladies

Pant Suits

Choice of Regular - Extra
Hold - Unscented
Ultimate. 13 oz. Can

Oil of Olay
Beauty Lotion

-II-III7E711

•

Red or Blue

17

$19
Sale

Tampons

Filters

4
Salem
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Sale

Picture Frames
$
& Pictures

Markers
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‘? Uo
S;T

Kotex

Care
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Large

One-A-Day
Multiple Vitamins

Cover Girl

Easter Baskets

Lotion

Drive-

i
New Shipment Wooden
Asst. Sizes

,

Vaseline
Intensive

\

Nolps shrink swami of loonsorrhohlal assists.
Relieves pais mid itching. 1 in

al

10

lecatyor
Re2fW

Preparation H

New

Regular - Menthol - New
Medicated
11 oz. Can

Sale

Vegetable 97
Sprayer,$3

El

Hose
Hanger

Tsar amino

Easter Cards
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With
Extention
Spout

Garden

Ointment

Prices in Uncle Jeff's Health &
Beauty Aids Dept. are good
through Sunday only!

in
th

Transplanter
Cultivator
Trowel

87' $137

Special$1995

L'

All Metal

$1 17

$517

Special lir

U.

DISCOUNT PRICES

Garden
Tool Set

Small

•Reinforced Floor
Nylon Screen Door
•Large Rear,Window
with nylon screen
'Weighs only 4 lbs.
Reg. 24.95

Reg. 9.95

iy
a

All Sites

Nylon Tent

Tennis
Rackets

w"Potting Soil
k-"Planting Mix
frCactus Mix
& Sheep Manure

Metal

Seaway 2 Man
Flame Retardent

Aluminum

I I

For All Your Flower
& Garden Needs
Uncle Jeffs Has

Warts -$297 Case of 12

$1 97

Garden Hose

Coast Guard Approved$29
95

All Colors
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Magic

Pints -$247 Case of 12

"x 50 Ft.
/
1
2
3 Ply Nylon
Reinforced
Vinyl

Just Arrived!

Repair Supplies

$1837
Wicker
Decorator
Baskets

Mason Jars

Reg. 8.95 Special 695

Unipoxy Fiberglass

Converts
110 to 12 Volt

37' up

Grass Edging

Badminton Set

Cypress Gardens
Ski Jackets

Ideal For CB's
& Tape Players

Up

3/
1
2
"x 30'
Aluminum

Deluxe-Steel Shaft

"S

Call 753-8856

Converter

Cleanest,
Safest, Outdoor
Trash Burner
On The Market

rT7711AW71:917

to

le
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(Permanent
Removal of Hair) I

Pots

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

s,

Electrolysis

12 Volt D.C.

Tidy
ncinerator

Just Received
Large Shipment
Clay Flower
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whether money-losing rural
post offices should be closed,
the sources said. The Postal
Service has talked about
closing some of its 30,000 post
offices as an economy move,
but there has been heavy
opposition from Congress
members representing rural
districts

•••
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• 111 • 111 •
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te

pay atteution to what would be
politically
popular. We
decided to recommend what
we felt is needed," he said.
But, he added,"I don't think
Congress is willing to accept
elimination of Saturday
delivery."
The commission decided not
to make a recommendation on

•

•• III •II

•

a MI
••• II

t

class rate would be held to
"only" 22 cents per letter by
1985, the sources said.
First-class rates jumped
from 10 to 13 cents on Dec. 31,
1975.
One commission member
acknowledged that the
recommendations will be
unpopular."We decided not to

mendations appear slim.
But without these measures,
the first-class rate would have
to be increased to ?A cents by
1985 to cover the sharply
rising cost of delivering the
mail, sources said the commission determined.
Under the commission
recommendations, the first-

For Information
Regarding

Clairol 20
Instant Hairsetter

Woolite

Liquid
Cold Water
Wash
16 oz

saie$119

Shoes
Rug Yarn

For Quick Setting, lasting curls 20 exclusive
Kindness rollers to help prevent tangling Lightweiest, compact case Model C-20-S

..e1388

-IIIMOWNVIIIMO
INVIll
%%WI

111

Brown - Black White
41.0afers & Lace-up

20

-/
1
2to 12
°
h OfiSizes 6

For Rugs & Crafts
Fait Colors Shrink Resistant
Reg. 65'

Now

504

MielellseinalleilleillediVIIVIIIMINNWIM11111111161

Wedassiley, Merck $11, 1177
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WHAT HAPPENED.
ft)THE GYPSY
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Phantom
GOODBYE,
Ow PAL-

e'
AH 6uF-55

i
4 e14r
4
7

1145 15

;
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"eciocoye

MANITAAN AIRR2RT„
COULD YOU 6IVE ME 'THE
CALL LETTERS OF FLi6HT
4175 THAT LEFT AT

Z PM

TCX7AYc

EDDIE-

s:fr\• \
HE TRIPPED AND FELL ON
415 13ALALAIKA

*:
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Beetle Bailey"
MISS DIAAA4 PILMEic
CCULP YOU COME

A LITTLE
OF THAT

To THE PiLars
CABIN 2 YOU HAVE
AN EMER6ENCY
CALL.

Nancy
TO THE
DOG TRACK
WHERE
Vi/ATC44
AR yoD
THE DOG
GOING ?
RACES
4110,

YOU RE
TOO LATE-•A-T-I•la
KNOT HOLES
ARE TAKEN

PARKER'S
SUPER MARKET

414,
•

Acio

PROUDLY
PRESENTS

Downtown Shopping Center
Th
flSp1ttL_

30

Peanuts
/CHARLES,
WHAT'S A
"6005€ E66"?

THAT'S AN EXPRESSION
MEANIN6"ZERO.''., IF LOUR
TEAM DOESN'T SCORE ANN'
RUNS OURtN6 AN INNtN6,
$.(OU 6ET A "6005E EGG"

THAT'LL. f3E THE ON
NAME OF OUR 600:,
TEAM "THE 6RIEF:
6005E E665"!

Crossword Puzzler
I ThreeACROSS
banded
High card
armadillo
4 Note of
Crate
2
scale
3 Teutonic
8 Pursue
deity
11 Analyzed,
as sentence 4 Sweetheart
Decorate
5
13 Mourn
6 Purer
greatly
15 Conjunction 7 Exclamation
8 Sobs ill
16 Struck
9 Style of
18 Icelandic
automobile
writing
10 Finish
19 Things. in
12 Steamship
law
iabbr
21 Region
22 A continent 14 Symbol for
tantalum
labbr
17 Rip
23 Flag
26 At present 20 Resort
Short jacket
74
flat
29 Narrow.
25 God mound
board
27 LIMN,out
31 Sandbar
28 Humorists
33 Note of
29 Footwear
scale
30 Condescending
34 Pronoun
look •
35 Be in debt
32 Decree
38 Unit of
Portuguese 38 Emerged
currency
39 Pronoun
40 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
41 Girl's name
43Emmets
45 Bitter vidch
47 Tell
50 Symbol for
tellurium
52 Scorch
53 Unexploded
• shell
58 War god
58 Chemical
compound
60 Conjunction
61 Gather
63 Musical
studies
85 Sows
68 Compass
point
87 Poem

WEXFORD
CRYSTAL
BY ANCHOR HOCKING

AT TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

MGM
rnnn
DEO DEROOMDME
nrpon nrnp
mn nmr nnnn
non nmn rnnsn
nm
nn nnn POPREP
OREM RFDnm
rrmn SCR
min COMA
onnuninniIn mum
onmn men non
ernn nmre nno

IV5MRDA
nen nnnr

victorious 55 Portion of
medicine
37 Rubbors on
ymb kw
56Sol
Noe*.
*Ryer
42 War god
57 Ethiopian
44 Mans
tide
nickname
48 Cubic meter 59 Symbol for
ruthenium
48 Evaluates
62 Man's
49 Rugged
nickname
mountain
64 Note of
crest
scale
51 Slay*
54 Employed
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This magnificent crystal glassware is a machine reproduction
of very expensive hand made lead crystal imported from Europe.
WEXFORD is styled in every way for today's living—styrdy
enough for children while providing traditional elegance for
gracious entertaining. Its classic "Old World" styling will add a
touch of warmth and charm to your home and pride in serving
,
your family and friends.
Now WEXFORD is made available at extraornary savings!
Each week we will be featuring a different WEXFORD item at
494. Start your set today!
• .1•7
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Wildfire is the senseless mutilation
of Southern forests. A serious crime:
Each time a woods arsonist bums a
Southern forest, you lose. And it's a
high price to pay. Report woods arsonists.Wildfire. It's a crime against you.

r•

SCHEDULE OF WEEKLY FEATURES
OF WEXFORD CRYSTAL

hihlii Service of This Newspaper
I lir .Niliertiiiing Council

ICED
TEA

49( -

SECOND WEEK
AND

FOOTED
SHERBET

494

SEVENTH WEEK
THIRD WEEK
AND
EIGHTH WEEK

i

FIFTH WEEK
AND
TENTH WEEK

k6
,

2 QUART PITCHER

FIRST WEEK
AND
SIXTH WEEK

FOURTH WEEK
AND
NINTH WEEK

s
• 416'
— a INCH fOOTED
CENTERPIECE

11 INCH SERVING PLATE

"7., INCH
CANIlY DISH'COVfR

foor(r)

C.081 I

WINE DICANTIR

Add these handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
substantial savings during this special ten week offer!

TABLE
TUMBLER

494
,

FOOTED
WINE/JUICE

494

—
ON-THE-ROCKS
_

.
4"

49(

SPECIAL PRICE
14 INCH SERVING PLATE
2 INCH CANDY DISH/COVER
1
7/
2 QUART PITCHER
INCH FOOTED CENTERPIECE
11 INCH RELISH TRAY
1 QUART WINE DECANTER
4 POUND jAItAND COVER
FOOTED GOBLET
CORDIAL

1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69
.69
.59
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‘klat=rx.
PRODUCE

Prices Good
Thurs., March 31
Thru Wed.
April 6

Merit

Saltine
Crackers
1 lb. Box

-Uirden Delight

39'

French Fries

Sunkist

Frosty Acres

Lemons

Corn Dogs
Folgers

U.S. No. 1 Sweet

2 Lb

694

Pkg.

Frosty Seas Breaded Fantail
$149
10 oz. Pkg. •

Potatoes
Frosty Acres

Washington Bartlett

With Our
Coupon Below

Pears

Baby Limas

20 oz. Bag 794

New

Riceland Rice

Tender Ham
Chunks

2 Lb. Box
Save 6'

II 79'

Viva

Towels

Big Roll

Be Sure
To
Start
Your
We
Crystal
Today

Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

This Week's
Winner:

Robbie Brandon
107 Spruce

•Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Puna •All You Do Is
Register lade Tinge You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

A

Hunts
Bartlet

.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
only may register .You do not have to be present to win

YOUR BEST BUY

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

Bleach

Sliced
Young Tender

Fields

10 oz
6 Bottle Carton

Field

Pork
Sausage

Wieners Beef Liver

Plus Deposit

1 Lb. Pkg.

1 Lb. Bag

Field Worthmore

Sliced Bacon
F..
Bologna
In The Piece
Lb.)
(Sliced -

Lb

4
79

Super Value

Hyde Park

Swift
Sweet Cream

Biscuits

Ice
Cream

Buttermilk

Assorted Flavors
/
1 2 Gal.
Fresh Water

Catfish
Steaks
Lb
1

29

"If You Matc sur eua

Wheaties

Save 34'

Green Giant
Whole Kernel

1201.
With This
Coupon

12 oz. Save 46'

Corn 3 49'
For

11b. Can
(Mei Expres 44-77

With This Covpon
4 'Per F:xpir., 4,

Good Only At Parkin .

ou ant :eat ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
. Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7o. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
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Snyder Says Man Has
Knowledge Of King Plot
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — citizen," Snyder said. "I have
Rep. Gene Snyder, R-Ky., talked to some members of the
says the House assassinations committee and some of the
"in- staff people who have talked
has
committee
terrogated" for a second time to him in the past day or two."
He said he has no idea where
a man who claims knowledge
of an alleged plot by Louisville Baird is or whether he has
police and FBI agents to been told not to talk with
assassinate Dr. Martin Luther reporters.
U. S. Atty. George Long has
King Jr.
investigators told the Justice Department
Committee
questioned the man "in the about the allegations, but no
past day or two" for nearly federal investigation has been
three hours, the congressman ordered.
Snyder said he was conSaid Tuesday.Snyder said he was told by tacted in late February by a
committee investigators that tnan who claimed that at least
the man "dtlil't break down" six police officers and several
during the interrogation and FBI agents were involved in
'they are taking the report the alleged plot. Snyder said
,eriously — that's what they he listened to a copy of a tape
recording the man said he
tell me."
Since he first disclosed two made when he allegedly was
weeks ago that he had been offered $500,000 while sitting
approached by the retired in a car to kill the late Dr.
pollee officer, Snyilei has King.
King was assassinated in
refused to identify him.
However, Mary Baird, 44, of Memphis, Tenn., in 1968, and
Louisville, confirmed that it James Earl Ray is serving 99
was her husband, Clifton years in prison for the murBaird, 50, who told Snyder of der.
Snyder said a letter from the
the alleged plot. She conalong with the tape
man
husband
her
was
it
firmed
after The Kentucky Post, recording are in the hands of
quoting unnamed sources, the committee.
"It was pretty mu%
identified him.
Mrs. Baird has refused to inaudible," Snyder said of the
talk to reporters for a week. copy of the tape he heard. "I
Baird himself has been heard some talk about King
and money, enough to make
unavailable for comment.
Snyder has refused to me think that it needs to be
'
confirm the Louisville police looked into, that's all."
exagainst
was
Snyder
one
the
was
department
named by Baird. However, tending financing for the
Snyder quoted a letter from House Select Committee on
the man as saying the Assassinations before the man
allegations involved a police told him of the alleged plot.
department from which he But the congressman says he
retired several years ago. has changed his mind and
Baird retired from the wants the committee funded
Louisville Police Department for two more years.
Mrs. Baird told The
in 1975 after 27 years service.
Snyder said "several Associated Press last week
prominent members" of the that her husband told Snyder
police department implicated of the alleged plot because he
by Baird were named in the "wanted to know why
someone asked him" to kill
allegation.
"I determined in my mind the civil rights leader. She
that he was not a kook and that said it had been "bothering
he was a legitimate type him."

Lady Attorney Files
Discrimination Charges
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
Another allegation of sex
discrimination within a state
agency has come to light.
The latest charge has been
lodged by an attorney in the
state Department of Transportation.
The previous complaint,
involving two women applicants for the state police, is
pending before the Kentucky
Commission on Human
Rights.
Phyllis L. Robinson, the
state lawyer, said Tuesday
that despite two setbacks, she
intends to pursue her case.
Both the state Personnel
Board and the Transportation
Department's equal employment opportunity coordinator have rejected her
allegations.
However,she said she plans
to file a revised petition in an
effort to obtain a personnel
board hearing.
don't think I'm a
troublemaker," she said. "I
think iU I were truly incompetent, they could fire
me."
The case arose from an
across-the-board pay increase
granted last fall to all state
attorneys who had been admitted to the bar in the
previous two years.
Actually, it was an
upgrading of such positions,
Miss Robinson said, and her
name was submitted at the
time along with other
qualified applicants:
Then, she said it was
withdrawn by Ed Hancock,
her supervisor and a former
state attorney general.
Hancock alleged Miss
Robinson hat made an error
of judgment in a federal court

case. She responded that she
has saved the state a great
deal of money in those cases.
"The thrust of my argument
is that woman professionals
seem to be treated somewhat
differently (than their male
colleagues)," Miss Robinson
said.
Hancock said his action
against Miss Robinson did not
involve sex discrimination
because in the same move he
upgrading of
approved
another woman attorney in
the Louisville district office.
"I also approved (Miss
Robinson's) probationary
increment last July, which
gave her permanent status,"
Hancock said.
He added that since he
became supervisor of the legal
affairs office in transportation
last May, he has approved 34
promotions or favorable
,changes for women and 14 for
men.
Miss Robinson, 30, is a
former social worker. She
first was employed by the
Transportation Department
as an 'acting district attorney
at Manchester.
State personnel officials
have not released any information about the case since
it started, although such data
is available to anyone making
inquiries.
Miss Robinson said she is
not seeking publicity, "But I
ought to be able to stand the
heat if I file the complaint."
Documents show that on
March 11, the Personnel
Board stated Miss Robinson
had failed to make a case. It
gave her 20 days to file
another appeal.
Hancock said Miss Robinson
makes $13,200 a year.

It's NO April Fool's Joke. The Lamplighter's Dinners this week will include
a good choke of DESSERTS and
BEVERAGES, Thursday thru Sunday.
Yes! We will be open this MONDAY, also
EASTER SUNDAY with something special
for you!
So come on out Thursday thru Saturday, 5 until 10 this Sunday and Easter
Sunday 12 to S.
'
489-2740

The Lamplighter Restaurant

•We Accept Gov't Food Stamps.

WS

St

re

•Bel-Air Shopping Center
FOOD

Every Day LowSh

•Limit Rights Reserved

IAN
160z.

ii

Velreeta

R.C. Coins

2 lb.

5179 1,r

Peas

1-1 Ma

18oz.54-

Eagle

_hi 18oz

Peanut Butter

Pride of ill

Sin
- Parke

Oats
These items On Display
Throughout The Store

St

Kraft

Quaker

(Plus Deposit)
(Limit,/

:ft

Kraft

AM-10 PM
EVERY DAY

Ot- 7.4

- _

Pure Vegetable
isco
r
t

89'

Mil

76. 4/s1w

Showboat 14 oz

Pork & Beans 4/99'
woct 139
Tea Bags

Pride of Illinois

SWEET PEAS

Tetley

20°

Creamette s Elbow

16 oz.
Cons
for

Macaroni

7 oz

4/89'

SMOKED PICNI

Del Monte

Tomato Juice

ii13:MtgS?AW ,

46 oz

LbEmge

59'

Whole

Coronet Delta

Gold Medal

Towels

FLOUR

Rol/

2/88`

Bush

Beans i,oz 4/99'

Lb.
B09

(With

Topping

Below)

Dream Whip
•

jit

C
1
)
6 oz 9

Idahoan 1 lb

Instant Potatoes
Everyday Low
ShelfPrices

We Invite:1Q

65'

Merit Saltine

Crackers

Crystal Clear

lib 48'

Pride of Ill

Ice

Corn

59

0 lb

160z

3/19'

rLb,

Folger's

Instant

,00z 54"

Green Beans

3/89'

Family Pack 3—Breast&is.

Golden Grain Macaroni 8

Cheese

Produce
Dept.

FRYERS 3-Leg

2—Giblets
Qns.

8 oz

Red

POTATOES
10 Lb.
Bag

U.S.D.A. Choice Center Cut

Chuck Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast

lb 1 19

''r/smoiiroin Chops

Save $2.39 With The
OUPON 09584200
Limit 1 Per Fomily

Gold Medal

Flour
51b Bag

58'

Expires 4577
Good Only At Stoley's

COUPON

COUPON 09584200

89584200
Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

General Mills

General Mills

Total

Bisquick

89'

40 oz Box
Expires 4-5-77.

8 oz Box53
4
Expires 4-5-77
Nod Oily Al Storefs

1

COUPON

COUPON 8-23487

COUPON

09584200
Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

General Mills

Borden's

Bar Soap

Karo

Dow Juiwbet,

Trix

Cremora

Dial

12oz Box 79'
- Expires 45 77
Good Only At SIorey s

994

16 oz jar
Expires 4-5-77
Good Only Al Skrey's

2/5

Family

Expires 4-5-77
Goat Oaltl$Log's

Waffle Syrup Saran Wrtp
Pt

53'

Expires 4-5-77

Jed

CI
Limit

Pa

794

100 ft. Roll

Expires 4-5-77
6

On Old Land Fill Road
•

Expi

Cita

8/11Mg UN WOW Ky.,WISESTl,Wail*,118418#1977

National News Briefs
HOUSTON (AP) — After an uproar that began when Nikki I .
;•;„e_
Van Hightower was criticised for backing abortion and the • 1'
1,
Equal Rights Amendment, the city council has voted to
abolish her job as Houston's official women's advocate. But
Mrs. Hightower says the action may violate her civil right&
And Mayor Fred Hofheins, who first persuaded the council to
create the position, said there may be legal problems with
the council's action.

Low SheffPrices
Every Day
Low ShelfPrices

Of. Size

Tide

49 oz

$1"

Singles

12 oz

98'

M. Margarine
Eagle Brand

'Milk

13 oz

54'
67c

CHARMIN

rd

194

1-77

5 lb

99'

Kroft
Qt

$119

KooAid

Pkg

11'

9 oz

68'

Frozen

Cool Whip

Limit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add. Pm.'
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Produiis
Enloniil
,
'41
4
1 .11;
4e4f-t”'44.1rTIPPA.
Kroft

Miracle Whip

20°Lb.
u.s.D.A.

Qt

88'

Scot Lod Powdered

Sugar

Choice

31'

1 lb

Blade Cut
Morton

CHUCK STEAK

26 oz

Salt

10'

Bounty

Towels

Roll

White Cloud

Tissue
Lb.

4 Roll

59'
79c

Ryan Lo-Cal

Milk

Gal

$1 35
I

Carnation Powdered

Milk

S/36
14qt j

Shortening

Richtex

3 lb

$1 19
I

Horntrilrger

Helper

20°Lb.

8 oz

Soft & Pretty

Tissue

U.S.D.A. Choice
Beef Shoulder

4 Roll

69'
7c
9

Scot Lod

SWISS STEAK

Salad Dressing
Ivory
Liquid

22 oz

88'

Towels
Drink

46 oz

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

Clifty Farms Country
$169

Ham

Whole

Field's

Bologna

lb

Emge Sliced Smoked

Picnic

lb

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Dow
Bathroom

WASHINGTON (API — A secret round of coffee-shop
diplomacy two years ago led the United States and Cuba to
ease trade and travel restrictions and prompted Havana to
free some imprisoned U.S.' citizens. The high-level talks,
initiated several months after Gerald R. Ford became
President, were interrupted -by Cuba's InterVentinn In
Angola's civil war. The talks were revealed by the State
Department on Tuesday as new, publicly announced U.S.Cuba discussions on fishing rights continued in New York.

Unsweetened

4 Roll

89c
Lfl69c

thjhese Coupons

bet,

Sugar
Mayonaisse

Pkg.

t3Comparison

*may

Godchaux

Tissue

Parkay
1 lb

Washington Roundup

53°

Kraft Amen can

MIAMI (AP) — Despite a couple's plea that people
shouldn't have to pay to pray, their synagogue filed suit and
now a judge has ordered Nina and Richard Kaufman to pliy
$90 in back dues. "Religion's on trial here," Mrs. Kaufman
told the court Tuesday. "You're blackmailed. You can't
enter the temple to praise God." But Sheldon Mills, executive
director of Temple Beth David, said the suit for 1974-75
membership dues involved a contractual obligation, not
religion.

COUPON
09584200
Limit I Per Family

24 oz

46'
95C

With Iron

13 oz

54'

sAdvance
' c

1 3 oz

39'

iapers

WASHING*N (API — Violent crime declined in virtually
every corner of the country last year, but a surge in thefts in
some big cities prevented the over-all national crime rate
from falling, the FBI reports. Preliminary statistics for 1976
show no change from the previous year in the number of
crimes reported to state and local police. It marked the first
time in five years tt4t the crime rate did not increase.

Foreign Roundup
$229

Campbell's 10 oz

Tomato Soup

WASHINGTON (API — Despite a first-round loss, the
AFL-CIO willpress ahead with its biggest legislative drive_in
decades. Among labor's goals are repeal of state "right-towork" laws, collective bargaining rights for public employes, a 63-per-hour minimum wage and changes in the
National Labor Relations Act to make it easier to organize
workers and negotiate contracts.

16'

SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE, Canary Islands ( AP)—
Two survivors of the Jumbo jetliner collision died during the
night, raising the death toll in aviation's worst disaster to 577.
There were 323 Americans among the de/id, according to
airline sources. Meanwhile, a Dutch investigator admitted
that the KLM 747 airliner that collided with a Pan American
Jet as the Dutch plane was trying to take off at Tenerife
airport in the Canary Islands had not been cleared -for
takeoff. But he claimed the American 747 should not have'
been on the runway where it was hit, a claim Pan Am
disputed.
MOSCOW (API
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and •
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko agreed to set up
"follow-on working groups" to continue the discussions .•"..
Vance is holding in Moscow on issues other than arms control. It was the first concrete achievement of the first visit to
Moscow by President Carter's secretary of state. Vance said
the Russians postponed further discussion of the central
issue of his visit; limitation of nuclear arms, until today.
KINSHASA, Zaire (API — The Zaire army staff has fled
the copper-mining center of Kolwezi
_southern Zaire to
escape from Katangan invaders a
ching the mines,
unofficial sources report. All Americans in the Kolweti area
except four Protestant missionaries were reported to have
been evacuated also. The missionaries-along with some 4,000
Belgians in the area refused to leave.

Let's Stay Well
Treatment for Keratosis
By F J L Blasmgame. M D
Q: Mr LV writes about a
solar keratosis that was recently
removed from his skin. He wants
to know if the growth is cancerous and if it will tend to recur
and spread
A: A solar keratosis is a
thickened area in the outer layer
of the skin The cells are abnormal and are regarded as a lowgrade, nonaggressive tumor
Some authorities regard
keratosis as precancercas
When these growths are completely removed (by surgery.
electric needle cautery. curettement - 51ci-aping away -- or)cal
chemicals), cure results without
the danger of recurrence
However, the Son should be protected against sunlight, which
will tend to cause a similar
growth to recur
Early treatment is desirable
because it usually can eradicate
a keratosis with little or no scarring
Tight Girdles and Health
Q: Mrs C McM writes that
she is "approaching 60 years of
age" and asks whether regularly
wearing a girdle can be
harmful She says it LS comfortable, and helps her appearance
A: During respiration, the air
is drawn in by expansion of the
chest cage by elevation of the
•
ribs (thoracic breathing) a
the diaphragm contrac g
downward expanding the a
men (abdominal breathing) A
girdle increases the reistance to
enlargement of the abdomen
with the intake of air
Support from a girdle should
not itie sufficiently tight to pre
Leh( adequate deep, normal
breathing
When a girdle is worn, the
usual work of the abdominal
muscles is less. If such chaise is

exteneave, they will become flabby
If you wear a girdle, have its
Lightness only sufficient to help
your appearance- Also. remove
the girdle when you are at home
and at ease, allowing your miscies to give your abdominal supPort
Even better, you might well
consider regular exercL9PS that
can Strengthen the muscles of
your abdominal wall Before
starting any exercise program, it
is preferable to have it okayed
by your physician Exercise may
help you reduce the need of
wearing a girdle, especially if
you keep your weight at a normal level
Open

Windows While
Sleeping?

Q: Mr IS wants to know if
sleeping with a widow open has
any health advantages
A: The healthiest way for you
to sleep is that which gives you
satisfying rest
It A's untrue that oxygen or
freshness of the air is inadequate
-Whew the window is closed With
ventilation in most modern
homees, the air often will be
cleaner, and the temperature
and humidity may be controlled
These factors usually increase
your cirmfort and awst you in
sleeping more adequately with
only a limited amount of light
cover
Open windows allow outside
noises to disturb sleep. especially
in urban areas
In these days of high energy
costs, you should remember that
the benefits of indoor heating
and air conditioning may be lost
if a window is left open during
sleeping hours
-wa re4 me
,

General Mills

Cocoa Puffs
4
8oz. Box53
/7
:
1,z. Con89
'
Expires 4-5-77
Expires 4-5-77
Good 0.11,At Siotty's
6:1419.10*"Y's

Free for the Asking!
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BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
1ix'307, Murray, KY 42071
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Angels May Have Purchased
Themselves AL West Pennant

For the most part, though,
Cubs and Bob Heise from and Eddie Bane, catcher Fingers and Lindblad had to
By BRUCE LOWITT
infielders
conWynegar,
much,
Butch
so
not
hurt-but
Mariners are on a
in.
these
chip
may
Boston
AP Sports Writer
The Rangers, a lot of people Mike Cubbage and Ray sidering Dave Giusti's arrival. season-long shakedown
They're all talking about
how the California Angels believe, built themselves the Smalley and outfielder Dan Catcher Manny Sanguillen cruise. Let's hope they won't
may have bought themselves nucleus of an improved team Ford. But that pitching may will give that staff a boost. So be too shaken up.
a divisional title along with in the massive deal that sent have been severely damaged will his bat.
A few of last year's big
Jeff Burroughs to Atlanta.--by the departure of relief ace
their free agents.
They're talking about how Ken Henderson, one of the Bill Campbell to Boston. names are still there-like
the Kansas City Royals have former Braves, will replace Campbell was the Twins' Blue, Torrez and outfielder
established themselves as the him in right field, and will workhorse_ and by far their Bill -North. And if Dick -Allen
hurler, can concentrate on baseball
effective
team to beat simply because probably supply just about as most
and 20 instead of controversy, he
victories
17
amassing
plate.
the
at
power
much
By_The_Associeted Press
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON drove in five runs as the Red Mickey Stanley, Ben Ogilvie, nobody in the division beat
saves. He'll be hard to may give Oakland a passive National Basketball Association
outfielder
an
May,
Dave
ago,
year
a
top
the
to
them
AP Sports Writer
. Sox trounced the Minnesota Rusty Staub and Willie Horton
EASTERN CONFERENCE
infusion of confidence. Also
They're talking about how with potential punch, and Carl replace.
What can Joel Youngblood Twins 92. Melton settled for but the Pittsburgh Pirates
Atlantic Division
glance,
first
catcher-first
at
is
would,
It
aboard
and
Roger
Moret
Morton,
W L Pct. GB
du for an encore?
one in the Indians' 6-4 victory ripped rookie Bob Sykes for the restocked Texas Rangers
trio of seem impossible to replace all baseman Earl Williams, Philphia
46 28 .622
Youngblood has been A over San Francisco. Randy six runs in the third inning and may be ready to make their Adrian Devine, a
2
/
39 36 .520 71
Boston
move, or how the Minnesota respectable pitchers, were the the talent that fled Charlie picked up from Montreal.
member of the St. Louis Elliott, the Giants' rookie defeated the Tigers 8-6.
2
/
34 41 .453 121
names like Tommy NY Knks
Finley's A's. Oakland, only a
new
The
trade.
the
in
others
kids
real
have
with
Twins
Dave Cash's two-run homer
Cardinals for one day. He has sensation, went -2-for-2 - a
28 46 .378 18
Buffal0
Ray
newest
the
Bryant,
ago
Derek
years
Sandt,
few
arrived,
really
has
help
If
2
/
21 54 .200 251
NY Nets
had one at bat, seen one pitch single and double - and in the eighth inning lifted the potential, or how the Oakland
though, it'll probably be from applicant for recognition as a Cosey and Dennis Walling are
Central Division
... and slammed one home boosted his amazing spring Montreal Expos over the Los A's aren't really all that bad
shortstop Bert dynasty, is now rated by the meaningless now. But One Houston
46. -30. .605 batting average to .659 on 25 Angeles Dodgers 6-5, and the despite the superstar exodus, free-agent
run.
2
/
73 21
43 32
Campaneris, outfielder experts as a rank outsider.' never knows what kinds of Washton
The 25-year-old outfielder, hits in 38 at-bats.
Chicago Cubs edged the or ...
3
.
48It certainly doesn't look rosy gloves and bats are lurking in S Anton
and
Washington
Claudell
talk-and
all
it
all
It's
points
2
/
.533 51
40
On the mound, Kansas Oakland A's 9-8 when Bruce
Cleve
who failed to hit a homer in 57
pitchers Paul Lindblad and for new Manager Jack those young prospects.
2
/
33 42 .440 121
N Grins
official at-bats with the world City's Paul Splittorff allowed Sember doubled in the 10th to the clear fact that nothing's
new
Chicago's
is
not
Lemon
may
it
Bob
then
-but„
McKenn7
CamAlexander.
Doyle
2
/
161
29 46 .387
Atlan,ta
champion Cincinnati Reds last one' hit in six 'Innings as the inning and scored on a single clear in the American League
manager. What he's got to
WESTERN CONFERENCE
West this year. With the paneris' arrival permits Toby be all that bleak, either.
season, was traded to St. Louis Royals blanked the Chicago by Joe Wallis.
Midwest Division •
Harrah to move into a more The team didn't lose any work with isn't much. Will
In other training camp exception of the Chicago
White Sox 4-0, Ken Holtzman
Monday.
46 29 .613 Blue and Mike pitcher Wilbur Wood make it Denver
Vida
comfortable
starters.
third.
at
slot
and
Sox
expansion
White
the
42 33 .560 4
Detroit
Tuesday, he socked i 375- surrendered two hits in six developments:
Those two changes should Torrez are two solid ones, back from a broken kneecap? Kan City
2
/
40 36 .526 61
The Red Sox placed Seattle Mariners, nobody
foot homer in the ninth inning, innings of the New York
settle down an infield that Mike Norris and Paul Mitchell Will Eric Soderholm,formerly Chicago
39 36 .520 7
been
have
to
written
seems
on
Lynn
1-0
Fred
Yankees' 3-1 decision over the centerfielder
giving the Cards a
2
/
32 44 .421 141
gave up errors by the bushels. may be ready to emerge and of the Twins, come back from Indiana
exhibition triumph over the Toronto Blue Jays, and Phil the disabled list because of a off. In other words, nobody
27 50 .351 20
Milwkee
season,
inactive
Medich
completely
a
Doc
and
own
its
Minnesota's
got
Coleman
Joe
Pacific Division
Niekro yielded three hits in six torn ankle ligament. He is seems to know what's going to
Houston Astros.
nucleus, and a fairly young will almost surely help out. also due to a bad knee? Will Los Ang
49 27 .645
Meanwhile, Bob Forsch, Al innings as the Atlanta Braves expected to be out of action happen. And that makes for
one, in pitchers Pete Redfern The departure of Rollie Richie Zisk bring from Pitt- Portland
2
/
44 33 .571 51
Hrabosky and Mike Sutton defeated the Baltimore until the third or fourth week pennant races.
sburgh a potent bat? There Goldn St
42 34 .553 7
money
has
Autry's
Gene
blanked the Astros on five Orioles 3-0.
of April.
37 39 .487 12
are an awful lot of questions. Seattle
2
/
Philadelphia's Tug McGraw
-Pitcher Mark Fidrych of certainly given the Angels a
hits.
30 45 .400 181
Phoenix
that
be
to
seems
answer
The
Tuesday's Results
Gary Nolan, who still is with pitched out of a bases-loaded, the Tigers was scheduled to be shot in the arm and his
of
lot
awful
an
take
it'll
Cleveland 110, Boston 82
the Reds, probably wished he none-out jam in the bottom of examined at a Detroit hospital acquisitions-Joe Rudi, Bobby
comebacks to bring the White
New Orleans 94, New York
were elsewhere Tuesday. The the ninth inning, preserving today for possible cartilage Grich and Don Baylor-give
Nets 85
Sox back to respectability.
at
shot
first
a
their
them
xas rtangers roughed him the Phillies' 2-1 triumph over damage to his left knee.
San Antonio 122, Washington
Respectablility is one thing
-The Giants signed pitcher winning season since 1970, the
up for 11 runs and 15 hits in the New York Mets.
Fla. (AP)- The settle for less than he asked in Seattle doesn't have to look 116
TAMPA,
Philadelphia 119, Chicago 113
California's Frank Tanana Jim Barr to a two-year last time they finished as high salary dispute between Pete 1976 but would not do so this forward to. As in all exfour-plus innings as they
Kansas City 132, New York
was touched for four runs and contract, while Cincinnati as third.
pounded the Reds 13-5.
Reds
time.
occasional
Cincinnati
the
pansions, an
Knicks 126
With Rudi, a healthy Bobby Rose and
Elsewhere, Boston's Jim 12 hits in seven innings but third baseman Pete Rose, who
Phoenix 122, Milwaukee 110
Wagner said a matter of decent name crops up on a
went public after Rose held a
Denver 119, Indiana 105
Rice and Cleveland's Bill batterymate Ike Hampton has been demanding a $400,000 Bonds and a developing Bruce news conference Tuesday and principle was involved.
roster of players who are
is
Bochte,
California
certainly
Golden State 109, Houston 92
Melton boosted their spring homered twice and the Angels salary, told the Reds if he is
"At some point in this we either over the hill or haven't
in kind.
replied
Reds
the
Los Angeles 100, Seattle 97
home run totals to six apiece. pounded the Seattle Mariners not signed by opening day, his sound in the outfield. The
Rose, in a prepared have to decide whether one even started to climb it.
Portland 127, Buffalo 101
leaves
infield,
some
though,
Rice, who has four in his last 124.
price will go up $25,000 every
statement through his agent, person is more important than
Wednesday's Games
Manager Darrell Johnson
questions.
Detroit got home runs from 30 days.
three games, cracked two and
Chicago vs. Boston at Baitattorney Reuven the franchise, more important can find a ray of hope in a few
Cincivati
Beyond Grich, a shortstop
announced Tuesday that than the town, the ball park names-outfielders Steve ford, Conn. Philadelphia
with unusual power, the Katz,
Detroit at
the Reds meet Rose's and the ball club.
Braun and Lee Stanton, inPhoenix at New Orleans
Angels don't seem all that unless
"I don't think we're at an fielders Dan Meyer and Joe
of $4011;000 a year, he
Atlanta at Washington
settled. It could be Baylor at demand
Hotiattin at Seattle
start raising the price impasse. I just think someone Lis and pitcher Dick Pole.
will
as
Solaita
Tony
first base and
the opening day of has got to get some common
the designated hitter, or it beginning
sense in their makeup and that
season.
baseball
the
could be the other way around.
Manager Dick someone is Mr. Katz, the
General
Reds
Ron Jackson at third and,
Wagner replied: "There is no agent, and Mr. Rose, the third
Jerry Remy at second have
who
me
with
way we will pay Pete Rose baseman," Wagner said,
people
carved
"I have
His words have been
By WILL GRIMSLEY
consistent
with
in
yet to pitch
$400,000," and said the Reds noting that the dispute is
in stone. But some of the men do the coaching. I attend the production.
AP Special Correspondent
withdrawn their offer of reaching major proportions.
NEW YORK (AP) - who played for him idolized cocktail parties," he says.
Half a dozen men, including had
"We could have asked
"Each game is like pick up Andy Etchebarren and Terry $325,000 a year for two years.
There's nothing wrong with him. Others called him a
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!
Katz said Rose had offered $600,000 and then comcollege sports that a few more heartless, unfeeling brute. It sticks. You pick 'em up, hold Humphrey, are scrambling
of
years
14
after
but
promised
to
up
matter
'em."
the
drop
put
to
and
'em
up
measured
who
on
depended
Al McGuires wouldn't cure.
for the catching job. Whoever
Marquette picked up more
compulsory arbitration but play for the Cincinnati Reds,
Gusts of fresh air swept to his lofty standards. He had
wins it will catch some pretty
we did not feel that it was
the ball club had refused.
sticks than it dropped Monday
through the TV tubes Monday no sympathy for the weak.
good pitchers-and some
this proves Pete is necessary to play that highthink
"I
Ohio State's legendary night.
night when Al McGuire's
pretty questionable ones,too.
split-down-the-middle
not greedy or stubborn but low,
Marquette team beat the Woody Hayes can be a warm,
Frank Tanana, 19-10 with a
game," said Katz.
bargaining
said
fair,"
be
to
wants
just
a
human
at
being
pleasant
Carolina
North
of
University
.244 earned-run average last
that if the "The financial relationship
adding
Katz,
for the NCAA basketball cocktail party or in the living
year, seems to have swiped
agreement is not made, Rose between Pete and the Reds
room. Put him on the football
championship.
the "ace" label from Nolan
Men's
should be on a higher plane,"
he
a
and
in
game
will play out his option.
field
critical
It wasn't that North
Ryan. The fireballing Ryan is
the Reds want said Katz.
said
Wagner
Carolina or its highly- often reverts to a madman Quartet
still a threat to strike out
By The Associated Press
He also said Rose, a threeto sign Rose and don't want
respected coach - Dean tearing his shirt, smashing his
everybody and throw a noResults
Tuesday's
and 3 Pc.
somewhere else. time batting champion and
playing
him
Smith, who brought back the wrist watch and belting
St. Loins (N) 1, Houston (NI hitter each time he starts. But
agent once a National League Most
his
and
Rose
said
He
Olympic gold medal from photographers.
he's also still a threat to ruin
Valuable Player, rejected an
"Win, win, win!"
Montreal - was cast ' in a
Montreal (N) 6, Los Angeles himself with wildness and sore must compromise.
(N) 5
Katz said he had convinced offer of $75,000 the Reds made
"Kill, kill, kill!"
villainous role.
New York (A) 3, Toronto (A) arms. It all happened last Rose to take a cut in 1974 and for a one-year contract.
It was only that McGuire - These are cries heard often
year. Ryan won 17 games and
1.
volatile, emotional, earthy on our playing fields. Among
Kansas City (A) 4, Chicago had a league-high 327
and without an ounce of the pros, who have made it (A) 0
Pants
strikeouts and seven shutouts.
Detroit (A) 10, Pittsburgh He also had a league-high 18
pretentiousness - offered their business, it perhaps can
Jackets
8
(N)
such a contrast to the normal be tolerated. Among fuzzTexas (A) 13, Cincinnati (NI losses and 183 walks to go
high pressure and disciplined faced college kids, it is
Vests
along with his 3.36 ERA.
5
mold that it was difficult for inexcusable.
Boston (Al 9, Minnesota (A)
Beyond those two are young
36-46
McGuire, 48, one of the 2
the unbiased observer not to
pitchers like Paul Hartzell and
Cleveland (Al 6, San FranReg.-long
stand up on the living room street-fighting McGuire
Don Kirkwood with promise
from the 72-hole tournament
By BOB GREEN
brothers of New York's Far cisco (N) 4
chair and cheer. but, as yet, no production.
that starts Thursday.
(Al
9,
(N)
Chicago
Oakland
Writer
Golf
AP
All of us have been over- Rockaway Beach, puts the 8, 10 innings
The Royals,the oddsrnakers
Geiberger, Winner of two
N.C.
GREENSBORO,
(AP)
into
perspective.
sport
proper
exposed to the martinet, the
California (Al 12, Seattle (Al say, are co-favored with
and more than $194,000
titles
father
whose
Geiberger,
Al
"Winning is -only im- 4
barking
Marine syndrome
California. Kansas City lost
jet last season, is almost certain
orders, cracking the whip and portant," he says,"in war and ,Atlanta NI 3, Baltimore (A)4, 15-game winner Al Fitmiorris is believed to have died in a
crash in the Canary Islands, to be the sentimental choice in
0
treating the game as if it were surgery."
( NI 2, New York to Cleveland and got 15-game changed his mind and will this old event with Ray Floyd
Philadelphia
The millions of fans who (N) 1
-a war.
loser Jim Colborn from defend his title in the $235,000 and Hale Irwin other top
•
The late Vince Lombardi watched the MOquette
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee, but perhaps that's Greater Greensboro Golf candidates for the $47,000 first
Detroit (Al vs. New York (N)
became the revered symbol of coach's sideline histrionics on
prize.
not as bad as it sounds. tournament.
this approach when, in the television could not help being at qt. Petersburg, Fla.
Floyd, the current Masters
the
they
teams
Consider
vs.
squad,
split
.Chicago(Al.
my
with
talk
long
a
had
"I
midst of winning two Super intrigued by the informality of Pittsburgh (N) kt Bradenton,
for. Kansas City won 24 brother over the telephone," titleholder, and Irwin each
played
Bowl titles with his Green Bay it all.
Fla.
more games than Milwaukee.
"and he had a chance to win each of
McGuire paced in front of
Packers,.he said, "Winning
Kansas City (A) vs. Phila- And the pitchers' earned-run Geiberger said,
was the last two tour events and
father
my
me
convinced
isn't everything - it is the the bench, yelling and making. delphia ( N) at Clearwater, Fla.
Texas (A) vs. Toronto (Al at averages weren't that far my greatest booster and both appear to be moving to
hand signals. In huddies,
only thing."
apart. And Colborn is more of supporter - had been all my the top of their form.
Fla.
players were seen arguing Dunedin,
Baltimore (A) vs. Cincinnati a strikeout pitcher. So it might life - and that he would have
Also in the 156-man field is
with their coach in seemingly IN) at Tampa, Fla.
64-year-old Sam Snead, who
in the long wanted me to play."
swap
even-up
an
be
'first Appearance
Angeles
Los
heated tones.
St. Louis (N) vs.
run.
Geiberger orginally planned won this tournament a record
One wondered: Would (N) at Vero Beach, Fla.
. BOSTON 1API - Steve Indiana's stern Bobby Knight
Montreal (N) vs. Atlanta (NI
And one man does not make to return to the family in Santa eight times when it was played
at West Palm Beach, Fla. •
,Cautheri, the sensational have stood for that?
up a rotation. Kansas City's Barbara, Calif., to set up a at the Sedgefield Country
New York (A) vs. Boston4(A) still got most of the men who memorial service for his Club. The tournament moved
apprentice jockey, will ride at -They argue when we are 15
Winter Haven, Fla.
at
Suffolk Downs Sunday in his points ahead," McGuire
Oakland (A) vs. San Fran- gave the Royals the second- father, Ray. After the to the new location this year,
first New England ap- explains. "When the score is cisco IN) at Phoenix
best staff in the league--Paul telephone conversation with the hilly 6,984-yard par-72
Milwaukee (Al vs. San Diego Splittorff, Marty Pattin, Steve his
pearance. The 16-year-old close, they listen with their
however, Forest Oaks Country Club.
brother,
iN) at Yuma, Ariz.
Among the other standouts
• Kentucky native is expected to -mouths shut."
Mingori, Doug Bird and Geiberger told tournament
Seattle (A) vs. California (AI•
have seven or eight mounts. The
Dennis Leonard. And if Steve officials Tuesday night he had are Australian Graham
youngish-looking at Palm Springs, Calif.
He has won 132 races in 51 Irishman, quick with the quip,
Chicago N) vs. Cleveland Busby is healthy again, that's changed his mind and would Marsh, who scored his first
days and prize money totaling disdains his own importance (A) at Tucson, Ariz, (n) •
a major shot in the arm.
defend the championship he American victory last week,
Hointon (N) vs. Minnesota
former Greensboro champion
more than $2.5 million.
When the Royals got won last year.
as head coach.
IL
Sizes 4-1
(A) at Orlando, (n)
Tom Weiskopf, South African
remains,"
got
Colborn,
no
also
are
they
Darrell
"There
Thursday's Games
Gary
Player,
Johnny
Miller,
8-18
Sizes
know
could
who
we
"All
Porter,
said.
strengthen Geiberger
Texas (A) vs. Philadelphia
uits
the catching. The rest of the is that he was on the Pan Am J.C. Snead, Dave Hill, Lee
Keep Your Family Safe
(N) at Clearwater, Fla.
Vests 511199
Toronto (A) vs. Detroit (A) field remains pretty sound 747 and that he isn't listed Elder and veterans Billy
At Home In Your Own
at Lakeland, Fla,
with players like George among the survivors. All we Casper, Gene Littler and
Chicago (A) vs. Cincinnati
2 for Sl°°
Brett,
John Mayberry, Fred could do is have a memorial Miller Barber.
(N) at Tampa, Fla.
Portions
the
of
final
two
Amos
Patek,
Otis
Hal
and
service."
Pittsburgh (N) vs. Boston
. 4201, 79C
McRae. New arrivals Pete
(A) at Winter Haven, Fla.
OUR PRE-SEASON SPECIAL CAN
Wally Armstrong, whose rounds Saturday and Sunday
Seattle (A) vs. Chicago (NI LaCock from the Chicago wife's parents died in the will be televised nationally by
SAYE YOU OVER $1,000!
at Scottsdale, Ariz.
same crash, did withdraw NBC.
64 oz. 51 69
Avoid the ever increasing dangers of highway driving
San Francisco (N) vs. MilWaukee (A) at Sun City, Ariz.
and public facilities. Promote family togetherness and
GENERAL
Oakland (Al vs. Cleveland
good health through the fun and physical exercise of
Pkg. 10 33C
Ariz.
Tucson,
at
(A)
YORK - Steve
NEW
in
supply
swimming. Have your own standby water
San Diego (N) vs. California Cauthen, the sensational 16case of fire or other emergency.
(A) at Palm Springs, Calif.
apprentice jockey,
Baltimore (A) vs. University year old
for
3.5 01.
an
exclusive
signed
(n)
Miami,
at
Miami
of
Eddyville,
May 24 Primary
K.
Route 1
contract
Minnesota
management
with
vs.
Montreal (N)
Call 388-9667 collect to arrange
YOUR VOTE AND INFEUENCE
( A ) at Orlando,Fla., n
Management
International
for your Free Estimate
St. Louis (N) vs. New York Group, an agency which
IS APPRECIATED. THANKS
Any Size
(N) at St. Petersburg, Fla., (n) handles the iffairs of many of
Any Shape
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 1100 Daily 1-5 Sunday
Liner
Vinyl
'Fiberglass
York
New
vs.
Atlanta (N)
Stainless Steel
advertisement paid tor by Donald Crawford treasurer
athletes.
top
nation's
'he
Lauderdale,
(n)
Fort
(A) at

Youngblood Homers On First
Trip To Plate For Cardinals

Pro Cage
Standings

'Charlie Hustle' Puts
'The Hustle' On Reds

Few More McGuires Would Be
Boon For College Athletics

IIIRSCHS
Just In Time For

Easter

Citrus League
At A Glance

Suits

1Geiberger Sentimental
Favorite At Greensboro

58

Sizes
36-46
Reg.-Long

\Leisure
Suits

Boy's 3 Pc.

SSu

SWIMMING POOL

BENNIE JACKSON

PROGRESSIVE POOLS

for Sheriff

Terry Towels
Purex Detergent
Downey
Brillo Pads
Ivory Soap

Pants s4199
Jackets

4 59c

P.N.HIRSCH & CO. "
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'Breds End Slump With
19 Hits, Get Two Wins

SUP1R GAN'—Soirtlipaw Mork Biggins prepares to fire a pitch to the plats in the first game of
two Murray State played Tvosday. Rinks famed 10 ismia, waited ism and scattered fear hits
as Norm took a 5-1 win over North Dakota.
(WS Motes by auto Insoles)

Angry Heinsohn Blasts His*
Club For Improper Attitude
7iers 119, Bulls 113
By The Associated Press
a few excuses in the third
Julius Erving scored half of
For the 38th time this quarter, when Austin Carr and
season, Coach Tom Heinsohn Jim Chones combined for 28 his 28 points in a furious fourth
for
spree
was explainipg why his Boston points to put Boston away. quarter
Celtics lost a National Carr wound up with 24 points, Philadelphia.
Chicago's Mickey 'Johnson
Basketball Association game including 14, in the third
scored 37 points, but aided by
— which may have made him period,and Chones had 20.
the outside,shooting of Doug
angry, since he only had to do
In other NBA games, the Collins, Philadelphia dealt the
that 26 times during all of the
1975-76 championship season. Philadelphia 76ers beat the Bulls their first loss in nine
He was bristling after his Chicago Bulls 119-113, clin- games and only the second
team's play Tuesday night in a ching the Atlantic Division loss in their last 17 contests.
110-82 loss to the Cleveland title; the Los Angeles Lakers The defeat dropped the Bulls
defeated
the
Seattle to fourth place in the Midwest
Cavaliers.
"My team is getting into a SuperSonics 100-97, clinching Division, one-half game
bad habit of playing any kind the Pacific Division crown; behind Kansas City in the
of basketball and thinking we the Portland Trail Blazers battle for the final spot in the
can get back in the second buried the Buffalo Braves 127- Western Conference playoffs.
Lakers 1N,SuperSonics 97
half," he said with the well- 191; the Golden State Warriors
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's 29
known Heinsohn scowl. "I dropped the Houston Rockets
don't like my team's attitude. 109-92; the New Orleans Jazz points helped Loa Angeles
We played a bummer last defeated the New York Nets beat Seattle and clinch its
week, too. That's why I'm 9445; the Phoenix Suns third Pacific Division crown
drubbed the Milwaukee Bucks since 1974.
perturbed.
"When you get to this time 122-110; the San Antonio Spurs Trail Blazers 127, Braves 101
Lionel Hollins scored 26
of the season, you can come up topped the Washington Bullets
with all kinds of alibis. We 122-116; the Kansas City Kings points for Portland and Bill
were just not mentally ready topped the New York Knicks Walton had 16 points, 16
to play basketball. There's no 132-126, and the Denver rebounds arid five blocked
Rockets defeated the Indiana shots, pacing the Trail
excuse."
Blazers' rout of Buffalo.
The Celtics could have used Pacers 119-105.
Nuggets 119,Pacers 105
David Thompson's 22 points
paced five Denver players in
double figures as the Nuggets
beat Indiana and clinched a
playoff spot in their first NBA
season.
Jazz 94, Nets 115
COCOA, Fla. (AP) — Acquired only a day earlier by St.
Pete Maravich had 26 points
Louis, Joel Youngblood made himself feel right at home
Tuesday, hitting a home run to give the Cardinals a 1-0 vic- and Jim McElroy 20, leading
streaking New Orleans past
tory over the Houston Astros.
The 375-foot, ninth-inning homer came on the first pitch by the Nets for the Jazz' sixth
straight victory — matching
Ken Forsch,the third of three Houston pitchers.
"I looked for strikes," said Youngblood, who was acquired the/club record.
from the Cincinnati Reds in exchange for pitcher Bill Caudill.
"I don't take pitches just to see what the pitcher is
throwing."
Youngblood, who filled in at third base against the Astros,
admits he still hasn't gotten over the shock of being traded.
"I had trouble sleeping last night," he said after Tuesday's
game. "I don't have a place to live in St. Louis and I don't
have any clothes. My wife took most of them to Cincinnati."
But the 25-year-old utility man should be able to find a
By BRUCE LOWITT
place in the St. Louis area soon,since the Cardinals end their
AP Sports Writer
eight
days.
spring training session in
PHOENIX (AP) — The
Cards manager Vern Rapp trimmed the squad to 26 National Football League will
Tuesday. With the disposition of three pitchers and an in- have a More expensive and
fielder, the Cards are just one man over the season opening expansive look in 1978.
limit.
"Money," NFL ComWaivers were sought on right-handed pitcher Rorie missioner Pete Roselle said
Harrison to give him his release, while Steve Dunning,also a with a wry smile Tuesday
right-hander, has been given the option of taking a demotion night, pinpointing the primary
to the minors or being released.
reason why the league voted to
Left-hander Mike Caldwell has been sent to the Cincinnati expand its regular season
Reds in return for a player to be named later.
from 14 to 16 games (while
An infielder-outfielder Pat Scanlon was sent to the club's cutting
the
preseason
minor league camp for reassignment.
schedule from six to four
games) and widening the
playoff field from eight teams
to 10 with two more wild card
clubs.

NFL To Expand Season, Add
More Playoff Spots For '78

The IASII ROTC
Detachment Would Like to

Thank
All those who beeped nuke our Open Novae
success.

A Special
Thanks To:
111SU Information and Public Services
Murray Ledger & Times
WNBS Radio
Ryan Milk Company

double. Then Courtney Innings and gave up four runs, Dakota and Chicago today.
doubled for two runs before three of which were earned. Chicago will leave after the
Fehn popped out for /the He allowed four hits and game and Purdue and Brown
fanned six. Terry Brown will be in town Thursday and
second out of the inning.
Then Dan Teel joined in the hurled one hitless frame and Friday, along with North
homer= derby as he cracked struck out a batter while Mark Dakota which will stay until
a shot to left for a two-run Miller pitched the last inning, Friday.
Saturday, the 'Breds will
blast, making it 134. Lttigs. ving up two runs on three
ti and-ttriking out two.
have two games at Western
followed with a double and
Bywn,-looley and Wagoner Kentucky. The 'Breds will not
Brown singled him in for the
all had three hits in the game. have an off day until a week
final run of the inning.
In the opening game against from Thursday.
Murray added two more
runs in the fourth and ohe in North Dakota, it was all Mark
Nes1 Game
Riggins as the sophomore
the sixth.'
'Savoie
Cruse worked five complete lefthander from Loogootee,
sb r h
3
1
Ind., gave up four hits, fanned
3 I0
Brosen-3b
10 and walked none in one of Stananowsld-rt
4 0 0
....
3 0 1
the top mound efforts of the Tooley-if
3 0 0
.
Cdeder-ss.
season for the 'Breda.
2 I 1
Walker-lb
2 I 0
Riggins displayed beautiful Johnson-dh
0
0
Courtney-lb .
control and his curve looked
they-c.
3 0 1
23 5 4
Totals
as if it were dropping off a
03 011 0 1-4-2
N.Dakota
030 310 a 6-4-0
want players who want to play table as It came dipping into Murray
the
plate.
Second Gams
no matter who we have
Three consecutive walks, a
'ends
already."
ab
4
Recruiting
is
not single by Mike Cathey and a Luigs-cf
groundout
by
Bruce Austin Biown-.p
5
3
Raymonds' only concern. He
3
Siemanowski-dh
also is McGuire's successor as gave Murray two runs in the Barrett-lb
1
3
4
athletic director. Marquette second.
1
1
Then
in
the
fourth,
Murray
2
5
sports other than basketball
Gleslar-as
used
a
walk,
an
error,
a
3
3
single
Wagonar-lb
demand his attention and he
3
2
°seiner.%
1
1
must screen applicants for a by Tooley and a groundout by Calicchto.lb
Siemanowski
to
score
three
Fehn-rf
3
new basketball assistant
.
1
Niseacager-rf
more runs. North Dakota Teel-c
...
4
coach.
scored
a
lone
tally
in
the
top
of
Asetan-pr
0
"I have to continue working
31
1 11
Totals
on our other sports, and I've the sixth.
Chicago
100 030 2 5-74
Murray will play North Murray
1( 13)0 201 1 1 -11-3
proposed a five-year plan to
upgrade them," he said.
"That's one of the things I
You Are Cordially
,
wanted when I took the job,
and the school has given me
Invited To Attend A
assurances."
But while Raymonds'
workload is heavy at a time
when he could use a few days
off, he insists he feels no
pressure about having to
follow the act of McGuire, one
of the most colorful and
successful figures in sports.
"I don't feel any more
pressure now than if Al hadn't
ica;18ehst
i Bis,r
HenrYaHr
left,",he said. "We still would
havithe same amount of work
to do. I've been part of the
program here. I feel if
someone from outside were
brought in to succeed Al, he'd
be dead."

Raymonds Says Warrior
Recruiting Behind Pace

fo

Cardinals Only One Man
Over Opening Day Limit

Brown made it 5-1 with a
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor two-run single and John
The noise of the jackham- Siemanowski then singled to
mers has been about the only load the bases for red-hot
thing penetrating the silence Greg Tooley.
at Reagan Field lately.
Tooley, who hit three
Tuesday afternoon, the homers last Thursday, tagged
tackhamm.re t.o -4.001141 one into tenter for a -grandplace in the noise department. slam and the 'Breds led 9-1. It
The loudest noise was the was the sixth homer of the
crack of baseball bat against season for Tooley, who had six
baseball. Time and time RBI's in the contest.
Still, the assault wasn't
again, the sound Was heard
and to Murray State baseball over. Giesler singled and
coach Johnny Reagan, it's Wagoner followed with a
about the most encouraging
thing he's heard all season.
In the first game Tuesday,
Murray State got just four hits
as the 'Breds used the fine
pitching of Mark Riggins to
post a 5-1 win over North
Dakota.
By MIKE O'BRIEN
But in the nightcapt, it was a
AP Sports Writer
battle
between
the
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
jackhanuners and the bats, telephone rang
incessantly
with the bats winning out.
Tuesday in the office of
Murray belted 19 hits, inMarquette's haggard Hank
chiding a record 13 hits in the Raymonds,
incoming head
second inning, to pound coach of college
basketball's
Chicago Circle 174.
new national champions.
The two wins give the 'Breds
Many of the callers were
a 15-4 season record.
well wishers, congratulating
The 19-hit attack may have Raymonds for the
Warriors'
been just what the doctor 67-59 chamPionship
game
ordered for the 'Breds who victory over North
Carolina
have besp having their Monday night. But most of
the
problems at -the- -plate- call§ uwaved Raymonds' offEverybody got into the act and court - duties, which have
it resembled one of those substantially backlogged
baseball machines you see in while Marquette competed for
game rooms where you put a three weeks in the National
quarter in and watch the runs Collegiate
Athletic
mount to unbelievable totals. Association tournament.
Chicago scored a single run
The work is just beginin the first inning of the ning," said Raymonds, the
nightcap off junior southpaw dark circles under his eyes
Greg Cruse. Then in the home mirroring not only tourhalf of the first, Terry Brown nament fatigue but his first
got the run back with a solo full day as Al McGuire's
shot to rightcenter.
„. successor as head coach.
Shortstop Stan Giesler -• "We're
behind
in
opened the 'Breda second with recruiting," said Raymonds,
a single and first sacker Bill Mcpuire's assistant at
Wagoner followed with a Marquette for 13 seasons.
single. Third baseman Robin "Don't get me wrong. Our
Courtney, who has been in a goal was to win the national
slump, then followed with a championship in Al's last
single to drive in Giesler and year. But because of the
give Murray a 2-1 lead.
tournament, we haven't had
Tom Fehn singled to load time to be running around."
the bases then Dan Teel
reached on an error to make it
Raymonds would like to
3-1. The first out of the inning believe the national title will
came when Al Luigs bunted, be an asset in recruiting, but
forcing Courtney at the plate he is not so sure.
and again, leaving the bases
I'm going to talk to
loaded and still a 3-1 score on prospects we had talked to
the board.
before and tell them,'Hey, we
wanted you before we were
national champions, he said.
Re-Acquired
Now, if a youngster calls
CLEVELAND ( AP) — who's very good and who
Infielder-outfielder
John hasn't been contacted by us,
Lowenstein has been re- we'd be very interested. But I
acquired by the Cleveland doubt that will happen."
Indians from the Toronto Blue
Raymonds said most blueJays.
chip players graduating from
The Indians said Tuesday high school want to start as
they had sent infielder Hector college freshmen. That will
Torres to the expansion club in not be easy next season at
exchange for Lowenstein.
Marquette, which has three
Lowenstein was traded to starters returning.
Toronto Dec. 6 as part of a
"I don't mind them wanting
deal that brought qtesignated to start right away,"
hitter Rico Carty back to the Raymonds said. But I don't
Indians. The Indians lost want them pointing at the
Carty to Toronto during the roster, trying to figure out
whether they can or not. We
expansion draft.
,

nounced that the college
player draft would be figa
May 34 in New York.
The votes on the 16-game
schedule, the revised schedule
formula and the placing of
Tampa Bay and Seattle were
21-7, the minimum needed for
approval. The addition-of the
two wild card teams was a
unanimous 28-0 vote.
"Money, and not just
television money, was the
determining factor in adding
two more games to the
schedule and two more teams
to the playoffs," said Roselle.
"One of the basic reasons
(for expanding the regular
season) was the fact that a
In addition, the league gave number of clubs have had
Tampa Bay and Seattle, its difficulty
the
selling
two newest teams, permanent preseason games," he said,
homes. It placed the Buc- Identifying Philadelphia and
,New England as two of .the
caneers in the National,..
Conference Central Division most vocal proponents of a 16with Minnesota, Chicago, game season and a four-game
Detroit and Green Bay, and exhibition slate.
put the Seahawks in the
"And we feel the addition of
American Conference West a second wild-card team will
with Oakland Denver, San help keep the races comDiego and Kansas City.
petitive longer," he added.
Furthermore, the NFL "With all of this, the season'll
disclosed a complex yet start earlier and end later."
balanced scheduling system to
Under the expanded playoff
prevent inequities and an- format, the conference's two

wild-card teams will meet in a
first-round game while the
other six teams (division
winners in -each conference)
have a bye. In the second
round, the surviving wild card
team meets the winningest
team and the No. 2 winner
meets the No. 3 winner in each
conference. The third round is
for the conference title and the
fourth round is the Super
Bowl.
The playoff change is the
first since the NFL merged
*with the old American
Football League in 1970,
creating the current twoconference,six-division layout
with eight postseason berths.
And not since 1961, when the
NFL went from a 12-game
schedule to 14, has there been
a regular-season change.
Those two changes not only
will increase revenues from
tickets, but could come'close
to doubling the income from
television. The current contract with the three networks,
which brought the NFL about
$60 million last year, expires
after the 1977 season. A $100
million price tag for 1978 and
beyond is not beyond
speculation.

Gospel
Meeting

April 1,2&3
7:00 p.m. Nightly
11:00 a.m. Sunday

Coldwater
Church of Christ

Lorene Falwell
TO ALL OF THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY:
For many years, I have had a burning desire to serve YOU as County
Clerk Therefore, I have filed as a candidate for County Court Clerk of
Calloway County, subject to the Democratic Primary election to be held
May 24,1977.
I feel that most of you good people know me and know of my
qualifications. However, for the benefit of you who are not personally
acquainted with me, I humbly submit the following facts for your consideration.
•I am 48 years of age and the Daughter of Pat and
Ola Pit' tman Falwell.
'Graduate of Almo High School
•Attended Murray State University
•Taught school in the Calloway County School
System.
•for the past 28 years, I have served as Secretary of
Almo High School, Calloway County High School,
and as Bookkeeper and Treasurer of the Calloway
County Board of Education.
•Part time work has been with the office of County
Clerk Tax Commissioner's Office, The liberty Food
Market and the Kroger Company.
•Active member of Poplar Springs Bzptist Church.
If I am elected YOUR COUNTY CLERK, I give you my word of honor that
the *dies of the Clerk's office will be tarried on in a fair, courteous and
dignifiele manner. Every person, rich orlSoor, white or black, wil be given
thesame kind and efficient service.
I NEED THE OffiCE Of COUNTY CLERK. I WANT YOUR HELP.
Sincerely,
Lorene Falwell
A

Political ad paid for by the candidate

•

ma,
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Store Hours:

Register Now Through April2, 1977

4401 11111.111111111111111.1111111111111111111
)

7-8 Mon.-Thurs.
7,9 Fri. & Sat.
12-6:30 Sun.

Free Groceries*

S*
30
111111W1

\SU
r PER MARKET

‘

Prices good through
April 5, 1977

to be given away

hna
*
0
7°1

in a3
Minute Shopping Spree

PoWn

4=0%Nal?: i_ta
Johnson: Coupoa

Save 40°

Folgers
Coffee 7th can

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
(No Cigarettes or Milk)($50.00 Limit on Meats)

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

There WillBe2 Winners

0

Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 4-5-77

Names Will Be Drawn April 2 at 9:00 p.m.
Shopping Sprees will be held Wednesday, April 6, 1977

7--)f:p
LP '12

Whole

Fields Worthmore

RS
c
YE
79
FR
N
BACenteCO
rCut
CHOPS
FRYERS
19c GR. BEEF
WIENERS
1/4 PORK LOIN
12 °z

Cut-Up

Lb

Pure

Field's Regular or All Beef

39c
45c
19c

Lb

Lb

Lb

Sliced int"h"s$109
Hunts Fruit

Lady Betty

Green Giant English

170,3/$1 w PRUNE JUICE

PEAS

32 ox.65

16 oz. - 8 Bottle Carton Plus Bottles or Deposit

Veg-All Mixed

Blue Bonnet Stick

MARGARINE

lb 454

...354

COCKTAIL

VEGETABLES

16 oz.294

PEPSI on -UP

$119

Golden Bake
e

•
420z

rEX
rt
S lar
i

9r

Vlassic Hamburger or Hot Dog

RELISH

10 ox.37

PEANUT BUTTER.18..894 SUGAR

54b.994

55

29 oz.

SUGAR

TUNA

202.654
1
6/

SUGAR

lb

3/99'

4.l
". Bath

3/89'

Buy 4 G.E. Light Bulbs At Regular Price
Get 5 Lbs. of Sugar

5'

For Only

FROZEN
FOODS

PRODUCE

Frosty Acres

ORANGE JUICE

12 oz.

‘' Banquet

,DINNERS
PIZZA

49c
79C

(Asst: Varieties) 11 az-

Totino - 13 oz.

•

lb

3/994 'SOAP

Brown

Chicken of the Sea

CRACKERS .........11).594
Nature Scents

Powdered

1;kiAR HALVES

29

Flavor Kist
Godchaux

Peter Pan - Smooth

BREAD

16 oz. Loaf

Sausage-CheeseHamburger-Pepperoni

S
EGG
Y
NTR
COU
Head
LETTUCE
Sweet
POTATOES
RADISHES
POTATOES
No 1 Red

39c
23c

0
Doz.59,..

lb

•
6 L. Pkg.15C

$109
10 lb.

•

:1
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YOU'LL LOH THE RESULTS
WAIT ADS BRING sCei,

'Giant Of Jazz'Stan Kenton
To Appear In Concert At MSU

2 Notice

educators in colleges and littiversities
Stan Kenton, a major contributor hi
across the country, often as many as
musical
American
contemporary
the
150 in a year. And in 1970, he established
scene who is sometimes described as
Creative World, his direct mail firm, in
-a giant of jazz," will appear with his
order to make his own and other fine
orchestra at Murray State University
jazz available to more people.
on Tuesday evening. April 12.
His work now involves personal
He and his 19-piece orche.stra will
appearances and recordings with his
present a concert that will begin at 8 p.
orchestra in the United States and
m. in Lovett Auditorium. The Gamma
.Europe, clinics in high schools and
Delta chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
_colleges and universities, and work
is sponsoring the program.
with Creative World to broaden his
Since he organized his first orchestra
outlet for- Keaton recordings. and to
in 1941, Kenton's style a niuic has....
make the Kenton library available to
ranged from popular and dance to
music educators and student bands.
progressive jazz to contemporary inTickets for the Kenton Orchestra
1940s,
the
as
early,
As
novations.
concert on April 12 may be purchased in
"Variety" called hiS orchestra the
.Stan Kenton
the Department of Music Office in the
hottest box office attraction in the
Nostalgia!"
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
word:
country."
Murray State. Prices are $3.50 for
From the instant recognition his
Versatility in the Kenton sound has
big
"new
the
with
$2.50 for college students, and
adults,
achieved
orchestra
has
he
been a direct result of the belief
$2.50 for each high school student in
band sound" in the early 19403 and
often expressed that people should
groups of 12 or more.
throughout his career, Kenton has been
reach out for all that's new in the world
his.
- -Mail orders should contain
of music so that they (la ii-or-deliSr---'mown- --around-- the-music. He has
self-addressed envelope with a
to
approach
ped,
progressive
the
of
stimulation
the
thethselves
and
England
for the proper amount made out
to
check
orchestras
his
taken
continuing creative growth process.
to Phi Mu Alpha and be sent to:
Europe seven times and to Australia,
His contention that the creative act
Department of Music, Price Doyle Fine
Japan, and Mexico.
cannot be "frozen in time" is borne out
Arts Center, Murray State University,
In 1966, he began conducting clinics
by an observation he once offered:
Murray,Ky.,42071.
and
students
music
for
workshops
one
and
in
peeve
Ott
my
describe
"I can-

2 Notice

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones,217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
IMIMMIsmommig,

Special 10% Off

White
in the
Korman-, kitchen
April 4, 1977

Stark's Hardware
12th & Poplar
Our 30th Year"

GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of introducing you and explaining his plan .for,you
here on earth? Call 7530984. Please do not delay.

iltrpp%

Check
Your
Ad .fc

Basket Dinner

Basket Dinner
Potato
Complete with Slaw,
and Hot Rolls

Complete with Slaw.
and Hot Rolls

4_ • ......•

Potato

./.-

Italian

Nancy E. Bruington and
Charles Edward Pawlawski
of Brandenburg, music
education majors at Murray
State University, will present
a joint recital on the campus
Sunday, April 3. Scheduled at
3:30 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
program will include selections for a soprano by
Mozart, • Hahn,
Faure,
Chausson, and Bernstein,
performed
by
Miss
Bruington, and selections for
the trombone by GaIliard
Casterede, and Stevens, performed by Pawlawski

Spaaghetti

Rib-Eye

Steak
with.Slaw, Potato
Complete
and Hot Rolls

Slaw,Potato
Complete With
Toast
and Texas

We invite you to check our menu. You will find
something for everyone in the family at -every
meal. You will be pleased at our new service
policy and the pleasant surroundings.
Palace, -a Murray tradition with a new atmosphere for more pleasant dining. Youll see.

Your Choice
One
Great Price

$25°

THE NEW
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Frances Ann Beard of
Paducah, a voice major at
Murray State University, will
present her senior recital on
the campus Sunday, April 3
Scheduled at 2 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the voice
major. Miss Beard will be acJohn
by
companied
Houston, Paducah, on the
piano, and assisted by Nancy
Beard, Paducah, playing the
flute.
N1HS CHAPERONES
Parents of Murray High
Band members who wish to be
considered for selection as
official chaperones Zo travel
with the band to the national
championships in Whitewater,
Wis., June 2-5 should send a
written request to Joe Sills,
MRS band director, before
Wed., April 6,Sills said today.

,:
74
0
in
*5
A
:112
!It
W
Purchase Area
•
i4
Hog Market
*
!4
* Federal State Market News Service
4g March 30,1477

Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market

14 Report Includes 11 Buying Stations k
: Act. 091 Est. 500 Barrows
•Guts
.50-.75 low Sows stelidy
W RUS 1-2 200430
935 50-35 75
lbs.
Xi
W
*
ilt

Ai:WACCili3:3161

4 il:ii:*.:*::*::*::*::*::*::*::*::*::*::41::*:*::*:A:

ibr•
Advert sets
requested to check the
first Trsethon of odi for
This'
corr•ction
,leviespoper will be

responslb/e for

wily

one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
/ Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY

AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN CASE Of AN
ERROR

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
displays
classified
and regular disdlay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the day
publication.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

FAMILY RESTAURANT
> Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!

olioiossispa
US 24 2411-21101bs. ....
US 34 MO-MO Its
Sows
US 1-2 270.35d b.
US 1-3 300450lbs
US 14 45045011u. .......
US 24 309.000 Lb.
Boars 111411-30.41

$35'25-3550
50-35.2S,
1133 50-34.50
KIO 00-31 00
$3O0-3200
$3200-32.50
$29 00-30 09

I

.

Fency
Piants
rir
Dixieland Center
753-9668

Western Dori
Fired Tobocco
Growers
Association

Shrimp

Chicken

STARTING AN annual
trade and flea market
day. The first one to be
held March 211,- 1971 -at
the West Ky. Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road. For inquiries and
Information on booth
space call 75341190.

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

''411111111W

5 to 8 PM, Friday April 1st and Saturday April 2nd Only

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE
753-6333.

Love,
Your Norwalk.

4 Great Dinners...

6 Help l'03n1e0

News, Society ord
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 75 31916ond 7531917

luFor rent 532 sq. ft.
office space.
tilities furnished.
Plum
753-3341, or
753-3342
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH TO EXPRESS
our thanks to everyone
for all the kind expressions of sympathy
during the recent illness
and death of G. C.
"Clevie" Burkeen. All
the prayers, flowers,
food, and other acts of
kindness have made our
loss much easier to
bear. Thanks to Dr.
Donald Hughes and the
staff of the Intensive
Care Unit for their
unceasing efforts. We
appreciate very much
the comforting words of
Rev. A. H. McLeod,
Roger Joseph and .Otis
Jones and the beautiful
t..
music of Leland Peeler
and Dwayne Jones. It is
in times of sorrow when
we come to fully appreciate our friends and
neighbors. The family of
G. C. Burkeen.
5 Lost And Found
LOST - GREY AND
WHITE 6 month old
male kitten. In vicinity
of Glendale and Dudley.
Child's pet. Call 7537546.
LOST SMALL male white
poodle in Highway 121
South and Locust Grove
Road area. Last seen
about 4 o'clock Wednesday. Call Mittie
753-6040.
Roberts,
Reward.
6 Help Wanted

Jest Arrived
A new shipment of House
Plants and cactus including
Old Man Cactus We also
have tomato, pepper and
cabbage plants

Hutchins
Plant
Farm
Open 7 days•week. Located
64 miles West of Hazel
Turn West at State Line
Road in Hazel go 54 miles
turn left gel mile

In
CHALLENGE,
•
ternatiorue
O'rganizlition is in need
of three salespeople for
area.
local
our
Guaranteed income to
start the very first
month. Two week all
expense paid training.
and
Hospitalization
savings
pension
program. To qualify
must be 21 years of age
or older, have car,
ambitions, high school
graduate or better. For
appointment call Mr.
Monday,'
14iiyes,
Tuesday or Wednesday,
443-7521 from 9 a. m.4 p.
m.
Restaurant assistant
manager applications now being taken
for the new

Captain D's

Senfjohd•
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1540,
halvah, Ky.

HELP WANTED - experienced cook. 11 a. m.
to 7 P. rn. API* in
person between 9 a. m
and 5 p. m., -Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive.
HELP WANTED - day
or evening part time
phone sales work. Light
office or delivery. Must
have car. Call 753-1387.
HARDWARE store
employee. Full time.
Good working conditions
and benefits. Write P.O.
Box 32B, Murray.
WAREHOUSE PERSONNEL. Full time.
Good working conditions, and benefits. If
Interested send resume
thrlifY to-P.O. Box 32B-1,
Murray.

SALES
EXECUTIVE
regarded
Highly
Company has a
career position open
for an experienced
sales
person.
Requires self-starter
who can manage
a
and
himself
territory. High commissions. No layoffs.
paid
Expense
training. No InFor
vestment.
lifetime connection
call 1-800-247-2446.
NEED BABYSITTER
on
occasionally
weekends. Prefer older
woman. Will pickup and
carry home. Call 7538261.
$2,11111.0e MONTHLY!
UnSPARETIME!
believably, excitingly
selfSend
easy!
addressed andlleamped
envelope to Box 1824.
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

6 Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS. Steady
work. For interview call
753-5287 or 753-0839. WANTED A SALES person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-4424388, --Paducah;
Ky..
10 Business Opportunity
OWN
YOUR
OWN
business. Annual income should be between
$16,000 to $25,000.
Personal investment
$3,000
be
should
Remainder can be
financed. Contact
Standard Oil Co. Phone
753-2432 or Mayfield,
247-2223.

p

14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
USED GIRLS bicycle. 24"
or 26". Call 489-2221
1949 TO 1972 Ford or
Thunderbird bodies.
Must be in good condition. Call 436-2628.
SWING SET in good
condition. Call 753-7249.
WHOLESALE
FREE!
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'
Collections! Bargains
Box
1824,
galore!
Cleveland, Ohio 44106..
15 Articles For Sale

CALLOWAY
MANUFACTURING
CO. needs experienced
machine
sewing
operator. Apply Bureau
for Manpower Services,
203 South 6th Street,
Murray, Ky. 8 a. m.-1 p.
m. Monday through
Friday. Call 753-0977.
WANTED BABYSITTER
to babysit in their home.
tranWill furnish
sportation. Call 753-1220.
PART TIME CASHIER.
Send resume to P. 0
Box 32C, Murray.
HELP WANTED. Apply
in person. Pagliai's
Pizza, personal interview only.
WANTED SOMEONE to
transplant several
shrubs and build a brick
or block flower bed. Call
753-2911

Sales
Trainee
SALES - The Best
Paying Hard Work
There Is! Are you interested? If so, and
you have an employment record of
achievement or have
been self employed,
we'll train you in our
business and pay a
(thaw during training.
This is not a (Fly-ByNight) offer, we are an
established leader in
Industrial
the
Chemical Field.
Join our (Expansion
77 Program ) send us
a resume:

DELTA
FORNMOST
CNEMICAL
P.0.11ex 38310
Atietephis, Tenn. 38130
An Equal Opportunity Employer 41

FOR
SECRETARY
COMPANY management
staff. Duties include
typing, telex, quotation
preparation, .filing, .and
general secretarial work.
Must be able to speak and
write either German or
Spanish. Send resume to
Joe Belger, Lingl Corporation, Box 1059, Paris,
Tennessee 311242.

WHIRLPOOL AIR
conditioner. 18000 BTU,
$295. Excellent condition. Call 753-6666
weekdays.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. 42 price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
Needle model 500-$59.95.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.
ENTUB
BATH
CLOSURE KitS.
Marbleized and solid
colors can be installed
by amateur Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
SLEEPER sofa, recliner
chair,8 track Craig. Call
753-9798.
BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUE
lined drapes for 2 single
windows and one for
patio door Aqua blue.
Call 753-4946 after 6 p.
m.
10 H. 7). JOHNSON
mower. Also 10 h p.
Case mower with snow
blade - trailer Phone
436-2489
NICE USED WHEEL
chair. Price $50 Call
492-8801.
FABRIC FOR SALE 504 South 8th Extended.
Cottons and denims, 50
cents a yard. knits. $1.00
yard, Quiana, $2.50
yard, Two way stretch
Gaberdine, $2.00 yard.
CHEST
USED
FREEZER and electric
dryer. See at Dunn
ApFurniture and
pliance, 753-3037
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 7,4 in. 1 h. p $20 00.
Call 753-6328 after 3 00
.

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities Cut
to your specs West Ky.
Cabinet Co. 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
s
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15. Articles For Sale

16 Home Furnishings

YAZOO MASTER mower
26" cut. 7 h. p. Wisconsin
motor, self-propelled.
Excellent condition.
Three years old. Call
753-2927.

30"
GAS • RANGE,
avacado green. Gas hot
water heater. Call after
5:30, 753-8370.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
TWO YWAR OLD G. E.
refrigerator, electric
range, Kenmore electric
dryer and used sofa. All
in excellent condition
and priced to sell. Call
753-8756.
USED FREEZERS, ice
;makers, air
conditioners. Miscellaneous
refrigeration
equipment.
Rowland
Refrigeration Service,
110 South 12th, 753-2825.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
1.ustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

World
Books New set of World Book
Encyclopedias
at
reduced price.
Call (502) 247-7261 after 4 p.m.
16 Home Furnishings
FOR SALE
GOOD
Westinghouse washer
Call 753-7765.
SERRS TOP freezer
refrigerator, $65.
Westinghouse
full
range, $50. 220 three
stack heater, $40. All in
good condition. Also
large cage with extra
wire, $20. Call 436-2575.
ASHLEY WOOD heater,
almost new. Call 4365366.
MATCHING SOFA AND
CHAIR. Sturdy frame.
Call 753-9520 after 3 p.
m.
FRIGIDAIRE custom
deluxe clothes dryer.
Perfect condition. $75.
Call 753-6346.
CHERRY DROP leaf
table and six chairs.
Perfect condition. Call 1328-8132.

20 Sports Equipment
SAILBOATS
21'
Aquarius, sleeps 4,
completely equipped
with
trailer,
19'
Lightening antique wood
boat day cruiser. Call
436-5550.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

28' FLOTE-BOAT inboard-outboard. Call 7535359.

KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street,.. BOWL
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens

1976 14' Eldo Craft boat, 2
chair._ seats, heavy.
trailer, with 25 h. p.
Johnson electric start
motor, stick steering.
All in like new condition.
Call 753-1589.

19. Farm Equipment
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870•
IN14"
TWO
TERNATIONAL Spring
trip plows and Ford post
hole digger. Call ;7532987.
D-15 ALLIS Chalmer with
3 point hitch. Set of Ford
plows three 14". Call
498-8239.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
1967 MF 300 combine,
corn header, no cab.
$2,500. Call 489-2110.
CA ALS CHALMER
tractor and equipment.
Tractor has wide front
end, hydraulic lift, good
tires. Runs good. Looks
like new. $1200. Call 4362448 after 4 p. m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

SWISS SIX Runabout,
Holdsclaw trailer,
Evinrude motor. $750.
Call 753-2973.
1972 14 FT. Jon boat with
18 h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Call 4892436.
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.
SALE:
14'
FOR
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.

23. Exterminating

Oldest home
owned 4 operated
in Calloway Co.

Sprayer Special
300 Gal. Pull Type Sprayer, 8 Row Boom, Nozzles, 300 Gal. Polyolefin Tank, Pump, Agitator,
Heavy Duty Trailer, Wheels & Tires, All Hoses
and Fittings

$92900
100 Gal. Rear Mount, Three Pt. Hitch, Aluminum
Tank, 6 Row Rust Proof Boom, Brass Nozzles,
Get Agitator, Pump Complete with all Hoses,
and Fittings.

$500'w
Fall line of Sprayers, Pumps, with parts and service

Hilmon Coles
Construction Co.
753-3897-Office
489-2488
753-5448

PEST CONTSOt
11111111elalleeN

753-1914
Kelley's Termite
81 Pest Control
100 South 13th
Phone

24 Miscellaneous

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any Size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
-WEST KY, MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
1965 OLDS CUTLASS,
very good condition.
$295.
Philco
refrigerator, separate
top freezer, $85.7call 7532541.

The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads ailduring the month of March
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
w- Ads must run three consecutive days
p••• No changes will be made in copy
,,- Paid days will run first
v• No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect

9

27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5 p.m.
1966 MOBILE HOME, 10
x 56. Furnished, air
condition, porch and
underpinned. Call 7535287 or 753-0839.

1972 12 x 60 mobile home,
2 bedrooms, 1 bath, gas
heat. $3700 or take over
payments. Call 247-9497.

EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

1960 FORD PICKUP, 1952
1 ton Chevy truck, A-1
condition. One four
wheel rubber tire
wagon. One 2 wheel
trailer. One 14 ft. fiber
glass speed boat. One
pickup truck boom. Call
753-7328.

_
Want Ad Sale

NUMBER OF DAYS PAID
3
6

OVERSTOCK
REDUCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare.
Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.

12 x 55 Holiday, 3
bedroom 11
/
2 bath, new
furniture, extra nice.
Priced low. See at
Riviera Ct. or call 7533280.

sr-

_through company estaphshed locations Make this your
Itow tor independence 54995 00 investment
Guaranteed 12
month merchandise repurchase agreement

FIRESTONE 'WILDING SINCE 1446
162 N 3r0 St_ Columbus, Ohio 43215

WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
small monthly payment
on $25" color TV. J atrid
B Music, Murray, 7537575.

NEW LOCATION for
Paris Mobile Homes is
Highway 641-69 /
1
2 mile
south' of Paris. Large
display of sectional
homes - good values.
Excellent selection of
used 12 wides. Paris
Mobile Homes. 901-6426420.

tnd,..dual Male or Female, needed full or part time
to Clis,
tribute world famous Kodak film and other photo products

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,

LLOYDS AM-FM 8 track
stereo, separate BSR
2
turntable
and
bookshelf speakers. 175.
Knight SW receiver, 5
bands, $25. Ham-CB
Beam antenna, V-quad,
8db gain. $40. Call 7539845 after 5 p:" M.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

KODAK
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
EVEREADY
WANTED
KEYSTONE
WESTINGHOUSE
HOLSON ALBUMS

or writ.

COMPLETE CB BASE
station. Teaberry Model
T. D-104 mike, starduster
antenna, maco 300. If
interested call 753-0728.

1974 24 x 54 Mobile Home.
Located in Riviera
Courts. Call 762-2896 or
753-6776 after 5:30 p. m.

H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor.35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.

CALL Mr Martin(Toll Freel 11100.64141200 or Collect A614-221.1751
Monday to Friday. 9 a m to 6 p m Sat Sam to I pm EST

26 TV Radio

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post office, Paris,
Tennessee.

20 Sports Equipment
33' HOUSEBOAT, $5700.
Call 753-8056.

3E'

NUMBER OF DAYS FREE. TOTAL DAYS RUN
1
.
4
40
2
8
3
12

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
MSU STUDENT wants to
rent house with small
acreage for horses. Call
767-4833.
WANT TO RENT - Widow
wishes to rent nice clean
apartment. Prefer one
bedroom. Call 9 to 5,7539882 or evenings 5 to 8,
753-0871.

FOR LEE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
37 livestock

15 MONTH op Pinto
horse. Call 489-2436.
WANTED -SERVICES of
a boar needed for a sow
and gilt. Call 767-4813.
38 Pets

Supplies

AKC IRISH Setter puppies for sail Three
males and 2 fe ales. Six
weeks old. Call 753-9507.
TWO
SOLID
white
German Shepherds, AKC,6 months old, female.
Call 753-4655.
REGISTERED
MALE
Beagle, 5 months old.
Mostly black. $40. Call
753-9520.
TWO EXCEPTIONAL
Britany Labrador
Golden Retriever
crossed TO week old
puppies. Thr.y have
been wormed and had
shots, $25 each. Applicants must live in the
!country off any major
highway where dogs can.
run free. Call 753-0122.
FULL BLOODED Spitz
puppy, 3 months old,
paper trained. $45 or
best offer. Several 10
gallon
aquariums,
accessories and fish.
Call 753-9845 after 5 p.
m.
AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.
Four females, $75. Call
753-9349.
39 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each Call 1-5277880.
41 Public Sales
GIGANTIC YARD SALE.
Every Saturday and
Sunday at Rocky Point
Flea Market, Highway
68
West
between
Fairdealing
and
Jonathon Creek.
GIGANTIC GARAGE
Sale, Friday-Saturday.
Starting 8 a. m. - ? 809
Doran Rd. Antiques,
toys, household articles,
clothes, baby and adult.
FIVE PARTY CARPORT
SALE, Friday and
Saturday from 8-5 at 907
Vine. Upright piano,
baby clothes, other
clothes, variety of
items. In case of rain
will be April 8 and 9.
YARD SALE - Thursday, Friday
and
Saturday. At Ledbetter
Road Trailer Park.
Some antiques.

THREE ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
brick duplex,. Carpeted,
private entrance. 213
Elm. Shown by appointment only, 436-2610
or 753-5397.

You may
have a great
future at
SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

UNFURNISHED
HOUSE, retired or
working family, no pets.
$125 per month, $50
depsoit. Call 753-6354.
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
home in Murray. Kitchen and living room
furnished, washer and.
dryer in large utility
room. $210 month with
water and cablevision
furnished. Deposit
required, plus excellent
references. Ideal for 2
responsible people. Call
7534329.

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
REALTORS

South 12th at Sycamore

WANT TO
GET AHEAD?

34 Houses For Rent

FOR SALE - 80 acres,
house,five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1413-2927180.

Supplies

32 Apartments For Rent

FURNISHED
APARTMENT at New Concord.
$50 month. Call 436-2427.

43 Real Estate

36 fur Rent Or Lease

Siatotti
- 1•ToevcArba
FAMILY STEAKISOVSES

For More intortna Ulan,contact

Ray Hammond
SOppec Sestet
theray,Ity.
1-11 SAL co 241.a.

TELEPHONE 753.1061

THIRTY ACRES of !Ayer
ground, new well. 'For
sale on blacktop road.
Will finance. Call 4374733 after 6 p. m.
COUNTRY LIVING at its
best. Three bedrooms,
11
/
2
brick
veneer
situated on 1 acre, short
distance from Murray.
This nice home has a
den with fireplace,
carpeting, gas furnace.
Large outside building
with electricity and
water can be used as
beauty shop or business.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE
NEW
DUPLEX
in
Westwood that looks like
a one family home. On
corm;lot. Each unit has
2 bedrooms, carpet,
range, dishwasher, and
disposal. Has central
heat and air. Stone
exterior. One of the
nicest looking duplexes
we have seen. Priced at
$39,900. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
20 ACRE COUNTRY
ESTATE Lovely
modern brick ranch
home and 20 acres.
Many
outstanding
features in this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home.
Attractive living room,
den-dining area with
fireplace, kitchen, large
utility room with lots of
storage, and enclosed
sunporch which could be
used as 4th bedroom or
study. Attached 2-car
garage, lovely landscaping, surrounded by
scenic pasture land and
woods. Outbuildings
include modern pole
barn (50' x 56'), corn
crib, and concrete block
smokehouse. A pretty
picture of pleasant
living. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
HOME AND 75 ACRES Rare opportunity to own
a modern home and
large acreage tract at a
reasonable price. Home
is 2 bedroom, brick with
central''heat and air,
living
roomwith
fireplace and 3-car
carport. Acreage is
completely fenced with 3
ponds, modern stable,
tobacco base, and other
outbuildings.' Quiet,
secluded and wooded
with beautiful view of
surrounding
countryside. $55,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1M.

31E

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

GET READY for spring
and summer enjoyment
with this lakeview
house. Located in
Keniana Shores, it is set
up for one or two family
living. The main house
has such fine features
as; central heat and air,
fireplace,and a porch on
three sides so as to enjoy
the view better. The
basement apartment
has its own entrance for
true privacy. Call us
today for further details.
John C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 753-0101 or Tim
Graves, 436-2521. '

PRICE REDUCED! 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
comfortable living
room,kitchen and utility
room.
Completely
carpeted, electric heat,
located on 2 wooded
acres. . . Owner will
consider any reasonable
offer. Call 753-1492
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly
becoming a houseSOLD
word.

SELECT FROM TWO (2)
large, sensibly priced,
attractively
wooded
lots, facing,tin US-641, 5
miles South of Murray.
Call StINSON REALTY
CO., 753-3744.
FIVE ACRES WITH
home, new well, new
septic tank and dry well.
Two building lots,
trailer hookup. Fishing
lake stocked with hybrid
catfish,fishing pay lake.
Call after 6 p. m. 4374733.

Wilson

1

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
102 Semi 4th Sheet

44. lots For Sale
TWO LOTS - One has
good well, septic tank
and water lines. Sell
together or separate.
Call 436-2383.
45. Farms For Sale
IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
sale by owner. Approximately 60 acres
tillable, road frontage,
priced less than $700 per
acre. Call David King,
753-8355.

16 ACRE
FARM
For Sale
By Owner
Two miles West of
Almo Heights on State
Route 464.
901-687-6360,
Coll
Ralph .White, Reagan,
Tenn.

Plane 733-3243

45 Farms For Sale
10 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
South on 121. Three
bedroom house, stock
barn, hog parlor. All
fenced for hogs. Call 7530978;
45 ACRE FARM and
house. Near Ledbetter
Church. One mile from
Kentucky Lake. Call 7537945 or 753-2664.
46 Homes For Sale
home
BRICK
NEW
beautiful wooded lot on
Highway 641 2/
1
2 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
UNDER $30,000. For sale
by owner - 3 bedroom
brick, spacious corner
lot on Johnson Blvd. Pay
equity and assume 7 per
cent V. A. loan with $175
monthly payment or refinance.
For
appointment call 753-9334
after 5 p. m.

Every Friday Night
641 Auction Nouse, Paris, Tom.
This week another load from St. Louis. Lots of
glass, dishes:furniture,dining room suite, table,
six chairs and buffet, oak buffet, trunks, clocks,
guns,dresser, odds and ends of all kinds.
shorty McBride
N247 Auctioneer

DE1.
bed
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rot
fir
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MUS
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ft.
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THREE
BEDROOM
brick,fully carpeted and
draped. On a quiet
street. Call 753-8678.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
1
2
bath, white brick on
Oaks Country Club Golf
course. In the 60's. Call
753-9931.

Curtis Mathes
Many
Different
Models
To
Choose
From
%9995°
_

With
Trade

Special Stereo wet
We are proud of our 4 year warranty on our Curtis Mathes
T.V.'s. Let us furnish you with names who owned these quality
T.V.'s for over 3 years and have never spent money on them.

TV Service Center
Central Shopping,Center

753-5865

SANSUI
Many Receivers, Turn Tables
And Speakers In Stock!
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tO 4110 k rearartling ailsancernent
Think about si,, fukun 1 Sink
wining the •i.o ecs•I ols at Sirhon
Stockade

Auction Sale
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We invite you to shop elsewhere but be sure to shop with
us, we can sell you the best for less!

We Will Not Be Undersold!

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-586S
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310-

E 31Ea
BY OWNER - located on
641 North. Five acres
and house in city limits.
Three bedrooms brick,
1'7 bath, garage and
recreation room with
fireplace and basement.
Call 753-6468 after 4 p.
m.

BEDROOM
THREE
i. brick, fully carpeted,
double garage, central
gas heat and air, 2
baths. Call for appointment, 753-3786.
4
NEW
DELUXE
bedroom house with 2'2
baths, formal dining
roont large den with
fireplace, bilat:in appliances, cctitsit heat
and air. Call 753-3903.

FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Three bedroom brick
home, fully carpeted,
carport and utility
room. Large storage
building and fenced
backyard. Located on
large lot. 1107 South 16th
Street. $32,500. Call 7530616.

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.

p 1 Post Buildings

Square
FOR/

COMMERCIAL

FARM

PRICED FOR SALE by
Owner! Beautiful 3
bedroom brick, large
with
room
living
fireplace, garage with
facilities that could
easily be made into an
apartment. Approximately 1600 sq. ft.
living space and has just
been completqy
remodeled. Large shady
corner lot in town. You
must see to appreciate.
Call 753-6194 after 5 p.
rn.

BEDROOM
THREE
house with 2 car garage.
Stock and tobacco barn.
Approximately 26-30
acres. Contact Jerry
Lee,7S1-1243.or

BEDROOM
i; FOUR
BRICK. Carport, walk
Good
closets.
in
location. See to appreciate: Call 753-8062

HONDA 500, 1300 actual
miles, new condition.
Call 7534495 or after 4 p.
ni. call 7534267.
1972 750 TRIUMPH
Trident. $1100. Call 7539673.
1976 YAMAHA YZ 125.
Never been raced.
Excellent condition. Call
ti 753-7728

I ND.:STRIAL

1976 YAMAHA 400, must
sell. Call 753-2231.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.

1971 MERCURY Monterey. A-1 ihape. Call
436-2382.
1972 BUICK ELECTRA
Ltd. AM-FM stereo,
power seats, and windows, extra clean. Good
condition. Tilt steering,
cruise control., $2300.
Call 7534406 before 5 p.
m. or 753-6910 after 5 p.
m.
Zoned B-2; Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.

1972 PINTO Runabout.
Excellent condition.
$1,350. Call 753-4340.

Call David King- 753-8355

"11
•

Wall To Wall Sale

4fef4
Dkl
( BE ?RESIDENT SOME
" MAN
'TO
GOING
NOT
-40
WI
GUESS
AND
M`i 1300K."
43E MENTIONE17
49. Used Cars & Ducks
1972 PONTIAC Catalina.
Power and air, one
owner. Call 753-5894
after 5:30.
1969 COUGAR. Can be
seen after 5 o'clock at
1613 Miller Ave.
1966 AUSTIN HEALY
Sprite 1098 CC engine,
good condition. Call
Dave 767-4472.

99 4
$19

$19"& $24"

ti,, 8777

Casual
Shoes
All Leather
Reg. 34.99
95 Pr
$17

21
,
3

Pictured At Right Is The Down To Earth Negative Heel Nature Shoe

1.1

Glove Leather

Casual Shoes
560.00 Value
Reg. 1.30.00
Buy 1 teviro
Pair for "r

"11

Get 2nd Pair

FREE!
$3,600°° Worth Free Merchandise
certain items throughout
If you con guess the exact retail price of
the exact prices locked
the store. Bill Boyd of the Peoples Bank has
bank.
the
in a vault at

C
:)4188h.." Th."

1963 FORD PICKUP,
$350. Call 489-2451.

1971 MGA Roadster,
46,000 miles. $1850. Call
753-5744.
1976 VW, silver with
12,000 miles. Eight track
tape and CB. $3300. Call
753-7522.
1973 FORD STATION
wagon. 10 passenger, air
power
condition,
steering, brakes and
windows. New tires,
Excellent condition,
inside and out. Call 7534136.
1971 CHEVY STATION
Wagon. V-8 automatic,
double power and air,
AM-FM, tape deck,
radial tires. 950.00.
Phone 1-354-6217.

1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 between Sand 7 p. m.

Leather Purses

-$14
9
$
..$1 2

tts
With Any Purchase
of 525.00
You Receive A Fiee

10

1973 DATSUN pickup, one
owner, 50,000 miles
Excellent condition. Call
753-6329.
1968
PLYMOUTH
['lack
BarraciA •
. Phone
in goo
753-6215 or 753-8329
1967 MUSTANG. Four
speed, 289 engine.
headers. $500 or best
offer. Can be seen at Ne
7 Riviera Cts., or call
753-1842.

while
DRIVEWAYS
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429
after 4 p. m.

Vernon's Western Store
Sadder Repme 1 Orthopeder

R. poor

9-9 Weekdays, 1-6 Sun.
Olympic Plaza
753-9885

SCOTSMCIN

I

Drink Systems
N.L. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales
&Service
753-21125
153-45f

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harman's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

GET YOUR HOUSE
ready for summer.
Contract painting and
home
improvements.
Free estimates. Kline
and Vance, 436-2356
after 5 p. m.

ELECTRIC
COLSON
AND Plumbing. Clent
Colson, licensed electrician and licensed
master plumber. Almo,
Ky. 753-8549.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lime. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas Indo
will
stallation
0n.thing, heating and •
lu3
p2
7
e el leaning:1'3ff1-53-sw-

TWO CAMPER:., ollr 17.
and one 22 si If ontam. Co 11 527-7190,
Benton.
16' TRAILER. camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

CARPET CLEANING
z
very
experienced,
reasonable. rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DO'
WILL
HOUSEKEEPING and
custom tilling. Call 7533417.
NEED NOU.11 YARD
mowed? Call Ed Harcourt, 753-7853..
ELECTRICAL WIRINCi
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

Spring Has Sprung
r Let's Hopei

How would you like to ok...

White's
Camper
Sales
Located 4 miles
east of Murray on
94
Highway
toward Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - StarPop-ups.
craft
Used campers all brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest & Virginia White
Coll 753-0605.

15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 7538300.

ONE ACRE ON SOUTH 12TH STREET
inside the city limits to either build on now or
hold until we have a city council that knows the
property should be zoned BUSINESS. At the
price I will take you can afford to wait a long
time. I have five of these lots available immediately.
Priced from $9500.00 to $10,950.00.
DON'T DELAY
is
I expect them to sell within 5 days. There
nothing else like them in town.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done'
Then call 753-6614.
DOZER. LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
haulini;. and bushFree
hogizini;
estimates.(all 436-2382.

753-2835

ta

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359-

FREE young male dog.
Part white German
Shephard. Has had
shots.. Friendly
disposition. Call 436-5397
- or 753-3994.
FREE - adult spayed
female dog. Has had
ItikAg. Medium size.Vcry
gen'tie. Call 436-5397 or
753-3994.
iung adult
FREE German Shephard.
Beautiful brown fur.,
Has had rabies and
distemper shots. Very
gentle and friendly. Will
make an ideal family
pet. Call 753-3535 after !
5:00.

Electric 8 Gas Bill High!
Did you lmow that plastic: installed underneath your home could
sharply decrease your heating bill' We paint and repair the ouLude of
our home, but never think of the damage underneath Cold sir and dampness with proper ventilation will not penetrate plastic It will io_o
protectagstruttermatekeec-ftuteranttother diseases and trisects
We treat for uuects and lingi install plastic and ventilation
Call for Fill ist•noletinn sad impaction.
Kelloy's Termite 8 Pest Control
753-3914
Oldie bows awned sod oporwteW w Calloway Cowry
By.
Cortniod by ilto IPA of ky

Donald R. Tucker, A Full Service Real Estate Firm
LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS ,
FARMS
100 ACRE CLOSE TO TOWN
2.5 miles east of Murray approx. 200 yd. off 94
Highway. Excellent subdivision potential.
Owner will finance.
• WHAT DOES A GOOD FARM in Calloway
County se.4 for? $1,000 an acre? $900 an acre?
HERE'S ONE FOR LESS than $800 an acre.
The 130 acre thr;itnas Herndon farm has 70 tendable acres, 60 acres timber. Nice home and
several outbuildings. Ask to see it.
Would you believe this
small farm bargain priced
19.5 acres, small lake, storage building. $450 per
acre
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
JUST LISTED
Approx. 10 acres joining city on east 94 Highway,
approx. 1050' road frontage.

Opportunity Knocks
753-891'6

WALLIS DRUG
•PRISCRIP1IONS
oHOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT ANNYNALE
•lEADINC BRANDS OF COSME II( s
•HOILISTER OSIOMY PRODUCTS

ENGRAVED SIGNS(
for Business and Home...
WE SELL:

51. Services Offered

SAVE
NJW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVER!
Wild, as
you
precut,
Also
5425.00 up, floored, rowdy to vs*.
low as 5300.00. IsIup to 24s AO storsioni, but will prate
soy size ateethil. Boy Met bost for loss
CUSTOM BUILT POITABlE BUILDINGS 753-0914

3i0E

TREE
QUALITY
SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top jobs and
take down. Pruner work
and dead wooding.
Hedge trimming. Call
753-6256.

white
DRIVEWAYS
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.

Door Plates
Name Tags
Desk Name Plates
Directional Signs
Warning Signs
-Parking Signs
Mailbox Name Plates
Luggage Tags
House Numbers
Office Signs
Trophy Plates. etc.

217
PURCHAIti()

CORNER EAST MAPLE and 2nd Street. A large
commercial lot that has been reduced greatly.
Inquire at 753-4342 for details.
SOUTH 12th STREET. Commercial property.
This large commercial lot has 137 foot frontage
and is 183 feet deep.
Building Lots
ATTENTION BUILDERS! Here is your opportunity to get choice lots at a lower-thanmarket price. Tucker Realtors has just Lsited all
remaining lots in Westwood Subdivision. Exceptional terms for the entire 'project. Cherry
Corner vacinity on 121-S.
LAKE LOTS
We have 3 ch4ce lots in Panorama Two joining
TVA. We have all the remaining lots in Lake
Forrest Subdivision. Nice, restricted, wooded
home sites.
We have 3 choice lots in Panorama Two purling
TVA.
We have all iTi”terriaining lots al Lake Forrest
Suhdivision Nice resitroted, wo,li.,i h orn,
sites

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

JAMES T. CLAYTON

Furches Jewelry
113 S 4th

WETS BASEMENT? We
.ts
make wet baseej
dry, work completely,
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan - Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

WILL DO babysitting in
my home. References
furnished. Call 753-9437.

WILL SEW for public
women's apparel. Call
Nancy Copeland, 7537495 after 5.

BLACKTOPPTNG, seal
coating and repairs.
Free estimates. Call 7531537.

=MI

Complete Glass..,, LICEN.LED ELEC.
5, '-- • TRICIAN' prompt efNo.
Building
Shopping
Dixieland
ficient service. NO job
all. Call Ernest
Center. Phone 753-4180.
too
605.
White,

1970 CAMARO V-8, air, 3'
speed, AM-FM cassette
stereo, excellent cond- 'AERIAL APPLICATION
ition. Must sell.. $1995.
- Fertillzing, seeding,
Call 436-2591.
and
herbicides
pesticides. Battles Ag.
1972 DODGE DART
Service. Call 489-2414 or
Swinger, 8 cylinder
901-642-0712.
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 489KEMNORMAN
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p
and
Service
MERZELL
m. "
repair. Plumbing 50. Campers
Electric, Heating Coolirig. Electric
1969 STARCRAFT pop up
sewerooter. Call 436camper. Call "53-3798
2490.

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Nompt Service

Valued At '11 to 90

'
11,

. Trucks
4. useo Cars 6

Belt

Prices to 3240

Shoe 61

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement fdiNbomes

98 to '20 Value
$599 to $799

$

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
751-4490

MAU MARTIN-

AN Leather

Turquoise
Jewelry

1967 CADILLAC, all
power, extra clean.
Good tires, runs perfect.
$695. Call 436-2658.

1974 !MAVERICK, white-4
power, air,
door,
radials, excellent
condition. Local car.
$2,300. Call 753-4769.

To Be Given Away

ork Shoes
& Boots

1971 CUTLASS Supreme.
White with black top.
Excellent condition. Call
753-2636.

1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
- Ville. Four door hardtop, blue with white
vinyl top. $2,595. Call
753-4445.

Ulf1J;LIA

fi=

Goucho
Boots
Asst. Styles
& Colors

TWO EXTRA large
school buses. Excellent
for.. camping. _Call 7536644 or 436-2216.

1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air condition. New tires.
$1200 or best offer.
Three rail motorcycle
trailer, with 12" wheels.
$140. Call 1,354-8061 after
3 p. m.

r4

All Leather
Dingo

Reg. 50.00

New
Styles

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

stucca._14.4$ Q

1972 FORD 1 ton with van
1966
$2,800.
bed.
Chevrolet, P•2 ton, Coca
Cola bed, 6 cylinder,
$800. 1959 Willis jeep
pickup with dump bed,
$400. Call 489-2110.

Free! Free! Free! Free! Free! Free!

Boots

l'AINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. Also drywall
for 'free
finishing
-estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 4374534,

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

40 & 50
Dingo
Casual 8. Dress

51. Services Offered

47. Motorcycles

DANNY RUDOLPH, Solesmon
Box 567
Home--LcCenter, KY
Hnr-ne Phone-502-224-2625

Free! Free!

5. Services Offered

46 Moines For Sale

46 Homes For Sale

46 Homes For Sale

Everything from a single
Name Tag to a complete Office Sign System
FOR FOUR REOUIREW NTS CONTACT

Custom Engraving
1407 Main Ape. 8
753-7670

From El a.m. to 5 p.m.

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
753-4342
502 Maple, Murray, Ky.
you
4 Professional Salespeople to serve

•
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
436-5676
Joe L. Kennon
753-4560
Chuck Shuffett
753-7550
Patricia Miller
753-1930
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.
DOWD I IIK011 I fun 5F11,00 KAI'SWIM
Wale Mdi lecienq Serir, owl 0411141 (RiCrIN BOR4

if.
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Funerals
Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Johnston

& TIMES, Wednesday, March

30, 1977

Carroll Pledges To
Improve Education

Green Plain Church Will
Hear Five Persons Speak

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- Kentucky, from kindergarten
The Green Plain Church of of Remembrance."
Gov. Julian Carroll has through graduate school.
The church is located south
Christ will hold. a'gospel
Don Stephens of Lexington,
pledged to improve the quality
meeting starting Sunday, of Murray on the Old Murrayof education in Kentucky, but executive director of the task
April 3, and continuing Paris Road. The public is
The funeral for Mrs. Eura says he has no intention of force,
outlined
issues
through'Wednesday, April 6, invited to attend and tranMae Johnston of 808 Hurt raising taxes to accomplish developed by his staff over the
with fie different speakers sportation will be available by
Street, Murray, is being held that goal.
last three months.
discussing the general theme, calling 492-8206, a spokesman
today at two p. in. at the
The former state legislator
Carroll told the steering
II Peter 3:11, "What Manner said.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill committee of the Governor's said about 800 persons would
Of Persons Ought Ye To Be."
Funeral Home with the Rev. Task force on Education bealesked to serve on 33 difE. Ray Jerkins of Nashville,
Coy Garrett and the Rev. Allie Tuesday that he believes ferent subcommittees, each
Tn., will speak Sunday at ten
D. Rudolph officiating and additional
for dealing with a different topic
money
a. m.on "His Promise - New
Mrs. J. W. Jones as organist. educational quality can be related to education.
Heavens and A New Earth,"
(Continued from Page!)
About 300 persons will serve
Serving as pallbearers are obtained by eliminating
and at 10:45 a. m. on "The
Euchid
Jones, Thomas ineffective and inappropriate as delegates to a conference in
First and second place
%Otis Spoken By The Holy
Lexington seven months from
-Scruggs, Roy Vaughn, John D. programs.
Prophets, And - Apostles." trophies will be awarded to the
Hopkins, LeLon Strader, and
"I have no intention of now, to discuss subcommittee
On Sunday at six p.m. Terry winning teams at the con- recom--_Cnodurin Buriali-wili _ goring__ vitt_ Nte- need- more-reports and
ea g will ,- %Ls."'" UI . V VUU MMUR
follow in the Union Ridge taxes for better education," mendations for legislation.
speak on "The Day Of The Saturday.
Carroll told the task force
Cemetery.
Carroll said. "That's the
Bluegrass Festival
Lord."
GOV. JULIAN CARROU. presents a proclamation declaring April "Cancer ControlMrs. Johnston, age 83, wife coward's way out. I'm not members that speed is of the
xpo cente
will
Bluegrass
aBluet
Tio_p__beTh
ile
ew
r
.
be atthrough
Services
Monday
Month"
to
Robert
F.
Wafts,
left,
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Fincham. In the proclarriatiorl„Gov,_ g2 __wedn
their
because
of Cherry G. Johnston who sure people would stand for it, essence
-the
recommendations must be Carroll encourages Keiittialaiii-fo support the fund-raising efforts of the American _
lied in July 1961,-died Monday or that they could afford it."
,
at 9:05 p m .at the Cedar
Carroll told 37 members of ready before the General Cancer Society. Watts is chairman of the board of directors of the Kentucky Division,
oent
o5
s will
p.m
be
turdaY PCnt
m stta
City, Tn., to speak Monday on Saturday.
American Cancer Society,and Mrs. Fincham is division secretary. '
Crest Nursing Home, Possum the steering committee, Assembly convenes.
"The Beginning of The competing for first,-.secznSt
Trot. She was a member of the meeting here for the first
Creation:" Robert Taylor of and third place prize money in
Han I United Methodist time,
improving
that
Ripley, Tn.,to speak Tuesday each offour divisions.
t'iasch alid the daughter of education is a top priority of
The divisions for the contest
on "Being Led Away With the
Alte----late • Allen -and -I•laney- -his administration:-The- task
Error Of the Wicked;"J. Noel will be ,fiddlers, banjo pickers,,
Er
Lm ett Jones.
force was created by
(Continued from Page 1 i
Meredith of Camden, Tn., to male singers, and best band.
.....Survivors include one executive order to map the
- - eak Wednesday on "By Way The top three winners in the
daughter Mrs. Howard Ross, future of education in KenTransportation benefits
fiddler, banjo and singing
Lone Oak; two sons, Harry tucky.
cdmpetition will receive $20,
MOUNTAIN VIEW; Calif. usually so bright it obscures
know why they from the Tenn-Tom .,are
don't
-We
Blake Johnston, Paducah,and
"Whatever
help
you (AP) - Scientists say they
national
in
scope.
The
latest
$15
and $10. The top three
said.
"They
he
are so thin,"
Joe G. Johnston, Murray; need-resources, staff or -have made the first major the ring's lesser reflections.
Bluegrass bands will receive
miles thin, and estimate of direct benefits
few
only
a
He
said
the
plane's
altitude
are
Prices
of
stocks
of
local
interest
at
three granddaughters, Mrs. time-you've got it," Carroll structural discovery in the
$30, $20 and $15 in prize
today furnished to the Ledger &
thickest, one is 30 to 60 total more than $94 million on noon
Times by EM.Simon Co. are as follows:
John D. Hopkins, Miss Cheryl told the group, "because I solar system in nearly 50 and position on the nightside the
money.
Earth provided just the milet. Saturn's rings are an average annual basis.
the
of
Johnston, and Miss Nancy don't have any more im- years - the cold, mysterious
The - Tennessee-Tombigbee
Indus. Ay
-4.40
Anyone desiring additional
miles thick.
thousands
of
right
combination
of
light
Johnston; one great grandson, portant task."
Authority, Airco
information on the contest
planet of Uranus has rings like conditions for observing the
really tell what Waterway
-We
can't
293,unc
John Christoptier Hopkins.
fie said no one has ever Saturn.
51 unc should
Am. Motors
contact Kenneth
heretofore unseen rings.
the rings are made of," he headquartered in Columbus, Ashland
Oil
32'4 unc
attempted as comprehensive
was formed .by an interstate
CleaVer at 753-5942.
Until now, Saturn was the
guess
would
AT&T
"One
good
6234 -14
After
the
said.
first
reports
of
a review of education in only one of the nine known
Ford Motor
5534
Bean Lunch-Auto Show
their discovery, observatories be some type of ice. One - compact in 1958. Members of Gen.
Dynamics
56 -3
The bean, ham hock and
planets encircled by rings of around the world were told the theory about Saturn's rings is the compact are Alabama, Gen. Motors ...... 663* .
Gen, Tire
26'2 unc
cornbread lunch will be
space particles.
conditions under which the that they are made out of Mississippi, Tennessee, Goodrich
30'z
ti
Florida, and Kentucky. The Gulf Oil
served from 10 a.m. to 2 p. m.
"The possibility of the rings- rings could be spotted and snowkalls.
277.
Pennwalt
-33% unc
at the Expo C nter. The cost of
--nad--beeft yegueir sPectilated-ivefe aiked to confirm the
''We still have a lot-oUirata- authority- has 8- SGiiieiiil,ei
Quaker Oats
217. -34
the plate, which will include a
before, but the discovery finding.'
analysis to do. We want to board of directors from the Republic Steel
33 unc
Mfg.
217. -1,
Dr. Anita Lawson, associate caught everyone by surprise,"
drink, will be $2. Bill Rouse is
Last week, the Smithsonian figure out what they are made five states. The Kentucky Singer
Tappan
97.
chairman of the luncheon.
professor of' English at Dr.. James Elliott, a space Astronomical Observatory at of and work with _either members are, in addition to Western Union
18 uric
Enix, Gov. Julian Carroll, Zenith Radio •
243
.
Cornell Cambridge, Masi., said an astronomers."
at
Murray State University, will researcher
The Antique Auto,Show will
Chamberlain
of
Sylvia Payne,24, a senior at be a panelist on-the Kentucky University, said of the Indian astronorner saw the
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
be on the grounds of the Expo
One possibility, he said, is Alex
&
Ledger
tokhe
furnished
EDT, today,
Murray State University from Educational Television (KET) discovery, details of which rings from an observatory that the rings are composed of Louisville, Ed Paxton of Times
Center all day Saturday.
by Fizst of Michigan. Corp., of
Owensboro, has been awarded program entitled "Comment were announced today at a near New Delhi. And an material present during the Paducah, John Hay of Cadiz, Murray, areas follows'
Members of the Optimist
26'2
year's on Kentucky" to be broadcast news conference.
Inc
"one
of
this
Club, along with the Calloway
astronomer
from
the formation of the solar systetn and Rep. James Yates of Heublein
h(CDonalds Corp
41.
Grawemeyer Awards, which at 6:30 p. m. on Friday, April
Elliott and his co-workers University of Arizona also that never coalesced into Shively.
Ponderosa Systems
634 une , County Athletic Booster Club
Erux said today that the
are given annually by the 1.
Kimberly Clark
4334 -", and other volunteers, are
were Studying The stars sighted the rings from an moons or are remnants of a
Union Carbide
5734 -7.
Kentucky members will be
University of Louisville's
The KET show is moderated around Uranus, seventh observatory near Perth, broken-up moon.
28,
W.R. Grace
2 -"2 contributing their time to the
26'2
Department of Modern by Al Smith, editor and planet from the sun, when Australia.
Texaco
event. The Optimist urged
The last major scientific among those who will go to
-34
General
Elec.
4934
Languages.
publisher of the News- they spotted the livethin
Elliott said the rings are discovery in the solar system Washington for an April 4 GAF Corp
1134 one everyone to come out to the'
Georgia Pacific
32,2 unc center to see the World's
A German and English. Democrat in _Russellville. rings.
similar to the famed colored was the planet Pluto, most hearing on budgeting and
-NTT. -1.8
Pfizer
major at the university, Miss Other panelists will be Carol. The team was working in an - rings around Saturn, but are distant planet in the solar appropriations. Carter is
Jim Walters
34'4 unc Largest Popcorn Ball and
expected
to
make
a
decision
41,000leet
15 unc enjoy the free popcorn and
Payne will receive $725 for a Sutton,:
Kirsch
assistant to the airborne laboratory
much thinner. He named them system; in 1930. Uranus was
Disney..
3534
,after the first five letters of discovered in-1781
on the matter in mithApril.
iiii-week period of travel and publisher of-the Courier- aloft. The aircraft, opesated
mar
,
ixscheduled events.
Franklin Mint..23'4
study in Europe in the late Journal in Louisville, and by the National Aeronautics the _ Greek alphabet, alpha,
.
summer.
Sandra Early., of the news and Space Administration's beta, gamma, delta-and epHer selection for the award department of WKYT-TV in Ames Research Center here, silon.
was flying over the southern
was made on the basis of her ;Lexington.
paper,"The Numerus Clausus
Dr. Lawson, who joined the Indian Ocean when the
in Germany." It deals with a faculty at Murray State in sighting was made on March
German program in which the 1970, earned the Ph. D. degree 10.
The rings weren't seen
number of students admitted at Tulane University in 1971.
to colleges_and_universities is Her husband is Dr. HughieG. earlier, Elliott explained in an
Whited in certain fields. Her Lawson -associate professor interview, because light
reflected from the planet is
award
used for of history.
research work in this field
Dr. Howard H. Keller,
with all her interviews being
associate professor in the _
conducted in the German
Department of Foreign
language.
Languages at Murray State
Reg
SA1.8
Plus F El
SET OF
Whitewall Price
PRICE
Per Tire
The daughter oi'Vrs. Julia
FOUR
Univemity, has completed a
gize
Pier
PER
YOU SAVE No trade
Payne 2007 Clintok, Place,
TIRE
needed
monograph which will become
AR 78-13 $63 35
$77.40
Owensboro, and Arthjr L.
51 99
a part of the ERIC microfilm
577 80
BR7a-13 564 45
$2.06
Payne, 4325 Windsor. Oourt,
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- said that one possibility for aid resources.
558 40
DR78-14 $70 60
$238
Topeka, Kan., Miss Payne hs State Agriculture Com- still exists - low interest rate Entitled "Vocabulary
562 20
FR78-14 677 55
$265
been on the Dean's LiSt eve
missioner iTom Harris said loans from the Farm Home Presentation and Review:
563 40
GR78 14 $80 85
$285
semester she has been at ...today'thatKentucky's request Administration.
HR78 14 $87 10
568 40
$70
$304
Some Variations on a
Murray State.
568 20
GR78 15 $83 05
$66
$290
for federal disaster assistance
Harris told a news con- Theme," the monograph was
per set of 4 tires
572 80
HR78 15 $8920
$71
$311
She is a member of has been rejected.
ference that the state had not prepared on the basis of a
Th se additional sizes sale priced taw:
Alpha Chi, a scholastic honor
'"fhis means that in spite of asked for the FHA loans contract with the Center for
CR78,14, E878 11, 11171-14 lit78,15,111711-115.
society at the universitY, and the fapt-that Kentucky far- "because we did not want to Applied
Lingnistics
in
Sole Ends April 2nd
plans to continue her mers suffered crushing dilute the possiblity of getting Washington, D. C.
education toward a doctoral financial losses due to the other financial • assistance
To appear in a series endegree in preparation for a most severe weather in the under the feed grain titled "Studies in Languages
Double Steel Betted New Car Radial Whitewalls
career of teaching English on last 177 years, there are no program."'
and Linguistics," the study
Come See Cus For Thrifty Low Prices On Goodyear Tires
the college level.
federal programs that will
"But since that has been surveys three alternatives for
is a graduate of remimburse them," he said.
denied, we are now taking.a teaching vocabulary --; the
'All-Wwother 78
Owensboro High School where
However, the commissioner new line of attack," he said.
root
•
approach,
the
Plus F E T
Blackwell
she was -a
,
member of the
No trade
OUR
Plus F E T
Harris said he has asked etymological - mnemonic
Sue
SALE...
needed
PRICE
per lire
Whitewall
National Honor. Society and
.Gov. Julian Carroll to request approach, and the topical
Set or
and old
Sits
134 20
METRIC
RADIALS
4 tires
WO.
won the Foreign Language
45
-5.36 -13
141
That
U.S.
Agriculture 'vocabulary checklist apSWel teased G1100+S Socials for 0
185SR-13
143 00
- Award in her senior'year.
...towns hand berond the wheel,
P78-14
Secretary Bob Bergland proach:
$41 60
F78-1-1
review,the loan requests from
$2.42
Keller joined the faculty at
r"‘,"-R•14
$4240
155SR 13 blarkwa
Polyester Cord Whitewalls
c,R,14
144 00
71 counties.
pluS fl 67 E E T
Murray State in 1970.
G78-1 4
$2.58
No
trade
needed
15
0
,
4,
A, total of 95'pieces of
155,
$all 20
B78-13 plus $t 60 F PT
G78-1:
$265
15
144 00
per lire and old fires .
origniatatudent art work have
- will issue oGu 3 rein check as, ,r1 - g future delivers at tne aaretti3O Ii
RAIN CHECK
If we sell
been sefeeted for the annual
Student Art Show to be on
JustSay"Charge It!"
exhibit at Mii?tax. State
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own C
University April 1511.
tome' Credit Plan • Master Charge • Bar-.
Sponsored
by
C,1, •
Amencard • American Express
Kandy Cartwright, Mgr.
•
Carte Blanche • Diners Club
Organization of Murray..-u1
See Your Independent Dealer For H,. Price. Prices As Shown Al Goodyear Service Stores In All Communities rreed-by Th. Newspaper
Students (OMAS), the show
will include drawings, paintings, prints, photography,
jewelry, textiles, ceramics,
and sculpture. Pieces for the
show were selected from
among 263 entries.
A total of $1,1,00 in awards,
ph& purchase awards and
2-Wheel Front
honorable
mention
pliarzsUe.Sormaalenceaerde-d
I$
Up to 5 Os of major
Disc: Install new
recognition, will be presented
brand 10 30 grade oil
front disc brake, i
to the student artists.
pads • Repack
I
'
411k1
116
Jurors for the show were'
and Inspect front
Excludes
I
Additional parts etl.3
Denise Green of New York
wheel bearings
111.
front-wheel drive cars ow
• pL
it neede:1
*Complete chassis lubrication &oil-change
• In-spect hy'City, a professional painter,
'.Helps ensure long wearing parts &
draulic system
•Complete analy.
The Rev. David Butler, right, will be the speaker at the
and Jim Zanzi, sculptor and
60111„guiet performance•Please phone
smand rotors Idoes 401 .rC'use rear wheels
sls
and
alignment
You1h4ed
revival
at
the
Sinking
Spring
Baptist
Church to
Guest speaker at the spring teacher at the Art Institute of
ent • Includes 119M trucks
‘
for appollstm
correction - to
be held Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and at the
revival, April 4-10 at the Em- Chicago.
increase tire mileage and improve steering I 4-WWI Drum-Type' Install new brake linregular
hours
on
Sunday.
Directing
the
music will be
Gene Karraker of Paducah,
• Precision equipment, used by experiings all four wheels • Repack front wheel
manuel Independent Baptist
enced mechanics, helps ensure a precision I bearings • Snspect brake hydraulic sys1em.
Ask for our Free IlietiktPoiror Clock
Church, 121 Bypass at North a senior design Jmaterials Tommy Scott, minister Ef music and youth of the churButler, a graduate of Murray State Univeralignment.
add fluid
16th Street, Murray, will be major, is the president of ch. The Rev.
OMAS.'
Southern
sity
and
Baptist
Theological
Seminary,
— Bro. Leonard Young of
• • Louisville, is now serving on the staff of Ninth and 0
Cadiz. Services will be at
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
LAKE DATA
Baptist Church, Louisville. He is married to the former
7:30 nightly with Paul McKentucky Lake, 7 a. m., Gayle Rogers, daughter of
Store Hours: 7:38.A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily Open Friday until 8.00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers of
Wheerter as song leader 354.6, down 0.4.
Mgr.I R. Cartwright
Mgr. B. Odvis
Mgr. T. YOthip,
Mgr. E: Witte
Murray. Mrs. Tommy Scott will be pianist and Miss Judy
and Mrs. Jackie Hill as
elow dim 312.6, up 1.4.
721S. 12th St.
100 S. StateTine
315 W.Broadway,,
,
Jefferson
600
Hughes
will
be
organist.
The
church
nursery
will
be
pianist. The church pastor,
rkley Lake,7 a. m.,354.4,
Murray,Ky.
Fulton. Ky: Mayfield, Ky.
Paducah,Ky.
open. A youth fellowship period will be held following
•
Bro. Grandville Courtney, in- down 0.4.
753-0595
.472-1000
247-3711
442-5464
the
services
onfriday
evening.
Below dam 321.3, up 1.1.
vites the public to attend.
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Details Of Discovery Of Rings
Around Uranus Announced

Tenn-To-m. .
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MSU Coed
Is Award
Recipient

Dr. Lawson To Be
On Comment Panel

Keller Completes
Monograph As Part
Of ERIC Program

State Request For Disaster
Aid Rejected, Harris Says
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Thousands With Overdue Bills
Face Having Utilities Cut Off
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Miss Murray State
Karen Gordon,right, a 21-year-old junior from Benton,is Miss Murray State University 1977. Shown,center, above, she is being crowned at the 8th annual Miss Murray
State Pageant at the university Saturday night by Victoria Jane Hamed, left, the
reigning Miss Kentucky and a junior at the University of Louisville, and Jane Marie
Wager, Murray,last year's Miss Murray State.
Photo by tarry )ohnson

By RHONDA SEEGAL
AP Business Writer Thousands of Americans
unable to pay higher heating
during the unusually Mid
winter are being threatened
with loss of service if they
don't pay soon.
Many utilities; allowing a
grace period because of the
cold winter, postponed service
shutoffs until the and of the
heating season.
But the end of the season is
at hand, and an Associated
Press survey found that
notices warning of electric
and gas shutoffs are in the
thousands of
mail to
Americans.
The number of overdue bills
ranged from 3 per cent to 20
per cent more than last year,
the utilities reported. Some
utilities and state agencies are
trying to find solutions short of
cutoff for those who can't pay.
"We'll start catching up
with the winter leftovers and
our termination will reach a
thousand a month or more,"
according to a spokesman for
the Public Service Co. in New
Hampshire, the state's largest
crime rates
The figures showed a 15 per supplier of electric power. It
cent over-all increase in usually terminates about 250
Houston, 13 per cent in New customers a month in winter.
In a number of states,
York, and 20 per cent in San
utilities had to comply with
Francisco.
But the over-all rate state-imposed moratoriums
declined 9 per cent in Chicago against cutting off heat to
and Washington, 8 per cent in households.
But by March 31, generally
Philadelphia, and 1 per cent in
considered the end of the
• Los Angeles and Detroit.

Violent Crime Declines In Virtually
Every Corner Of Nation Figures Show
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Violent crime declined in
virtually every cqrner of the
country last year, but a surge
in thefts in some big cities
the
over-all
prevented
national crime rate from
falling, the FBI reports.
Preliminary statistics for
1976 show no change from the
previous year in the number of
crimes reported to state and
local police. It marked the
first time in five years that the
crime rate did not increase.
The number of murders
across the country dropped 10
per cent, and a decline in the
murder rate was reported in
every population category and
in all geographic regions.
The FBI issued the report
today.
Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell
called the statistics "an encouraging sign for the
criminal Justice system and
for the public."
But he added,"We must not
ease our efforts in this
struggle, because.he incidence of crime still remains
far too high."
Though the over-all rate
held steady and violent crimes

declined, stealing rose 5 per
cent nationally and by much
higher percentages in some
cities. In Houston a startling
42 per cent increase in larceny
and theft was reported.
The FBI compiles the
figures from data submitted
by more than 9,000 law enforcement agencies. The
statistics cover only the
murders, rapes, robberies,
assaults, burglaries, thefts
and- motor vehicle thefts
reported to police.
Other studies have indicated
that many crimes never are
reported to authorities.
The FBI keeps no national
statistical .summary of such
crimes as arson, fraud,
embezzlement and other
white-collar offenses.
The preliminary report
includes actual crime figures
for 166 cities with 100,000 or
more residents and percentages for the nation and for
various population and
geographic regions.
The final 1976 report due in
the fall contains the raw
figures for the nation and
more detail about the nature
of the crimes.

Of the seven crimes
measured, only the category
of larceny and theft reflected
an increase. It was up 5 per
cent from the 1975 figures. The
category includes shoplifting,
purse-snatching, thefts of
bicycles, and thefts of such
items as CB radios and stereo
tape decks from automobiles.
Larceny increased the most

— 10 per cent — in cities of one
million or more. The increase
hovered around 5 per cent in
smaller cities. Larceny rose 12
per cent in the Northeast and
from 1 to 3 per cent elsewhere.
The rise in big-city larceny,
and in some locations
burglaries and-kvehicle thefts
as well, left some cities with
over-all increases in their

heating season, most will have 1977, prohibited gas utility
ended and service cutoffs can shutoffs until March 31. The
ban on cutoffs ended March 20
be enforced.
A number of states and for East Ohio Gas, which has
cities are working with federal sent out 50,000 delinquency
agencies to make money letters.
—The Wisconsin Gas Co. of
available to the needy, either
has sent out 25,000
Milwaukee
grants.
or
loans
of
in the form
notices that
The average household had to
pay $139 more to keep warm take effect April 22, the day
this winter than last, a Senate after the state's moratoriu
subcommittee concluded in a on fuel cutoffs ends.
—The Potomac Electric Co.,
study.
In Connecticut,for example, which supplies electricity to
Gov. Ella Grasso set aside the District of Columbia,
$250,000 to be used to pay resumed cutoffs this week.
emergency fuel needs of the. Eight per cent of its accounts
40,000 families eligible cpr Aid' in February were delinquent,
to Families with Delienderit compared with ,5 per cent in
February, 1976.
Children.
Most utilities insist that
Here are some of the hardest-hit areas where families, customers will have a chance
particularly the poor in to straighten out . their
northern states, will have to finances before they lose their
power.
find some way to pay:
—In Rhode Island, the
moratorium was lifted last
week. The Providence Gas Co.
said it is sending out about 400
MISS YOUR PAPER?
warning notices per day. The
Subscribers sae hive eel
company said about 40 per
received their berne-ciellwered
cent of its customers have
tray if Tb Mmeesy leripee.
overdue accounts.
Ti.., by 5:30 p. a.fOrearday—In Pennsylvania, the
Friday or by 3:30 p. MI Seem
Public Utility Commission
days ere aped to can 753-14116
PUC) called off its twobetween 530 p. a. end 6 p.
month-old moratorium on
Monday -Friday, or 330 p.
terminations, effective March
4,. a. Saturdwys, to imam
end
31. Fifteen major gas and
ef the newspaper. Cale
delivery
600,000
report
electric utilities
pieced by 6 p. me. washbe
west
of about 4.7 million customers
days et 4 p. a. Saterdays to
are behind in their payments.
pwervotise delivery.
—In Ohio, a Public Utilities
Commission order on Jar. 25,

Forest Fire Fighters
Hard At Work
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — plumb worn out. Our boys
Forest fire fighters who hoped have been going for two or
thunderstorms would give three days now.
"We had a rough time over
them a breather after the
worst weekend for woodland the weekend, about as bad as
fires this spring were we've ever had it," Johnson
disappointed and hard at work said.
Johnson and Prather said
again as the week began.
rains, like those
weekend
storms
the
time
By the
-before
'
reached eastern Kentucky Monday, tapered off
Monday,the rains had tapered reaching the eastern part of
off, leaving only blustery the state.
The state Forestry Division
winds to fan the flames and
670 people working on fire
had
the
on
planes
ter
keep fire-spot
lines Saturday, battling 153
ground.
"The winds are playing fires that swept over 4,239
havoc with us," said Charles acres, Prather said.
Prather, fire control chief for
He said 660 persons were at
the state Division of Forestry. work Sunday fighting 91 windLionel Johnson, the U.S. driven blazes that charred
Forest Service official in 3,311 acres. A fire in Magoffin
charge of fire control in the County, near Salyersville,
Daniel Boone National Forest, burned 250 acres before it was
said the gusts were so severe brought under control.
"we can't get a plane up to
He said the rising winds had
look."
officials "on pins and needles"
Johnson said fire crews Monday. Reports on the
hoped for a rest when thun- number of fires Monday will
derstorms were predicted reach Forestry Division
Monday. "They used tosay a headquarters today.
rainy day is a ranger's sunJobnson said there were at
shiny day. It's the only time
two dozen fires in the least
he
off,"
day
a
take
we can
national forect over the
said.
But only two-hundredths of weekend — ranging in size
an inch of fain fell at the from one acre to 300 acres.
The forest service used its
southern end of the national
converted BKnoxville-based
to
began
skies
before
forest
clear again. By midafternoon, 17 bomber to drop fire
Johnson said, 'We're beefing retardants on the blazes
Sunday morning, but by late
up again."
He said 40 forest service Sunday and early Monday,
firefighters from Virginia Johnson said,'"we couldn't get
were Joining the crews at the the air tanker, the winds were
too high."
Daniel Bone forest.
"We had one spotter Plane
A power outage at London
caused radio problems, and up last night and it got to the
Johnson had no estimate on point there were so many fires
the number of fires burning in eastern Kentucky the pilot
couldn't distinguish one from
Monday.
"A lot," he said. "Apd most another. Now we can't get a
of them are prbbably plane up to look," Johnson
unmanned. The crews are just said.

Mb.ofourscan make
as much as 2lbs.oftheirs:
Thath 120 delicious cups ofcoffee from
America's best-selling freeze-dried coffee.
Taster's Choice.
Looks,smells and tastqiblike ground roast.
Save $2.50 with these aSupons.
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This Ad Coed March 30 thre Apr. 5

FRESH FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES
Red

Equals A Chicken And A Half

POTATOES

FAMILY PACK

CHICKEN
Size 48 Red
GRAPE—
FRUIT

each'
For Salads

AVOCADOES

3100

For An Extra Touch In Salads

CELERY

stalk

Rod
RADISHES

Reelfoot Tray Pak

SUCED
BACON

Florida
5100
ORANGES1
Fresh

Fresh Pig Feet Brains, Pork Liver or

NECK BONES

Reelfoot Reg. or Beef
lb. 394

Mid-South Semi-Boneless

HAM

lb. 4114
lb. 99'

Jumbo Pak I.59'

DRUMSTICKS

3 lb. can 5444

CHICKEN LIVERS

Jumbo Pack lb. 694

CHICKEN GIZZARDS

BUTTERBALL TURKEYS

lb.694

BAKING HENS

5 to 7 lb. avg. lb. 69'

Parts Missing
lb. 594

Fresh
Jumbo Pak lb. 794

4 lbs. or more lb. 59'

Fresh Stewing or

Tender

Kuntry Fresh

FRYER BREAST

FRYER THIGHS

GROUND BEEF

Swift 10 lbs.& up

Kuntry Fresh Fryer

Bryan

CANNED HAM

Ground Fresh Daily
12 oz. pkg.594

Kuntry Fresh

Field's Boneless Fully

COOKED PICNIC

FRANKS

CORNISH HENS

each 99'

Chunk
lb. 894

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

. lb.69'

BROCCOU bunch89

Variely

Assorted

rho

BEDDING PLANTS
-PEAT MOSS 46 6 ba,$149

• -47-4-r--T

TWIN
PACK
flit)

BAKED RIGHT BEFORE
YOUR EYES!!
Alto Foal
Apple

Big John's

CAKE
$119

Reg. 79'

9-oz.
Twin Pak

Great Fix Snacks

Bucket

BROWNIES
229e

BREAD

From Our Deli
AMERICAN CHEESE '2 lb 79'
FRUIT DEUGHT
POTATO SALAD

34 oz. Can

COFFEE

694

lib Can

1I5c

Ton oppliediNe re roil p... Lt ear coop.
family do SIG JOIN S 4.. April S. 1577

Go spelled& to roe. prim Uri or memo par
Aped S. I WI
holly el NG AWES

611441.11

44144,11,11131121860000144,A,11,11,

lb 139
6

69'

THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS
OF

Folger's

VANISH

FRITTERS
3 fc., 49'

FREE CASH

,

11000100000111.11.11.110s

IN BIG JOHN'S CASH
POT NOW WORTH

4,300.00

Fisher Boy

Jiffy Pot Never ins Than $100 00
Every !With & Beauty Aid At
Big Johns Is
Bowl Cleaner Crystals

Hyde Park Decorator

DISCOUNT PRICED

vfith Our Coupon

Req t239

MYLANTA

Hyde Park Fancy

Reg. 38'
Red Hot

Bright Star

BATTERIES
Hyde Park Cream Style and Whole
16 oz.3 for 89'
KERNEL CORN
Assorted
Frozen Treats
12 in pkg.69(
POPS
Dill
Hyde Park
3207.79'
PICKLES
Shoestring
Hyde Park
211 Size 194
POTATOES
Hyde Park Waffle
240,. 89'
SYRUP

Hyde Park Pink/Golcillar

SOAP

Hyde Park

s oz.4 for 99‘

Borden Country Store

BLACK PEPPER

.16 oz. Box 79'

4

4 oz. can 794

1 lb. 49'

DUMPLINGS

69'

Hyde Park
9 o'
z,39
(

Libby

PUMPKIN

CRACKERS
Sweet Sue Chicken 8;

jacks .19 Assorted

COOKIES

ia 01.58'

Merit Saltine

INSTANT POTATOES.
Hyde Park

CAKE MIX

303 19'

TEA BAGS
liquid Cleaner
PINE SOL

4d.69'
28 fl. oz. 5149

599
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IGA TABLERITE U.S.D.A. CHOICE
TABLERITE

We Honor US.D.A.
Food Stamps
Quantity Rights
Reserved

BEEF YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY!
U.S.CHOICE

YOUR WAURANCE
OF OUAlilY

[Lt

I

CHUCK
ROAST

Del Monte
FOODS

Ten

Lb.

Ecej
:91

LEAN TENDER

REELFOOT

FAMILY PAK

PORK
STEAK

WIENERS

SLICED
BACON

GROUND
BEEF

Buy One At 89(

12 oz.GET THE NEXT ONE
ALL
MEAT

680

12 0/

FREE!

79'

bit

U.S. CHOICE

CENTER CO

U.S. CHOICE

BONELESS CHUCK or
SHOULDER ROAST

CHUCK

RIB
STEAK

FIELD'S

..98c

CATSUP 32 oz

78'

Lb.$128

SMOKEu PICNICS

88'

SLICED BOLOGNA
DEL MONTE

Lb

Lb.

Pound Pkg.

COOL WHIP

PDALEMTOLEIVREe3G2oz

89c

ni . • • $119

49
9 oz.69'

WHOLE Lb.

DEL MONTE•303 CAN

POTATOES

Southside Store Open Sunday
pmf

FROZEN

DEL MONTE

ORANGE JUICE
12 oz.
CAN

ritt Montr

PIWNE JUKE

2

"

PRUNE JUICE

32 oz.

69,

BOTTLE

NABISCO
PREMIUM

CRACKERS
iloicb 590

T-IBLEFRESH PRODUCE • VARIETY & PRICE

Prices Good Thru Tuesd

RUSSETTAOES
POT

BANKROLL

•

BAGL/1 119

*IP

THIS
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

NORTHSIDE: $300
SUN KIST
FRESH

YELLOW SQUASH or
GREEN BEANS.... Lb.5

•

LEMONS
MANDARIN

ORANGES..

59°
Lb. Bag 794
Dozen

3

LAST
WEEK'S
'BANKROLL
DRAWING

SOUTH!

SORRY,
NO WINNER!

NORTHSIDE:

The family whose
name was drawn
this week did not
hove a Bankroll card
punthed.

4 SOU

weir'
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MS

DEL MONTE

PEACHES
REGULAR PRICE: 656
_

BIG
No. 21/2
NORTHSIDE:
6 AM - 10 PM
DAILY

SIZE

SOUTHSIDE:

SlACE.0

7 PM -.9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
10 AM - 8 PM

CAN
LIMIT
THREE

•it•

CAMPBELL'S

SUNFLOWER

MEAL
SELF

RISING

194

5 Lb.
BAG

M
TOMATO
JUICE

JUICE 46 oz•CAN

Chicken

MARGARINE

"P64.

*6 PACK•8 oz.

BISCUITS ,

PETER PAN•18 oz.

COLD POWER.GIANT SIZE

PEANUT
BUTTER

LAUNDRY
29
DETERGENT ..$

99'

KRAFT•12 oz.

FROSTY ACRES.FROZEN

SINGLES
CHEESE

FISH
STICKS 16 oz.

$"

Southside Store Open Sunday
THIS WEEKS

TV
SPECIAL
FRENCH
OR CUT

GOLDEN

CORN

GREEN BEANS

Tuesday, April 5,1977

CHARMIN
TISSUE
4 ROLL
PKG.

SOUTHSIDE: $300
SOUTHSIDE:

SORRY,
NO WINNER!

The family whose
name was drawn
this week did not
have o Bankroll cord
punched.

LIQUID CLEANER

PINE-SOL
15 oz.

303 CAN

20891) 39°

4FoRS940
59'

TOMATOES

1 Lb. PKG.

CAN

TO

EZ;#

BLUE BONNET 'kV

CHICKEN
NOODLE
oz.

99

/•
GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

SMOKED

PICNICS
WHOLE
Lb.

89

SLICED
SMOKED
PICNIC
Lb.
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Award To Peter Finch Steals
Show At Academy Awards
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
scathing satire on the
television industry, a cinderella tale of a second-rate
boxer's reach for the top and a
Watergate detective story
took most of the Oscars at the
49th Academy Awards, but
Peter Finch stole the show.
"Finchie," as the film
community affectionately
knew the late actor, was
posthumously honored with

the best actor Oscar for his
portrayal of a mad broadcaster in "Network." In the
most poignant moment of
Monday night's nationallytelecast awards show, Liv
Ullman opened the Best Actor
envelope and read, "Peter
Finch,for 'Network."
The Crowd at the packed
Music Center roared its approval, as Finch, who died of a
heart attack Jan. 14, became

Can A Body Get A
Bathroom Rebuilt?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR A1313Y: I can't believe the unemployment figures.
On one side, people are screaming they can't find jobs. And
on the other side,just try to find someone to do carpentry,
painting or remodeling.
We've been trying to get someone to add a bathroom to
our house, and were told we will have to wait for at least
',ix months. My sister tried to get someone to remodel her
kitchen. and she hasn't had any luck, either.
E‘eryone who does work like that is "busy" and can't
get to it for another six months at least. That doesn't sound
to me like there are a lot of unemployed people who aro
eager to get to work. Where are they? Something is wrong
stonev,.here, Abby.
PUZZLED IN FLORIDA
DEAR PUZZLED: National studies show an acute
shortage of tradesmen capable (or willing) to undertake
home repairs. Most of those qualified to do carpentry.
painting or remodeling will accept only larger jobs. Few
such craftsmen are to be found amount the unemployed.
This particular shortage (estimated by the Wall Street
Journal to-be in the thousands) is causing a rush on
community colleges and vocational schools by homeowners
learning to do their own work.
DEAR ABBY: Bet you've never had a problem like
mine I'm in my middle 20s and I talk in my sleep.
It wouldn't be so bad, but my mother has a tendency to
listen. anti thereZre some things I'd prefer she didn't know
about.
- 1 Is there something I can do about blabbing in my sleep?
TIPPING MY MITT
DEAR TIPP4NG: Review your concerns. It you're
worried about what you SAY in your sleep. better worry
more about what you DO when you're awake.

the first actor ever to win the honor on the basis of only two
award posthumously.
brief scenes in the film.
"I was stunned," the
Faye Dunaway won the best
actress award for her American-born, Englishactress
blistering performance as the educated
said
-Network" backstage, "very stunned. I
hard-driving
executive who sacrificed all must have looked like an idiot
up there."
for success.
"Network" also won an
The Oscar for the best
picture went to "Rocky," Oscar for Paddy Chayevsky,
which was made for a who wrote the original
"cheap" $1 million and screenplay.
featured a then-unknown
Despite this year's attempt
leading man — Sylvester at cutting what Friedkin had
Stallone. The story of a down- termed the "tackiness" of
apd.oar fighter's shot at the previous_ Oscar shows, there
heavyweight title also won a were some touching moments.
director's Oscar for John G.
There were tears aplenty
Avildsen and another for best when, in accepting the best
film editing.
iicLor rkward for Finch, Paddy
Some critics said the affair Chayevsky stepped to the
and
Lacked some of the excitement microphone
said,
of past Oscar nights, but that "There's only one person who
was in part by design. should accept this — Mrs.
"Exorcist" director William Peter Finch."
Friedkin, who produced this
Amid a standing ovation,
year's show,cut down on some Finch's widow, Eletha,
of the onstage chit-chat and walked to the stage. With
offstage glitter in an effort to tiers in her eyes she relayed a
produce a more dignified message she said her husband
show.
had wanted to give to the
What he got was a more Academy.
"He said,'Darling, if I
dignified show that dragged in
want to say thanks to m
parts.
"It looks like we coul4 have fellow actors who have given
ess me encouragement through
used some of that me
interchange„" one Ac emy the years, to Paddy, who gave
official mumbled in reference me this-part ... and most of all,
to Friedkin's move from two to you, darling,for sending me.
the right vibes."
presenters to one.
Back stage; the actor's
Unlike last year, when "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" Jamaican-born widow said
all the major her husband had "wanted an
swept
categories, this year's Oscar between the teapots.So,
homage by the film industry to I'm going to stick it there."
"Evergreen," Barbra
itself lacked a big winner.
"Network" and "All the Streisand's love song to Kris
President's Men," each with Kristofferson in "A Star is
four statuettes, won the most,,' Born," won an Oscar for Miss
Stallone's "Rocky" took three Streisand, who wrote the
music, and Paul Williams,
Oscars.
"It was a classic' case of who wrote the lyrics.
timing, man and material,"
Leonard Rosenman won an
Stallone said in a backstage Oscar for his scoring adapassessment of the film that at tation of "Bound For Glory,"
one time nobody wanted if he while Jerry Goldsmith's score
was to be 'part of the deal. for "The Omen" won for
Stallone, who wrote -Rocky," original score.
concealed whatever '1, disapWilliam Goldman's screen
pointment he may have felt at adaptation of Robert Woodlosing in the Best Actor ward and Carl Bernitein's
category.
"All The President's Men"
Asked if it was true that he won honors for best screenwrote the enormously popular play adapted from another
film in three days, the 30-year- medium.
old actor replied,"I wrote it in
A sleeper, "Black And
two days, but I didn't want to White In Color," won the
seem like a prodigy." Snappy, Oscar for best foreign
work for a man who'd never language film. The Ivory
seen a fight until he was 29.
Coast picture won over such
Jason Robards, the actor highly-touted foreign movies
who brought perfection to as "Cousin, Cousine" and
Eugene O'Neill material on "Seven Beauties."
stage, won an. Oscar for his
portrayal in "All The
President's Men" of Ben
Bradlee, the Washington
Post's executive editor. It was
Robards'
first
Oscar
nomination.

DE.Alt .ABBY: I couldn't help but laugh through my
tears at the back and forth letters from THE OTHER
WOMAN and THE DOCTOR'S WIFE in your column
recently.
have been 'both, and learned a lot from it. Mostly, I
Itqirned I don't want to be either. As long as I am "a
doctor's wife- or "the other woman,.' I am not ME. And
ME has got to come first.
Frankly. I think being ME first is important: to myself,
yes, and to all the others whom I touch. I am a
psychologist, a mother, a mother-in-law, an ex-wife, an
ex-other woman, a dog-lover, a hobby nuLan undiscovered
poet and lots more. But these are my roles, not the
summation of ME. As long as we know we have certain
roles to fulfill, we're OK. But when the role becomes the
totality of ME, I'm in trouble. Because, when all is said and
done, its ME I live with 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Beatrice Straight, who lost
My advice to anyone who signs herself'"the other husband William Holden to
woman- or "the doctor's wife": Honey, that ain't where it's Faye Dunaway in "Network,"
at And "it" is in you, your own special version."Crid when
you know you, and you like you,.baby. you're home free. was named best supporting
ME IN CLEVELAND actress. Miss Straight, who
WS ANGELES (AP) —
spent years on Broadway and
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal did a stint in the quickly folded Here is the list of winners at
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. television show "Beacon the 49th annual Academy
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hill," won the Academy's Awards on Monday night:
Picture — "Rocky."
Actor — Peter Finch in
"Network."
Actress — Faye Dunaway in
"Network."
Supporting Actor — Jason
Robards in "All The
President's Men."
Supporting Actress —
Beatrice Straight in "Network."
Director — John G. Avildsen
for "Rocky."
Foreign Language —
"Black And White In Color"
(Ivory Coast).
Live Action Short — "In The
Region Of Ice."
Animated
Short
—
"Leisure."
Sound Achievement — "All
Reg. '1 1 to 545
The President's Men."
Feature Documentary —
"Harlan County, U.S.A."
Short Subject Documentary
— "Number Our Days."
Art Direction — "All The
President's Men."
—
Costume
Design
"Fellini's Casanova."
Original Score — "The
Omen."
Song Score and Adaptation
— "Bound For Glory."
Cinematography — "Bound
For Glory."
Film Editing — "Rocky."
'20 Pants.
138 Blazers
Original
Song
—
"Evergreen" from "A Star Is
7 Vests & Blouses. . .
1 / 9 Skirts
Born."
Original Screenplay —
$7
"Network"
by
11 Tops
Paddy
Chayefsky.
Screenplay — "All The
Yellow • Navy•Red•Green *Brown 8 Black Plaid
President's Men" by William
Sizes 5-13
doldnan. •
Special Visual Achievement
Minnens Murray, Bel-Air Center - Open Nights 8 Sundays
— "King Kong" and "Logan's
Run."

Courts Do Not Have To Be Placed On Same
Floor, Kentucky Attorney General Rules
(without nr --- construction),"
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — House Bill M which im- flexible than it sounds."
Circuit courts and the new - plemented the judicial article He said there are a number Lawson said
district courts do not have to dealing ezplicity or implicitly of other potential locations for
be placed on the same floor or with the matter of the relative district courts, ranging from
If You
courtroom, - the attorney physical locations of the private businesses which can
Need Them:
be rented to city facilities
county and circuit courts.
general's office says.
"In other words, there is which can be borrowed at
Fire,
It issued an interpretation
753-1621
Monday of the law which nothing in the prior statutes appropriate times.
Polite
Police
implements Kentucky's suggesting that the two courts "We have developed a whole
. 7534952
Resin
have to be on different floors series of plans on a county by
judicial article.
. 753-9332
Ambulant'
That article created a four- of a courthouse or in the same county basis," Lawson said.
-.Hospital
,
tier court system. The district floor,
"It includes how best to utilize
753-5131
Ern.que‘." .
"Such a legislative state, facilities."
courts replace other types
Humane Societe
however, silently recognizes He said counties also have
next year.
153-3991
The opinion has no force of the ancient practice of the option of using stateComprehensive
Law, but it is significant maintaining the circuit and owned facilities under some
Care
"
753-6622
because it involves a poten- inferior courts on different type of lee arrangement.
Poison Control . 753-75111
tially large expense for floors of the courthouse, with It shouN be noted, Lawson
Senior Miens .- 753-0929
counties which must adjust to the 'big' (circuit court) being said, that the law also calls for
,.Needling
753-NEED
on
the
second
floor."
the new legal system.
the new district courts "to be
Learn 10 Read . 753-22111
Col. George Chinn, deputy
people"
available
to
the
made
But, he added, they do have
director of the Kentucky ..A9 be in the same courthouse and he implied that any
Historical Sciciety, raised the unless the state Supreme „satisfactory system toward
question and leaned on Court orders otherwise.
this goal would be valid.
historical tradition.
"For the most part, our
Norman Lawson, an official
He noted plans in Mercer with the Office of Judicial survey has found there are
County to house both the Planning, said the actual existing facilities of various
district and circuit vourt situation "is much more types that can be used
systems at Harrodsbtuig on
the second floor of the courthouse.
Chinn said that, historically,,
the inferior (county, and
quarterly) courts are located
on the first floor of the courthouse arid the circuit court on
the second floor in all of the
state's 120 counties. He said:
',The separation by different floors had its origin as a
symbol of equality for all of
English justice in that a
citizen on trial in the lower
court had, upon entering the
courthouse, visual evidence
that there was a court above in
the event justice had not been
done.
"Hence the common
expression, 'carried to a
higher court.'"
Chinn said that because
Harrodsburg prides itself as
Also Nave
being the site where the first
Swi•
court of justice
was
4 Ft. ng - sir
established in Kentucky, it not
700
only resents the abolition of a
5
ft.
Swing
long-respected historic
3 Piece Settee and Gliders
symbol, but questions its
legality.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles
Runyan replied:
"We can find nothing in the
,statutes enacted prior to

if

tt

a

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

I

Ti

Buy Direct From

Direct Furniture

3 Piece Contemporary Suite

'249"

Sofa—Love Seat—Chair

1 Mile on 94 East - Next To Darnell Marine
753-3546

The Friendly Folks at
Otasco bring you these...
PcocsToo"00

Academy
Award
Winners

i•SPRING-SPORTSWEAR
SALE!

tt

WEEKEND
SPECIALS
Wife
MOWER

Save Over 0777
97.00
Rag $54.95

3 HP engine • 19" cut • Throttle on handle •
7-inch wheels • side discharge • life-Gard Protection.

LAYAWAY
NOWI

45211

•

Longlif• 20- Cut Mower A52"211titg. $99.95

84.86

Flying°

MOTO-CROSS
;7419,6997

America's Most Famous Coordinated
Sportswear!

Use Otasco
Credit

Motorcycle style
fenders, tank;
handlebar with
crossbar ond
waffle grips
Chrome spring
front suspen.
sion

Zebco
"33 REEL"

88

20-in. Deluxe
Moto-Cross Bike
93.96

coBlack
s Deckep
71/4V8

Rost croof, stainless
steel covers • Seiec
ve anti-reverse •
Wide • range, spring
loaded drag.

•

CIRCULAR
SAW

1777

24
5 13 si

FLOOR MATS
1-°c* 28
8
TWIN
SET

Reg. $19.99 Burnout protected motor
Depth and bevel odjustments..:
Pack of 3 Blades for Circular Saw .,:,

One piece in choice of
colors
set in block only.

7.77

Prices good through Saturday at over 600 stores throughout the South and Southwest

OTASCOj

USE

Bel-Air Shopping Center

raw ,1

cRIO, OR

753-839!

.3 10 .1

DICA.D

master cta3r.1;w

-„.
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Carter Approves Hugh Package
Of Military Construction Pacts

Proposed Restructuring Of Commerce
Department Announced By McBrayer
dustries. Commerce personnel will be assigned to
specific Area Development
Districts throughout the state
to cell on and work with industries in their districts.
—Dissolving the Business
Development Division and
assigning its personnel to the
new Existing Industries
Division. Because of the
concentration of industry in
the Louisville area, a personnel move will be made
from Frankfort to Louisville.
tepartrnent will "become far the past."
"We intend to act — not —Closing the Lexington unit
nore aggressive."
— to help our industries of the Office of Minority
react
"Kentucky is our product
r Business Enterprise (comnd we have to sell it," Mc- however we can," McBraye
merce officials say there has
to
make
want
"We
d.
explaine
council
Brayer .said. He told
been no business for them in
exwill
they
so
members that the department them happy
Lexington) and sending
will shift its emphasis from pand their operations and
personnel into the Louisville,
Our
here.
plants
new
build
recruiting out-of-state inand
Western Kentucky
on
encouraging people' are going to knock
to
dustry
n Kentucky areas
Norther
we
can
how
out
find
to
indoors
y
established Kentuck
where minority business is
dustries to expand and build do that."
heavy.
anchanges
d
Propose
new plants.
in- —Doubling the staff of the
KIDC President J.C. Dixon nounced by McBrayer
International Division in order
Jr. presided at the first of four cluded:
to generate more foreign
ty
Communi
the
ng
—Changi
held
council meetings to be
and "reverse intrade
the
to
this year. Along with Mc- Services Division
vestments" by foreign inInExisting
of
Division
e
Tennesse
Brayer, Dixon's

CAVE CITY, Ky. — Ken- counterpart, Jack Hutchison,
Com- president of the Tennessee
commerce
tucky
missioner W. Terry McBrayer Industrial Development
Council, was a guest.
proposed
a
announced
"Sixty-five to 80 per cent of
restructuring of the commerce department that will the new jobs created in
emphasize serving Ken- Kentucky each year come
from expansions of existing
tucky's industries.
industry rather than from new
the
of
meeting
24
At a March
Kentucky Industrial industry," McBrayer said.
y
Development Council (KIDC) "That is why we absolutel
inour
with
work
to
have
at Park Mammoth Resort,
McBrayer outlined a plan to dustries here and not neglect

Jr.,
KENTUCKY COMMERCE COMMISSIONER W. Terry McBrayer, left, and D. C Dixon
d
propose
a
discuss
(K1DC),
Council
ment
l
Develop
president of the Kentucky Industria
restructuring of the Commerce Department that McBrayer announced earlier during a
meeting of KIDC The commerce commissioner plans to make the department"more
aggressive" and emphasize the servicing of Kentucky's existing industries. The March
24 meeting one of four this year, was centered.around Department of Conimerce
operations.

vestors into Kentucky, and to
attract foreign industry into
the state.
—Improving the Kentucky
Industrial Development
Advisory Teams and emphasizing their importance to
communities desiring help in
attracting industry.
McBrayer told council
members that he ,is parin
interested
ticularly
assisting small companies to

•
e
candidat
ic
The Democrat
said at the time that U.S.
policy, which earns U.S.
contractors billions of dollars
a year, was "almost completely unrestricted."
—Ilia, Carter said, is "a
policy as cynical as it is
dangerous." He pledged to
work for a worldwide
agreement to curb the trade in
'
armaments.

Safety and Health Act, Workman's Compensation, and
other labor topics, so-we ceh
comgood
establish,
munication."
The greater part- of the
meeting, which was centered
around the Department of
Commerce, was conducted by
Cilmmerce Deputy Commissioner Dr. Dick Robinson
and featured presentations by
division heads who explained

AMPanti-:and- increase74cds.7-titeir_tiperaticar-.

positions.
"We 'have neglected those
companies with few employes,
with no legal staff, as they
Ivied to obtain necessary
permits and get through red
tape. Now the department will
help'them cut the red tape
and, we hope, increase their
profits," he said.
Another priority, McBrayer
said, will be to deal with labor
problems and promote the
"best
possible" labormanagement relations. z
"With the Department of
Labor,- he said, "the cornmerce department is spanlaboreight
soring
seminars
management
around Kentucky with the help
of the Associated Industr* of
Kentucky, our two departments viiIrtry to get companies and labor together to
discuss the Occupational

"We -wanted to reeducate
our old members," Dixon
said, -and educate our new
members as to commerce
ftrmtions,'since -Many of them
will take part in development
activities along with the
Commerce Department.,"
are
members
K DX'
industrial
in
engaged
for
work
dev elopment
utilities. transportation
carriers, banks, contractors,
chambers of commerce and
various governmental and
private development agencies
and associations.
Following the commerce
division presentations, KIDC
held its business session. The
next KIDC meeting is
scheduled for May 3 and 4 at
the Lake Malone Inn near
Dunnior, Ky.

d

The year was i959. fjd Pontiac
was making big news with itsrevolutionary new Wide-Track
design. An important innovation
that gave iull-sized Pontiac% a
smooth, stable ride. A Pontiac
trademark ever since.
Wide-Trai k also played a role in
growing
rapidlv
Pontiac s

—$500 million worth of
WASHINGTON (API —
ion contracts for
construct
calls
who
Carter,
t
Presiden
Arabia.
Saudi
too
past U.S. arms sales polity
—Jet fighters for Greece.
unrestricted, cynical and
—Unspecified items for
$2
approved
dangerous, has
Pakistan and Saudi
Jordan,
billion worth of military
_
Arabia._
and
s
contract
ion
construct
"Our policy is under;
arms sales, primarily for
"The
NATO allies, administration review," Brown said.
by
case
making
is
t
Presiden
sources say.
But the sources said Mon- case decisions. As to specific
details, I
day that Carter still is amounts and any
say."
to
nothing
have
reviewing an additional $3
At a news conference last
Carter said during the
billion worth of military sales
y. Carter listed
Thursda
campaign that U.S. arms
proposals.
limiting the sale of arms as
$8.3
totaled
which
sales,
%Carter will notify Congress
too large one of the items on Secretary
abont'liis military sales billion hist-year, are
has of State Cyrus R. Vance's
decisions 'soon, one source and that the United States
agenda in
t negotiating
merchan
arms
"the
said. The decisions are ex- become
Moscow.
pected to be made public after of the world."
the notification. Adminiat
spokestnan
stration
the White House and in the
State Department refused
comment.
-'The approval is primarily
for construction projects
FRANKLIN, Ky.(AP) — A brothel', Josh, 2, died early
already underway and for
swept
23-year-old Franklin man has Sunday when fire
arms primarily for NATO
in connection through the family's second
arrested
been
(North Atlantic Treaty
nt. Their
with a fire in a public housing floor apartme
Mrs. Ernest
Organization) countries," one
and
Mr.
parents,
project here that resulted in
source said.
Jr., and another
Hatfield
young
two
of
deaths
the
Administration spokesmen
brother, Phil, 16 months old.
brothers, police said.
Jerrold L. Scheeler at the
Hendley escaped injury.
Terrell
said
Police
National Security Council and
Turner
was ordered held without bond Fire Chief Bobby
Frederick Z. Brown at the
being charged said the fire started on the
after
Monday
State Department refused
evel
with two counts of murder and back porch of a ground-l
comment on the reported
quickly
and
nt
apartme
was
one of arson. Hendley
approval and on a Washington
Police
taken to Madisonville, Ky. for spread. Both he and
approval
the
that
it apPost report
said
Slate
Bruce
Chief
the
but
test,
h
a polygrap
set
is for:
was
fire
the
peared
results were not annoupeed.
—Howitzers and tanks for
Tyrone Hatfield, 3, and his deliberately.
Israel.

reputation for great performance.
Indeed, in one glorious year, 1960,
Pontiac swept three major stock
, car championships: the NHRA
Grand National, the Darlington
AO and the'grueling Pike's Peak
Hill (limb.
'rears and several championships later, Pontiac was still

combining that great performance
with some of the hottest styling to
ever come out of Detroit. Cars like
the electrifying '66 Pontiac 2 4- 2
with its 389 CID V-8.
Now for 1977. Pontiac is making
history once again. With the most
dramatically redesigned lull-sized
Pontiics ever, It's the most exciting news since Wide-Track.

The Plush One. BonnevIle Brougham 4-Door Sedan

The national touring show, PROUD TO
brings you a multi-screen, musical
extravaganza Featuring, in person, the talented and vivacious AllisChalmers hostess Presenting an entertaining took at pride—in Amer
in farming and the Rising Power Family from Allis-Chalmers
se
The latest and greatest in new equipment from Allis-Chalmer
m why Allis-Chalmers is the Rising Power in Farming'
y rself
,s
,food and entertainment are all part of EXPO 77 5.0 t you or
iss it Be our guest and loin the fun
fami
Date: Thurs., March 31,1977
Place: Austin-Equipment
Showtime: 6:00 p.m.

The Sports One Bonneville 2-Door Coupe

The Practical One Catalina 4-Door Sedan 1
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Cost-Cutters
HELP TRIM YOUR
FOOD BUDGET!
COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacturer's
allowance we pass the savings on to you.
These reductions ore usually good for more
thon one week

COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Eoch week deep cut specials in oll-cleportalents
plus boris coupons for extra
savings Cost Cotter This Weeks Specials'
signs will lacdte these values

Prices effective through April 3rd.
Ouontity right reserved. Copyright 1977.
_Elttlinget

M
WHAT WI AMU& 11 aq
pawl* d
to canailora brgad aqa cow& ose run ettiOanl
airerbs•Id tomsal
mobafiqut• a caavarabie brad qa saw* sawatas aq arq• you ran <tackle,Ms
adasabarlsrecoLatimuppudicumam••••••••••46•1•••••414.441M/M•Ii44,11404•411".6••"th•al .'a" a arallaq
qa
.
, 01 qaaas• your aro% or ••11.4 foto man.

U.A.D.A. CROKE

Leg 0' Lamb

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice

LI

FAMILY PAR

Pork Steaks

ROUND STEAK

Turkey Hindquarters

A T intoGER

1°111L

4LIVATS

13 02.
PKG.

Fox Deluxe Pizza
FRES $NORE

STEAK
coeff
utuovenota

NEVER

LS

ASSCOTED VARIETIES

GET A Cur
--L CENTER
ROUND
nif

LB.

MEATY MEET TAILS 011

I LI.
PKG.

Fish 'N Batter Sticks
INN MORRELL

REMOVED

12 02
PKG

Sliced Bologna

PPSI

Boiling Beef

King Cotton Slob

is

494

SERVE

$169
g

OSCAR RUHR

Veal Steaks

l.
e

12 OZ
PIG

Sliced Bacon

939

BONUS
BUNDLE

FREEZER SALE

Ls 79c

5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAK
5 LBS. KROGER GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
LBS. PORK SAUSAGE
(Circle B or Hunter's)

320-360 LBS.
U.S. Gov't.

Choke

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choke

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice

FLAT
BRISKETS

CUBE
STEAKS

,RUMP
ROAST
Bone
In

lb.

Boneless lb

$118

978

Pok

$118

GROUND
CHUCK

$11 18

Chill Pak

SHOULDER
ROAST

FRESH
HENS

[COST-CUTTER COUPON]I

SANDW
kr."rICH
BREAD

41.

• ••
• ••
• ••

PL6Vei
• ••;•••

lb.

1 lb.

bog
all
ll=
we

aer.

won
COupon and S10 00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by low and in oddition to the COSt of oupon
Aw
mer,c1h0
3,nd
d Ise Subiect to opplicoble taxes limit one E ;loves

IIIIIuIHhuIIIuIuIL$10
C

Butteraust

;
6

Pride of Illinois
Whole Kernel or Cream 5

4,*

BREAD

z
:
6

17 1

20 in.

Buy One At

594

3

EN
NM Emi

4;

U.S.D.A. Grub A Medium

El Chico

MEXICAN
DINNERS rtz?
(}3E,1 1-,uNENEr

KROGER
EGGS

,

63

12 oz.

dozen

111"‘

KNOW MOWN & SERVE

$

Wiener Buns

FOR HOME & FAMILY

IN

DISNEY
AIM
TOOTHPASTE TOOTHBRUSH

39c

4 oz

r. Kroger

Garden
r nr.,,itter

7

"ov

treginess ,it
down-to-earth prices

fr't GAL
./IPG

394

11
20
111..

Bread Dough

784

Strawberries

PEG

110011 11011$
2202

Lux Liquid

ASSORTED FERVORS

Whole Kernel Corn

41 12 OZ. $1
%ID CAI6

Thompson Soilless

Hi-C Drinks

California

Red

20 02
PEG

.

2

$119

994
994

00,113 CIE/ 11‘1111....

31 1 01
Pt'

itircosT cunim coup0N3Iiiie

44 01
CAP6

'sorted Fie;ors

$1

DELICIOUS
APPLES

88c 25c 33c

No.

CI
114

Marshmallow Eggs
001.0 cien
Rainbow Eggs

.

lb. It

,39

G0111 MST

Wash. St. Ex. Fancy Gold

FRESH
RIPE
ASPARAGUS WATERMELON

WHITE
GRAPES

4
.60z
mc 494
if 594
59'

Jelly Beans

894

Duck Eggs

694

DR M04111 VAC PAK

Bright Bleach

°did's

ad.

Box .

WINTER RAMIS

Fil.
l1111111111111111111

Fight Cavities

Cheese Food

44 02 $129

2

KROGER

DIM AWING

Detergent

with this coupon limit one. Expires April 3rd.

French Fries

KROGER SLICED AMERKAM
CT
3PKGS.

COUP POEM

▪ COFFEE 1-1.
hal

m▪ e▪ m
usim

AVONDALE
1402.

Cheese Spread

NOM SAIEDW101 OR

r
...SPOTLIGHT
Grind It Fresh

3

Rolls

AAA 4X.
EASTER CANDY is

G0113 ClIS1

1100E1 PIMIENTO
11 OZ.
PIGS.

MIR

COUPONT111111111111111

Marganne

:11COST-CUTTER COUPON3Illie

NMI

With /his coupon ond 510 00 purchase e.6ludino items
prohibited by law ond in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise Sublect to opplicoble taxes limit one hipires
April 3rd

(
Quartered

EMI

lb.
con

PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM ALL THREE

1:,:zs.

Get One Free!

SHORTENING

39

-7°,- BLUE BONNET
; MARGARINE

GOLDEN
CORN

COUPON]III

CRISCOAll. Vegetable

With this coupon and SIO 00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by law and in oddition to the cost of coupon
merchandise Sublets to apphcable taxes limit one Expires
April 3rd

11.111...
Arallom

26.95

11-89`

111[COST-CUTTER

KROGER
SALTINES

,

30 LBS. ALL FOR

ALLOW 3-5 DAYS
FOR PREPARATION

Thin Crisp

KROGER
FLOUR

C

794
694

155-185 LBS.
Hindquarters

IECOST-CUTTER COUPON

Plain or Self Rising

LI.

150-180 LBS.
Forequarters

.99c .59c

lb.

err
I
\

Beef Sides

U.S.D.A. Choice Lomb

$18
794
994

LI

ea"
U.S. GOV'T. GRADED
CHOICE BEEF

$1 9

MCKIM

Smoked Picnic

LI

Sliced Bologna

ANN mem

Family
Pok
lb.

SAVE

Lunch Meats

IMUI FED °POPPED

SLICED
BACON

$15
984
374"
794

A

ILL°
ELATIN

•

.79

awl
1...
im.
imn
tin

3oz.
OW /

with this coupon limit one Expires

ri

limmummi
p:i
my

3rd
PPC
‘
Iciet

ERIE

[COST CUTTER COUPON]

Train

25•Ib. $ C99

S:
I

a:FOOD

b"
with this coupon limit one Expires April

d_pm

lb.

FREE GOOD NEWS RAZOR 111ITN

Cricket Lighter

uci

1P:1[COst CutTER ICC;POtallill:
10
.

99
(

%whist 200 Size

PIG.
01 24

78'

FRESH
LEMONS

DOI
Of MI

$133

IC. NEADACNI
Powders
IPPIRDENT

Tablet
SCHICK SUPER II

"-

Razor Blades

ocs

994

ual

Broom
fAMIlY PRIDE

siee

69c

16ot.
(11r11g (OUP;13

I
I

NAVEL
ORANGES
each

Mexican 10 Size

a.
WORTH 10 OFF
gm
-.my
toword the purchase of a 6 ot ex of
an
ow -)
int. FOLGER'S INSTANT COFFEE =
mg with this coupon limit one El/owes April 3rd_Amip

rv
r
e.7

FRESH
PINEAPPLES

12C.

nIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1=

Ca

Antiseptic
LISTERINE• 32 oz. $129
MOUTHWASH .... bm.
•
with this coupon limit one Expires April 3rd

Carrots

4.1 BC16
.3 FOR

Si

CALIPORN1A FANCY

Red Radishes

J

1106
FOR

3

FOR

vi

Broccoli

LARGE
RIPKA

=

toward the purchase of any

NMI
MEI

ROSE BUSH

dm
......,
nIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1=

= wth this coupon limit one Expires April 3rd

--,

CALWORINA FREW

WORTH 20' OFF

f

.
r
o [COST CUTTER

CALIVORINA FANCY

Avocados

u
p:i[COST CUTTER COUPON]
IIII

..
-do/
eMI ,
....

CALIFOSINA FANCY GREEN TOP

NOME PRIM ANGULAR

Skin lotion

0

Sunkist Seedless 88 Size

J _ with

694

4
e...

COUPON]lille

WORTH 20' OFF

=

iiiCEr of
t°w°"iiiiiichiisilo

=

_...
MI11111111111111111=
this coupon limit one Expires Apnl 3rd

